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Murali Dharan Nair 
Ielatively little is known about imnigrants I use of social service 
agencies that am set up to help them. 'llie purpose of this study is to 
examine the new inmigrant I S use of social service agencies in a ItEtl:opOli-
tan city in canada. 
Five hypotheses have been developed in relation to the ~~ basic 
subsystems uneer study. 'nle dependent variable is the new imnigrant I S 
use of social agencies; and the antecedent variables are derived fran the 
characteristics of ircmigrants. 'nle hypotheses, which this study tests, 
were derived from a review of the relevant literature in the field of 1m-
migratiCXl, the history of social services to new .irrmigrants in canada, and 
the present structure of social services to new inmigrants to Canada, and 
are backed by the general characteristics of new .irrmigrants. 
'!be study populatiCXl were imnigrants who had care to Torcnto less 
than ~ years before. Inmigrants ~ divided into (1) those who sought 
assistance fran social serviCE agencies and (b) those who did not. A 
quota sanpling nethod was used to select ilrmigrants. Fifty :imnigrants 
were selected fran each of "boo public social service agencies and fifty 
fran each of two private asencies - agencies that had been set up pri-
marily to provide services to new inmigrants. To these 200 cases were 
i 
ii 
added 75 inmigrants who had never been to an agency for assistance i t..~y 
were selected fl::om the tmrri:lership lists of ten :imn:i.grant associaticns. 
'll1e author administered the q:en-ended questiamaiIe persooally 1."1 all 
the 275 interviews wit.~ the inmigrants. In cases where imnigrants could 
not ccmmmicate in even a little English interpreters 'Were used, except 
where the author himself spoke the inmigrant I S language. 'Ihe first 200 
ircmigrants 'Nere interviev.ed at the four different social service agencies: 
t.~ 75 ncn-users of agencies were intervie.e:1 at their hones. 
Tabulaticn of the data shows an equal nUIrber of :imn:i.grants in the 
saI1l'le who cane from the developing countries (53%) and fran the indus-
trialized countries (47%). Half of the people in the sanple had no :ela-
tives or friends in Toronto, while the other half had at least one close 
relative or friend who was in Torcnto before the new imnigrant's arrival. 
Fifty-six per cent had college-level educaticn: the rest less. Sixty-three 
per cent of them 'Nere employed before t..~ inmigrated, while 37 per cent 
~re not enployed. 
'!be following hypotheses were tested by this study: 
(1) Inmigrants who are aware of social agencies in their hone 
countries tend to feel canfortable in using agencies in the new country 
also. 
- SUpported by the data. 
(2) When new inmigrants make use of the net<.vOrk of available 
social services, they will use those which are closest to their own 
cultural and language orientaticn. 
- Supported by the data. 
(3) '!he new imnigrant who has a professional background and/or 
English language skill uses social services more often than others. 
- Supported by the data. 
, 
':'ii 
(4) relative to imnigrants fran industrialized countries, ircmi-
grants fran developing countries use social services less. 
- Supported by the data. 
(5) Dependent inmigrants (who have relatives in the new countty) 
make use of social service agencies nore often than the independent imni-
grants (who have no relatives in the new ccuntry). 
- The study found, Q'l the ca1tral:y, that independent imnigrants 
use social service agencies nore than dependent imnigrants do. 
'nle study findings suggest the inp:>rtance of fjnding a rcethod by 
which the inmigrant can be brought to the appropriate service by the short-
est, nost direct route without a fnlstrating waste of t.i.Itv!, energy and 
skill. '1be study mcamends setting up access services at neighborl'xxxl 
levels, in order to neet the changing needs of new imnigrants in matrq?oli-
tan TOralto. 
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Professor Kahn, in his role as II¥ advisor, always dem:nstrated 
the ram knack of being patiently lucid as he offered excellent advice 
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CHAP'mR I 
Neighborhood change, newcater populations, and ~'1.e iIrpact of these 
en sa:ial welfare institutions established to deal with a...9?=cts of hurtml 
need represent an area of considerable interest for many social scientists. 
A particularly cognate issue is how certajn of these social service agencies, 
developed previously, continue to be respcnsive to current and changi...'1g 
needs. 'll1e purpose of this study is to examine an aspect of the problem, 
to test certain hypotheses about the new imnigrants I use of social. ser.rice 
agencies in a rretropoli tan city in Canada. 
A mmi:ler of elenents in the present situatien stimulate interest in 
this exarn:i.natien: 
Canada has been receiving large nurr~s of imnigrants in :recent years. 
'lhis study deals wit.l-). 'Ibralto. COnsistently over the last few years, rrore 
than half of tl'le imnigrants to canada have been caning to Q1tario and of 
these 1 about half have settled in 'Ibralto - about 40, 000 to 50, 000 a year. 
Federal, Provincial and r'!unicipal govenments, as well as several 
voluntary agencies, are providing a variety of direct services to these new 
i.mn:i.grants. Satetines these agencies duplicate each others' services. 
SoIre i.nmi.grants fail to use the services that are available. (he 
reason has been reported. by the Canadian Council en Social ~velopnent. 
ttlhile services are available to the i.rmti.grant fran a range of 
govemnent and voluntary agencies, he remains largely unaware of 
t.'1em. Instead, his need for information and other assistance is 
satisfied too often by service brokers: real estate agents, 
travel agents, :insurance brokers, small inmigrant businessmm 
who have a profitable sideline in providing services to new-
carers. '!he quail ty of these services is questionable, the 
cost too high.. 'D1.e ver:/ success of these service brokers 
dent:nstrates the gap that exists in our canadian services. 1 
2 
Pelatively little seems to be known aOOut the inmigrant's use of 
social agencies and servic~s that am set up to help the iJrmigrant. Are 
there barriers of language and culture that prevent the :imni.grant fn::m 
using the help offered? roes he turn to the family and ~~ church for help I 
and is a social agency a strange organization that nay not, in the present 
strt.l-"'ture, ever reach the :imni.grant? I:bes he lack any attitude towards 
social agencies and services sirrply because he is not aware of them? Such 
questions and many others arise When ale begins to consider the situatiCD 
of t.l-)e inmigrant. The aim of this study is to answer sate of than. 
Very little academic attention has been paid to the issue of services 
to new :i.rrmigrants. According to Dunon: 
Ybst of the evidence available an t.'1em is of an inpressianis-
tic nature a.."d based on ncn-syste.natic observation and partici-
pation rather than being collected according to scientific 
mathods. 2 
The light shed by this research project on the nell irrmigrants I use 
of social service agencies should suggest strategies for facilitating access 
to social services and for inproving the utilization of these services :L"l 
other T,!layS -- in additicn to increasing our understanding of the relative 
mles of private and public social agencies in servmg the new imd.grant 
ccmnunity. 
'lhe ~~ of Canada's population is heavily dependent an mass 
lcanadian COuncil on Social Cevelopnent, Toward a ie.'i Inrnigratian 
Policy for canada (ottawa: C.C.S.D., ~'loveni:::ler,· 1973), p. 15. 
2W. A. j)um:n, "Adaptaticn and Integration of Pernanent Inmigrants, II 
Intemational r1igration, Vol. XIV, ~b. 1/2 (J376) I 9. 54. 
3 
imnigratiO'l, and there is mudl evidence that services to ircmigrants will 
:remain an inportant functicn of both public and private agencies there. 
Answers to the questicn raj sed here can help expand social technology and 
to inl'>rove services to imnigrants. 
'!he following hypotheses, which this study tests, have been derived 
frc:m a mview of the relevant literature in the field of inmigratim, the 
history of social services to new inmigrants in Canada; the present struc-
ture of social serviC3S to new imnigrants to Canada; and are backed by the 
general characteristics of n.eN imnigrants. 
Hypotb.ases 
1. Imnigrants who are aware of social agencies in their hoIn:'a countries 
tend to feel canfortable in using social service agencies in 
Toralto also. 
2. When new imnigrants make use of the neboR)I'k of available social 
services, they will use t.."lose which are closest to their own 
cultural and language orientation. 
3. 'Ihe new imnigrant who has a professialal background and/or English 
language skill uses scx::ial services nom often than often. 
4. Ielative to imnigrants fran industrialized countries, imnigrants 
fran develcping countries use social services less. 
S. l)ependent imnigrants make use of social se.x:vice agencies IIDre 
often than tr.e independent imnigrants. 
These hypotheses have beo--n develcped in relaticn to the two basic 
subsystems under study. The dependent variable is the new inmigrant's use 
of the social agencies. 'l1le antecedent variables are derived fran the 
characteristics of neM imnigrants. 
rnAPTER II 
HISI'ORY OF SOCIAL SERVICES 'ID 
NEW Irv1MIGRANTS IN CANADA 
While immigration is one of t.~ oldest responsibilities of govem-
rrent :in Cc:-mada, the provisial of assistance to i.rmri.grants :in deal ing '.'lith 
the problens of settlem:mt :in a new land is a conparatively recent can03m.1 
In the era of alncst unrestricted entr.l i.'1to Canada prior to 1914, suc.1. 
organized aid as was available to ner.vcarers cane fram private sources -
rail,vay and land conpanies, the churches, ethnic groups, and the irr!ri.~diate 
cormu.mi ty • GoveJ:nIIeI'lt played only an indirect role :in inmigrant settlerrent 
t.lu'ough its encouragenent of and asSistan03 to the major railway o::mpanies I 
oolonization efforts. 2 It was not until after World War II that imnigra1"lts 
oould tum. to the State for help :in greater rceasure and soope. 
Even fl:om earlier days, the chief factors enoouragi.1"lg migration to 
Canada ';'lere war and persecution abroad and the desire on the part of ircmi-
grants for a higher standard of living - the lure of jobs and the land. 
In addition, canada has always lacked people; there have never been 
enough people to use Canadian products or to handle all the jabs that need 
to be Cone. Inmigration has often been seoJ'l as an answer to this problem. 3 
lcscar Handlin, 'Ihe Uprooted (Boston: Littie, Brc::wn and Co., 1951), 
p. 6. 
2eswald Hall, "Migration to canada," :in John N:>sa (ed.) , LlTITIigrants 
i., Canada. (!·bntreal: Eagle Publishing CO., 1955), p. 7. 
3Ibid., ? 28. 
5 
L"l the early days of settlenent in Canada, :i.rcmigrants arrived mainly 
from the Urited Kingdom, including Ireland. '!he settlers cane \.n.th a 
pioneering spirit, prepared to find a sparsely inhabited and uncultivated 
land and t..~y adapted quite readily to the fann ecan01l¥. en the part of 
t..'le receiving countJ:y, the pri.."re cancem vIas to get rrore i.ntni.grants and im-
migrants who ·,ve.re potential agricul tura1 producers. 1 
The British dominated the :imnigratian flow into Canada until the end 
of the Secmd ~"«Jrld War. Since the war there has been an upsurge in the 
nurrbers L'1ltligrating fram nan-English-speaking countries. r-bst of t.~ are 
settling chvn .in the i."ldustrial centers, in contrast to the pre-war i.nmi.-
grants '.~.o went to Canada I S frontier - to fann, to mine, to lay railr--....ad 
trac.1(s. 2 
In the earlier days, the only serviC2S to imnigrants related to t..~ 
t.o;elfare of passengers al board ship. '!he rapid increase of passe.."lgo-rs and 
t.~ cupidity of shipnasters produced bad conditialS whidl, tNith the spzead 
of humanitarian views, led to the Passenger Act in 1802. 3 
'lhis Act limited the mmber of passengers to one for ever1 0.10 tons 
of the ship I S register and it called for a surc;ean an each ship and suffi-
dent provisions for all passengers, such as a minimum of fifty gallons of 
?tlre water and fifty pot:..'lds of bread, biscuits, oat::rrea1 or breadstuff for 
eac.l-J. ?assenger. '!here ' . vere conplaints that many an inmi.grant had been left 
at Quebec wr.en he had contracted for a passage to ~tntreal, and this led 
to the inclusion of a b.venty-pound penalb./ against shi;masters ,-,mo landed 
lcanada, I:epartIrent of Citizenship and Inmigration, Canadian Ir.migra-
tion (ottawa: Qw..~; sPrinter, 1957). 
2J . D. CCmeron, "The t::eveloprrent .of Legislation Felating to Irrrnigra-
tion to Canada before Confederation," thpublished i"1.A. 'Ihesis, 1935. thi-
versity of Toranto, p. 114. 
3Ibid., o. 91. 
6 
passengers without their a:::nsent at a..'1.y place other than that originally 
arranged. 
In 1833, Parlianent appointed a ~ of Cmmissioners with head-
quarters at Ioneon and emigration agents staticned at the principal ports 
in the Urited Kingdom and canada. In the Ulited Kingdom t.~ were to 
attend to the selection and enbal:kation of emigrants, see t.~at shipping 
:regulatialS were enforced, keep in touch wit.'1. parish and ot.'1er local authori-
ties, and report to the Board in I.andcn. '!hey were to keep registers of 
arriving imnigrants: also plans of tcMnships, Crc:TNIl lands and new settle-
!"Cents, with a description of the soil and all infarrca.tion that could guide 
the imnigrant on landing and enable him to make his selection. '!hey were 
to recei ""3 and register applications by canadian enployers for laJ:orers, 
nechanics and servants and to receive ncney from perscns in 't.'1.e colali~s 
wishL'1.g to bring out their friends, and to give the necessary orders to the 
intni.gration agents at hOIte for that purpose. '!hey were to assist in ror-
'''arding imnigrants to the lands and to keep up links of cc::mnur'.icatian wi til 
each ot.~, as ,veil as with the MXher country, so that at all tines the 
nest anple L'1.:fol:mation might be available of the progress of settlercents 
and of the demand for labor L, particular districts 2.."1d at public works. 
Abstracts of this information 'Yare to be transrni tted ncnthly to the agents 
in Quebec and half-yearly to the Board in Iala:n, and printed copies \vere 
to be sent to the district agents in the Uri. ted KingcDm. 1 
A few years later, as settlerrents THere faz:ned, superintendents were 
appointed for each province unaar whose directions and responsibility 
settlem:mts of nf!M inmigrants took place. 
Before the establishnent in 1831 of the quarantine station 
lIbid., o. 248. 
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at Grosse Isle, ships usually 'Proceeded directly to Quebec where t..l-)ey 
'.vere visited by a surgeon to see that there was no fever on board. '!he 
healt..1-t insoectian was less rigid than t.'1at of later years, with one nar-
rative stating: "'!he nedical exami....."'lation ccnsisted of 'What I s your narre? 
2u:e you well? Hold out your trngue. lU.l right. I It ',las all said in ale 
breath and lasted one or b'iO sea::>nds." 1 
Until 1823, t.l-)e Poman catholic organizations took. care of rrcst 
iIrrrigrants arriving at Quebec in distress, but in that year, and subse-
quently, t.~ great increase of t.~ sick and t.l-te aestitu'-..e necessitated 
governnent provision for special hospital accollltcdation and rrore adequate 
care of t.l-te needy. 2 
At one tine a head tax \-Ias levied on the imnigrants to provide 
funds to ta1ce care of those who arrived destitute, far the exp=>....Ilse had 
hecate a'1 intolerable burden upal t."-1e benevolence of i11di viduals a'1d muni-
cipalities. In 1832, the tax at Quebec aIIDunted to 5s for adults, half 
that anount for children fran seven to fourteen years of age, and ane-t.:.u.rd 
for those under seven years. O:le-fourt.1. of tills noney was placed at t.,:,e 
disposal of an Emigrant Society and \V'as applied by it for the relief of 
i.ntnigrants possessing large families or hno did not have t.~e rreans to ?ro-
vide far themselves on landL"'lg. '!be renainder of b~ tax supported an 
Emigrant Hospital, ''wheIe all emigrants are admitted free of ~se and 
receive evexy nedical advice and assistanca t.~y required. ,,3 
In 1834, a nEM English Poor law Cormlission 'Nas appointed and gave 
authori ty to parishes to aid ne:N i.mni.grants in their settle.TteIlt. 
lR. Guillet, V9-'0"8 Foster to Iord ~bbart (Ialch"1., 1850), p. 10. 
2Ibid., 9. 146. 
3Ibid., !? 149. 
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~'i'.en t.~ Ca..'1adian Provinces becazre self-gover:ni..."'lg in 1848, they 
asstmed control of all legislation and administration relating to imni-
graticn. 1hl.s control devolved u;x:n the federal govenment when the 
ccnfederaticn ,,'las created ~, 1867. 
Imnigratian T,vas placed under the ~~a.rt:nent of Agriculture. Iegis-
lation adopted two years after the confederation (1869) referred to t..~e 
following points: 
- an agreed federal-provincial eli vision of responsiDili ties: 
- establishnE..'1t of imnigra tion agents in canada, Britain, 
and elsewhere; 
- quaran~.,.e stations; 
the re~ibilities of transportation conpanies carryi..,g 
intnigrants ; 
- immigrants' "'ielfare from t.~ir ~rt of arrival to their 
destination; and 
- a head tax an inmi.grants to cover indigent imnigrants' ex-
penses and to prevent them fran becorning public charges. 1 
D\.l.r~,g t.~ early stages of the irrmigrant settlenent activities, 
IlDst of t.."le c.;,aritable organizations in England set up offices in Canada 
to aid the new imnigrants and appealed to the generosity of ,~t.~y people 
for rrcney to send poor people to canada as irrmigrants. Sorre ~vere Ia'ldon 
c.~table sccieties - the East End Emigration Fund, the Self-P..elp Emi-
gration Scx::iety, the Salvation Atmy, the Central Einigration Board, etc. 
~st of t.~se groups nanaged to send imnigrants to canada without 
Inl.1C::h. inspection by the imnigratian officials of the canadian Govenment. 
The Assistant Sl1!?9rintenae..'1t of Irrmigration rraee a suggestion to t."le 
goverrurent about this: 
1canada, liThe E:xpressian of Policy in the !.atV'," Imnigration and 
P~ulatian Study (ottat.ofa.: Queen's Printer, 1974), o. 4. 
It -,dll be an unforti.1l'late condition of affairs if differ-
ent voluntaIy organizations are ~tted, unrestricted and 
unrestrained, to pour upon the shores of Canac1a, large nurrbers 
of persons, few of whom are at all fitted for our conditions, 
and mst of whom are noraUy and physically quite unfitted. 
It might be pennissible to insist that suc.Y} organizations in 
England must have a corrplenent organization in Canada and be 
able to shc:M to t.;e satisfacticn of t.'1e Deoart::Itent their 
ability to absorb and enploy sudl emigrantS as they send. 1 
Imnigrant aid societies were organized in Canada in 1872 for the 
;mrpose of facilitating the imnigratian fran Britain of agricultural 
laborers and female donestics, '..mo were :l.'"l demand in Canada. Q1e of t.'1e 
first ~/VClS set up in Ottawa, 'lhe ottawa Valley Imnigration Society (1872). 
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It accepted from its r.eni::lers orders for labor acccrrpanied by the necessary 
passage ncney and, under arrangenent with the Minister of Agriculture and 
Imnigraticn, for.'larded t.;ese through local .L'1Illigration officers to t."'ie 
agents of the DepartIre.nt abroad who were authorized to select types sui t-
able for the positions offered and to for.-laI'd tr..eir choices to their em-
?loyers. 'Ihe Federal Govemnent and its DepartIre.nt of Irrmigratiro 
encouraged the creation of similar organizations throughout Canada. To 
9rotect the individuals fNho set them up, the governnent calferred upon 
them the status of legal corporations, .. d th pavers to bon::ow and lend 
m::ney for purposes relating to imnigration. 2 
Canada was t.l-te chief country of destination of orphans and pcor 
children sponsored by several charitable organizations in England. 'llie 
gtoll? of children incluc1ed "l?OOr-law children, II children .... 'he had been 
lBruce ~iaJJ<er, Aims and ~19thods of Olari table Organizations Plonot-
ing Erniqratiro to Canada from the British Isles. A Peport published ::;"1 
the Authority of the Minister of the Interior, Ottawa, Canada, 1868 
(Chtario Arc.lll ves), p. 10 • 
2Pesoluticn ~gardinq organization of tL,e Canadian E.miqration 
Association, Arc.!.J.ves of Qltario: Peference CCde ass Mis. coli., n.d., 
pkg. 19, #116. 
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cc:mni. tted to industrial sc.1-Jools for offenses, as .. vell as underprivileged 
c.1ll1dren whose hone circtlIt'5tances \vere unsatisfactoJ:Y for one cause or 
anot.'er. The gra....at najority of t.'e children cane fran poor hc:m=s and fran 
Ol:phanages in which t."1ey had been imnates for several years before they 
'Nere rea::mnended for emigration. 
In Canada the c.lti.ldren T,1ere sent to distributil1g horres I from ~mich 
they went to fanrs and other private hones. 'lhe first such agency in 
Canada. was set up in 1868 \'Iith the establishnent of t.'1e ~1arc.J.mcn.t Herre in 
P.elleville. Canadian headquart.ors were created by the CllUrch of England 
in Niagara-on-the-Lake and Sherl:>rooke. rbst of t.~ later horres, tcx:>, 
\Vere set up in Q'ltario and QlEbec, except one each in "i-Tinnipeg, ~bva 
Sootia, and !'le.., B~ridc. As a result, t.~ figures shaN t."lat cntario 
and Quebec tHere the drief distributi."1g centers for the c.."rildren hno "'Jere 
officially recorded as ~aving ;~ placed after 1863. 
Philanthropic ;:eople who did rescue '\vork in England and Sootland 
en a large scale and established distributing hoIres in canada account for 
t.l-Je National arildren's Hate and Orphanage at Hamilten, established in 
1874, the Boys Hate an George Street in '!bronto (1884), the Fairknawe 
Hate in Broc.1tville (1890), b.'e Salvatioo Al:my CbildJ:en' s Hate (1905), St. 
George HaIre in ottawa (1880) I Canadian Head:;ruarters of the Catholic Emi-
gratioo Associatim a.1"ld Amalgamated societies, and the Jewish Ol:phanage 
(1920) .1 
Imnigrant children, bound for canada from British institutions, 
C%OSsed the Atia..L"1tic in parties under the care of persons appointed by 
lsocial Service Council of Canada, Canada I s arild Imnigrants 
(Toronto, 1925), pp. 24-25. For nore an t.JUs, see also Chtario Sessional 
Papers, quoted. in Richard B. Splane's unpublished Ph.D. dissertation, 
'ihe I::eveloonent of Social r'elfa:re in Chtario, 1791 to 1893: the Role of 
tEe G:Jvem..~t. thi~!erSit"i of 'rorc:nto, 1961. 
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the emigration agency. O'l arrival at the port, tr1E3y were subject.ed to 
the sane system of inspection as other inmigrants; those accepted were 
passed al to t.~e hostel or distributing center in canada, provided bo.l 
the British agency, or were imrediately taken in charge by foster parents. 
'!hose rejected ~.,rere deported and retmned to t.~ Hare in Great Britain. l 
All child iIrmigration into canada was candu:::ted under the super-
vision of the Superintendent of Child and Juvenile Imnigration, an officer 
of the Federal ~t of Inrnigration "\vho \vas stlP9lied with a list of 
all children received by iIrmigration agencies. P.e 'Nas also notified of 
the place.1Tellt and replacenent of eaa.~ child. It \V'as his duty to provide 
for the visitation of each child as often as was required to secure his 
welfare and the inspectors could renove t.i-}e dlild fran a foster hOI!e or 
a position which they considered unsatisfactory. 
Before Confederation (1867), each ~rovi.;.'1.cial goverrment had an 
independent agency to solicit .i.rcmigrants from abroad. At confederation, 
arrangenents were entered into by the four provinces of cntario, Quebec, 
NeN Brunswick and :'kJva Sootia, and the IX:lrninion GoveJ:I'lIl'erlt. ':he mar.aga-
rrent of the Depart:nent of Inmigration was centralized in the Federal 
Minisi:%y of Agriculture, but it was the duty of the provinces to make 
provision for the care of the imnigrants, ooth adults and chilch'en, after 
their arrival in Canada. 2 
'!he Province of O'ltario, in the early years after Ccnfeeeraticn, 
took advantage of this arrangenent to develq;> a vigorous inmigration pro-
gram. Its agents, TNho rcet the ships arri vm.g in Quebec and travelled 
lRichard S1?lane, cp. cit., p. 218. 
2Canada• First Reoort of the Select Carmi tt:.ee of t.'1e Parliarrent 
of t."1e JXminial of Canada On Inrnigration and Colonization, 'lhe P.ouse of 
Ccmm:ns, June, 1875, p. 14. (Ciltario Jove:rnrrent Arc.."ti. ves. ) 
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with groUps of imnigrants to cntario, provided various fonns of help, 
offering, en scr.a occasions, free meals during the joumey. For a feN 
years in the mi.d-1870· s, the Province provided a bonus of six dollars 
for each :inmigrant child to their parents, but this was discantin\Ed 
after 1878. Fran then on, the Province seened prepared to have the O:mli.n-
ien Govemnent assure the major respalsibili ty for t.~ imni.graticn. 1 
Soon after Confederation, the canadian G:>vernne.1'lt circulated in-
fo:mation naterial to prospective ircm:i.grants about the availability of 
services in Canada. Ole of the settlers' guides stated: 
en the settler' s arrival at the port of debarkation, he 
should be on his guard against s~rs and swindlers, who 
are ccnstantly on t.'1e l<x>kout and are ever ready to offer their 
advice and assistance. Let no settler make ~ acquaintance 
wit.'1 persons who have not been recoItl1Elded to him by friends. 
All advice and information required should be obtained directly 
from the Emigration Agent at the Port. 
'!he imnigrants \rill find b."emsel ves acccsted by runners for 
different hotels and public houses, offerirlg c.~ .refreshnents; 
they will do well not to accx:xrpany these persons, as eve~g 
requisite \.n.ll be found provi.~d for them in the Imnigratim 
~t, at the lorest charges. 
During the latter part of the 19th century, Lrmd.gration agents 
attended the arrival of every steaner at the Canadian Port and were in-
structed to give all necessaI:Y info:cnation and assistance to r:ew arrivals. 
'!he s1..l1lll'er :;:ort of landing far all intnigrants \vas Q\EbeC and the ~ . ,inter 
ports were Halifax and St. John. At these p.la.ces, comfortable buildings 
were maintained in which tI'le imnigrants spent the \olaiting tiIre betl-.reen 
landing from the ship and starting the railway trip to their place of 
destinatioo.. The TNOIren and child....~ had their avn quarters in these ports 
lIbid., p. 418. 
2Advice to Settlers on the Introduction to the Canada Settlel.'"S I 
Guide and Gazet.....oer (West End, i'VoocistocJ<, Oltario: Peview Steam Printing 
House, 187Sj, pp. 12 and 28. 
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and a rra:tron and assistants were assigned to aid them. If there was sick-
ness, nedi.cal aid and comforts were at hand, and if a contagious disease 
developed, the patient was prarptly isolated and attended to. Within 
Canada, when fifty or l1'OJ:e imnigrants travelled en one train, an inrnigra-
tion officer accatpanied them on the railway journey to attend to their 
wants and to protect them against inpositian. In the train, facilities 
~re provided for cooking, eating, sleeping, and spending the day in corn-
parati ve cxmfort. Comfortable accol1lcdatiens were maintained at all dis-
tributing points for the free tenporazy use of i.mnigrants en their first 
arrival and for a limited period a:fter,.;ards, ·..mile they \Yere looking for 
l,md and deciding ~.mere to settle. l As Janes Woodsworth noted in 1906, 
II. • • in earlier periods of settlertents, Canada gave no cold and nig-
gardly reception to desirable settlers who sought her shores L'l response 
to her invitation ... 2 
A s\lltltlaIY picture in an 1880 article by L. H. Fortier, Orief 
Clerk of the Federal Inmigration J:Epartment, shows the attitude of the 
QJvenurent officials: 
It is hard to sever the tltie that binds," to give up the 
old hate occupied by the family, pe~s for generaticns -
the old neighbors I friends and interests. 'lhe process of up-
I.'OOting and transplanting is a painful cne, but it is under-
gale by many a family to the great betteDleIlt of their prospects 
in life ~ and when the lIC1tentous decision has at last been 
bravely reached, the Canadian Agent again steps in and renders 
assistance in the Wir:I of advice on transportation natters, 
"what to take," etc., besides offering various little attentions 
whidl, as a rule, are gratefully received at such a tiIre. At 
the J;X>rt of eni:>arkatien, the imnigrants are net and seen safely 
en board ship .. 'lith their belongings I saret.ines they a..""e ac-
cx:rtpan.ied across the ocean, and en reaching port in Canada, 
lJatreS ~Voods<.vorth, Strangers within Our Gates (Tcrc:nto, canada: 
'!he Missianary Society of the r--etr.cdi.st Church, 1906), p. 95. 
2Thid., !? 35. 
they are always welcared by govetnn'eIlt officials who direct 
them and see to their comfort in eveJ:y possible way. 1 
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By the cx:mstructicn of t.~ canadian Pacific Railway (C.P.R.), 
and later the canadian National Railway (C.:-l.R.), the great Nest '.'laS 
cpened up to imnigrants. The Canadian Gove:r:mrent offered bonuses to the 
rail't>/ays for every inmigrant secured and the stl:eam of imnigratian in-
creased, reaching its highest point in 1913. Fran 1900 to 1920 there 
'oJere well over three and one-quarter millial irrmigrants fran 25 coun-
tries. 2 
lhder the auspices of the railway, they were mat by their rep:re-
sentativ"es at the ports of Halifax, Saint John, QlE::Jec and I-bntreal, and 
through their colonization depa.rt.ne1ts and the provincial governrrents, 
arrangenents were made for the location of settlers in definite r:ositions 
on farIl'S. 'Il".e colanizatiCl service of t.~ railways was prepared to ad-
vise as to location, etc., and if a settler was in a position to buy 
land, the railways I land depa.rt.ne1ts had land to sell at reasonable 
rates. 
In :-IoveI1'ber, 1925, an agreene.'1.t was ma..je betvee.n the Depa.rtnent 
of Imnigration and COlonization of the Federal Governnent and the t'.YO 
railway systems, its purpose being to encourage the rroverrent into Canada 
of man and waren of t.'le agricultural and danestic classes of certain 
European countries. 
Inmigrants continued to be victimized after landing, so t..'1.e Ircmi-
gratian li:i'.>l of 1910 a~~rized the Superintendent of In1ni.gration to issue 
to agents of transportation ca.pani.es, hotels and boarding !'louses a 
~ in ~i:::lodsworth, q;>. cit., p. 33. 
2Kate A. Foster, OUr Canadian ~'bSaic (To:rcnto: YlQ, 1926). 
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license authorizing t..~em to exercise the vocation of inmigrant runner, 
that is, of soliciting the patronage of inmigrants for t..'-leir respective 
conpanies, hotels or boarding houses, or of booking passengers. 
EvelY innkeeper or boarding house keeper who recei ·.leS into 
his house as a boarder or lodger any i.ntni.grant \d t..~ three 
IlD'lths after his arrival in Canada shall cause to be kept con-
spicuously posted in the public rocm:; and passages of his house 
and printed upon his business cards, a lis,t of the prices which 
will be charged to iIrmigrants per day and per week for board or 
lodging, or both, and also the prices for separate rreals. l 
During the latter part of the 1800 I S and the early part of the 
1900 ' s, the offices of the enployITent service of Canada found in all major 
cities gave information free to all applicants seeking work, either as 
farm hands or as household ~rkers, or in any capacity. 'nlis service tl'laS 
a cooperative enterprise of t..l-J.e Federal and Provincial Gover!'..nents. M:>re-
aver, the Federal GoveIl'lIT'ant maintained a land-settlenent branch to give 
the prospective settler reliable advice and directions as to t..~ best 
districts for settl.em:mt, proper prices for land and equiprrent, correct 
rrethods of fa.z:m:i.ng and general assistance in overcomlng the difficulties 
incidental to settling in a new cx>untry. 
A wcnen' s branch of the ~t of Imnigration and Colanizaticn 
was foJ:I'!lad in 1919 to give \vaten and children who were migrating alone to 
Canada necess~ advice, care and ?:rotectian. 2 In England, C3.."la.dian T~ 
officers were enployed at the principal inmigratian offices to i.'1terview 
potential waren imnigrants and to provide information and advice about 
settlenent in Canada. In order to attract the right type of house.~Per 
to Canada, t..'1e wonen officers lectured in various centers a1 opportunities 
~-l. G. Smi t."l, A Study in Canadian Inmigration (Toranto: '!he Rier-
san Pre.3S, 1920), PO. 111-112. 
2Foster, Our Canadian ~-Dsaic 1 p. 75. 
for wonen -...orkers in canada. All unacconpanied v.aren from England who 
'vere ooming to settle in Canada and were not joining husbands were re-
quired to have a sailing penni t, they had to be interviewed in England 
by a Canadian imnigration officer, and were asked to submit evidence 
that settlenent arrangenents in Canada were satisfactory. '!he wanen of-
ficers attended all enbarkatians at Glasgc:w, Liverpool, Sout~tal and 
Belfast and conferred with the steamship conductresses regarding wanen 
who might need special attention on t.~ voyage. 
In Canada, at Quebec, Halifax, and St. John, a woman officer net 
eveI.y ship and :received fran the ship conductresses the list of una.ccxrn-
panied \IDIEIl an board. 'J.1'I.en they made arrangenents with tile railroad 
officials for aCC01'11TCdation of special parties of worren en the trains. 
Prior to 1914, there was verj little screening of .irrmigrants ex-
cept at the port of entJ:y. For the Canadian Goverrment, it 'Ir~as cheaper, 
administratively, to allow people to cc.rre at t..~ir cwn risk and be 
accepted or rejected at the borders than to set up offices overseas for 
selection. '!he shipping conpanies took a chance that t..Wj might have to 
pay retw::n transportaticn for rejected intnigrants. 
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In 1927, inmigration was limited by law. '!he Imnigration Act of 
1927 and an OJ:der in Council of August, 1930 prch:ibited entIy of all per-
sons who were not faJ:ners, unless they cane fran the united Kingcbn or the 
thited States of ~ica, or were \dves or unmarried children under the 
age of 18 of canadian residents. In all cases, the prospective resident 
, ... as J:eqUired to show that he had sufficient neans to maintain himself and 
was not likely to becate a public c..'1arge. 
D.Jring the depression years, i.ntnigratian was discouraged and 
~rscns becaning indigent \'iere deported. ~·'!arri i.mIIigrants J::eqUested t..i'us 
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deportatim since it was ~~ only way they could afford to go back to 
tlleir aNn country. 
During ~Vorld War II, ~~ admission of increased nurri:ers of dis-
placed persoo.s and ozphans from various countries was authorized. As to 
indigent displaced persons' rredi.cal expenses, cost-sharing agreenents were 
made with the Provinces. 1 Irmediately after the war, there was a short-
age of shipping space and of housing for imnigrants and the Federal GoveIn-
nent began entering into agreercents to purc.."lase both air and ocean 
transportatim and to provide for hostel accuillcdaticns, especially for 
British inmigrants. 
In 1952, a new Imnigration Act was passed and at the sane tine, 
a D9partItent of Citizenship and ImnigratiO'l was created, taking O"v~r the 
Imni.gratiO'l Branc.'" fran the ~art:nent of Hines and Resources where it 
had been located for sene t:i.Ire. 
'!he InmigratiO'l Branch, under the new deparb'rEnt, becane responsible 
for I am:ng other things, screening prc:specti ve :i.rcmigrants to assess their 
cenfonni ty to regulations regarding t.~eir heal~"', skills and general 
suitability, and regarding security. 'n1e Citizenship Branch of t.~ de-
pa.rt:nent was concemed with irrmigrants as they approached citizenship status, 
and also acted in an advisory capacity to 1:l'1e depa.rtnent conceming services 
that aided the abso~oo. of imnigrants into canadian life. 
In 1966, with the reorganization of depa.rt:Irents, the citizenship 
branch and its responsibilities for imnigrants becaTfe part of the Cepart-
rcent of the SecretaJ:y of State. 'Ihe ImnigratiO'l Branch becarre an integral 
!>art of the new L:epartItent of Manpa.orer and Imnigration. lhder this 
lcanaea, A Report of t.ile Canadian Irrmi.~tion and Populatim Study, 
Vol. II (ottawa: ~-IliS Prl.."1.ter, 1974), p. 2~ 
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reorganization, t.."e settlenent service division of the Depart:m:mt of 
r1:mpower and Inmi.gration becaIre responsible for the initial needs of the 
newccner. Since the 1960 IS, the Federal Govenment provides to neN im-
migrants reception facilities at the port of entl:y, errergency transpor-
. 
tation services, energen~./ medical and hospital services, welfare 
assistance, family allCMance, and language and orientation CX>UrSeS. 
Certain functialS are retained by the provinces and municipali-
ties. A systenatic description of present services - those offered by 
federal, provincial and municipal agencies and also those offered by 
volunta.J::y agencies - will l:e found in another c.'1apter. 
QiAPmR III 
I!-ffiGRi'\NTS' INTEGRATICN PR.<X:ESS 
RE.VIEW OF THE LI'l'ERA'I'URE 
'!here would appear to be very little literature pertaining 
directly to the topic of t.lti.s study, that is, the new imnigrant' s use 
of social serv.i.ce agencies. \mt is helpful di.rectly in approaching 
this subject is reviewed. here. 
To date, tile study of migraticn has not been an object of ccn-
cem for the leading sociological theorists, nor has t.'1e enonrcus !lEl.SS 
of findL,gs produced by researchers in the field been incorporated into 
the evel ving body of general theo.t:y. As a ccr.sequance, our cur.te."lt 
knowledge about migration and phenateIla concx:mi.tant with migration tends 
to be fragnentaI:y, non-curtUllative, and non-sociological. For those of us 
engaged in migration resean::h, the exigencies for general theor.l in the 
study of migratim are obvious. 1 
Caltenporary sociological theorists suc::.~ as Talcott Parsons, 
robert I~ertoo, PdJ.in M. Williams, George fbmans, and IIaolard Bec.~r, for 
whatever reascns, do not address themselves to the problem, except in 
a passing manner. 
Eisenstadt's study of t.~ absorption of Jewish imnigrants into 
t.'1e State of Israe12 c:x:mes close to being CDuc::.l;,ed \vit.illn a franework of, 
lJ. J. Mangalarn and Hany Sc.."lwarzweller, "General Theory .in t."le 
Study of Migration," International Migratim review, Vol. 3, :io. 1 (Fall, 
1968), 17. 
2s. N. Eisenstadt, The Abso:rptim of Irm1igrants (GlenCDe, Illinois: 
The Free Press, 1955). 
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,.mat I y~uld call, a general theorj of migration. Eisenstadt focuses al 
nt.~ inmigrants' basic IlDti vations and role-expectations, as developed 
throughout t.."1e migratory process, and the various demands made upcn and 
facilities offered to t.~ in the country of absorption. ,,1 
F. E. Jcnes, in a constructively critical revierll of Eisenstadt's 
study, points out t..~ sociopSYC!'lOlogical nature of that approach and, L, 
tum, suggests t'NO :related sociological approaches for the study of t..~ 
migrants' adjustnent. 2 (he suggestion is to treat adjustItent tNithin the 
ccntext of socialization; the other is to study the significance of rlf?1l 
nerrbers to a social system with errphasis al the :relaticn of the system's 
functional J:eqUi:renents to its rcethods of dealing wit..l), netl rrembers. 
'ftle COncept of ~socializatian vs Fesocialization 
According to Eisenstadt, 
Imnigratian is ane of the IlDSt obvious instances of carplex 
disorganizations of the individual's role system and serre dis-
tmbance of social identity and self-image is to be ~. 
In tlllS sense, migration has a desocializing effect. 3 
Ql the other hand, Bar-Yosef argues that 
If irrmigration is perceived as a process of desocialization, 
then adaptaticn may be seen as a process of resocialization. Da-
socialization tendencies are slaNly eliminated while resccializa-
tion forces ~d. An effort is made to reestablish the role-set, 
to rebuild the camecticns between self-image and the role-image, 
and to achieve a :real and acceptable social status. 1\daptation 
is not a well-orc'!:3:red terrporal sequence of phases of adjust:nent, 
but a fluid exchange beO<Jeell :iIrr.li.grant and society. Inputs are 
determined by the social situation, and also, by the changing 
lThid., p. 10. 
2F • E. Janes, "Sociological Perspective on Inmigrant Adjustnent, II 
Social Pbrces, Vol. 35 (Oct:d:ler I ].9 56), 39-47. 
3&senstadt, '!he Absorption of Ir.trd.grants, p. 56. 
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ability of the inmigrant to accept c.~ge. 1 
de suggests the receiving countries should provide a 'NaJ:l11 mception and 
innediate access to social net<t1Orks, cx:mbatting the isolatien and laneli-
ness, \mich engender psychological disturbances. Suitable rreans of com-
munication should be fostered, including newsletters in the migrant IS 
native language. In this connection, particularly instructive am t..'1e 
mports en the social absorptial of imnigrants in Israel. 2 Cscar 
Handlin describes the experiences of imnigrants who carre to the United 
States as follaNS: 
'!hey lived in crisis because they wem uprooted. In trans-
portation, while t..~ old roots were sundemd, before t.l-],e nfM 
'.vere established, the inmigrants lived in an extrene situation. 
'Ihe shock and the effects of t..~e shock persisted for rrany years ~ 
and their influence :r:=..ad1ed davn to generations which they t:'lem-
selves never paid the cost of CI.'Ossing. 3 
'!he pmdicarrent of the imnigrants in Toronto could msult in tlvo 
possible reactions: (1) apat.1-].y, or (2) alienation towards the neil society 
in which they live. Here is a description of a retmatist response: 
Qle prominent type of apathy is the loss of invol venent in a 
pmviously sought cultural goal, such as occurs when ccntinued 
striving msults in persistent and seenti.l'lgly unavoidable frustra-
tien. The loss of central life goals leaves the individual in a 
social vacuum, without focal directioo or rceaning. But anot.."ler 
crucial kind of apathy Seert5 to ercerge fr:an conditions of great 
nonnative canplexity and/or rapid social c.~ge, when indivi-
duals am pushed this way and that by nurrerous cx:m.flicting noIInS 
and goals, until the persen is literally disorientated and de-
ncralised, unable to secure a finn comnii::Itent to a set of nolJ'CS 
t..~t he can feel as self-consistent. 4 
~. w. Bar-Yosef, "Desocialization and fesocialization: 'nle 
Adjustrrent Process of Inmigrants," Intemational Migration Pevier.l7, 
Vol. 2, No.1 (1968),27-45. 
2 inberg '.,(~ . d Bel . A. A. ~1e , .i.-.u.gration an en g: ,,2\ Study of ~-tmtal Healt.l-t 
and Persenal AdjustnEnt in Israel The lIague: :,1arti.'1S i.>lijhoff, 1961). 
3CScar Handlin, ~e Uprooted (LanCbn: Watts, 1953}, p. 6. 
4R• :t<. ~Ertal, Social '!'hear, and Social Structure (Landon: 
Collier-~1ac.""lillan, 1968) I p. 244. = 
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~'l:my irrmigrants rray ~"'q)erience the alienated state of mind, re-
fer:red to by I'Ertan as "anomie. III With ~'1is '.'lard, l1e inplies a r,'Iay of 
life characterized by a lack. of certainty about nonns and values, a feel-
ing about the rules which forrrerly guided conduct have lost their force, 
savour, and legitiIracy: and a lack of a social order in \vhich people 
feel they can put ~~r trust. 
As the decision to emigrate is usually based upa1 a wish for bet-
ternent, it is not surprising to find t.'1at ach.ieverrent and success asStme 
priority value am:ng newcomers. After the first few 'Neeks of the honey-
m:an are over, ~'1.e newcare.rs have to reconcile their ex,pectations \Y.i.. th the 
often harsh reality t.'1at surrounds t..'1.em. This coL"lcides vii th the period 
·.vhen depression arising from the loss of relatives, friends and country 
catches tJ;? wit.". ~~. 
Triseliotis argues that "because of the separaticn involved, im-
migration has many similarities with death. ,,2 Oleetham, anot.~ Britis...~ 
social work academician, supports t.us view. 
The loss e~ienced by :iIrmi.grants bears many similarities 
to that of t..'1.e beJ:eaved, and in the period of crisis after their 
arrival, or when they are worried about absent relatives, imni-
grants may need intensive, although usually short-tenn, l'l..ell;>.3 
Integration, the Basic In!nigrant ~~eed 
c:ne of the reports of t.~ Chtario Econanic Council, ~grant 
Integratioo, states the govemrcent' s eJ<P9C'tation tc:wards nav inmigrants 
as follcws: 
lIbido 
2 J. P. Triseliotis, "'!he In'Plication of CUltural Factors in Social 
~Voz:k ""it.1-} Intniarants," i.1'1 Triseliotis (ed.) , Social r'brk 'Nith Coloured 
Inmigrants and- '!heir Families (Lonc:1cn: Oxford thiversity Press, 1972), p. 3. 
3 Juliet Oleet.."lam, Social ~qork wi t..'1. Imnigrants (I..cnCbn: Ibutledge 
and I<egan Paul, 1972), p. 81. 
Canadian-born citizens fran .infanC'.l take bJeIlty years or 
ncre to becone oriented, even wit.lt t."1.e help of the educaticnal 
system, their families and Canadian associates. Adult imni-
gral1.ts are expected to gain much of the sane knc:Mledge of the 
socie'b.l .in a year or two, i.vit.ltout help, often wit.'1out the 
COiltOl language, apparently by osnosis. l 
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~'leinberg has observed a remarkable similarity between the needs 
of the new' imnigrant and those of the newborn human being: the need for 
belonging, the need to be loved, understood and supported, but not to be 
dominated, pa:rrpered or spoiled. 'lhese needs are similar to those enabling 
the child to c:'evelop into a sound, nature person, satisfactorily integrated 
TJlit.~ his family, cc:mnuni ty and sqciety. capably functioning social ser-
vices rNill assist the new' inmigrant to became a \vell adjusted and physi-
cally healthy citizen, satisfying and productively adapted to his netl 
enviranIlEIlt. 2 
According to Triseliotis, 
Even under ideal oonditians, newcorrers in any area take scm: 
tirre before they feel enotionally ready to seek relationships 
outside their 0Ill1 group and to participate in t.~ life of the 
local camrunity. i-lo doubt this process can be accelerated if 
appropriate prograrrrres are set up in an atnosphere of acoeptance 
and toleration. Origi11al cultural traditions and values becace 
nest irrcortant to """""'le, like inmigrants, who feel less S~ 
- ~~ 3 
and, frequently, rejected. 
When w::ban change has bec..n brought about by tr.e influx of nerNCOITers, 
the latter I s needs will be different fran those of the nation's residents. 
Edit." Ferguson found t.l-tat as she V-lOrkeci with the Ita] ians and Portugese 
i.mn:i.grants of Tol:OI'1to their mst pressing social need \vas for 5Or.Eale or 
SCIre social agency- to interpret and to help in CDItpleting application foz:ms, 
la-ttario ECDIlaniC COuncil, Irr:migrant Integration - A Peport 
(Toranto, 1972), p. 6. 
2t'leinberg, Higration and Belonging. 
3 J. P. Triseliotis, "The Ircplicatic:n of Cultural Factors in Social 
No:z:k ' .. Ii t.'1 Inmigrants, 11 p. 2 • 
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govemnent docuIrents and general inforrration and referral sources. The 
inmigrant has basically t."'1.e sane needs as those of other people, but be-
cause he finds himself in a new countiy with new custc:rns, his needs may 
be intensified, and their satisfaction may be no:re difficult. l His family 
ties may be broken, he may change his occupation and, as a :result, suffer 
fran insecurity and an inabilit;t to establish a new identity and status 
for himself and his family. 
Upon arrival in canada, t.~ inmigrant faces the task of integra-
tien into a nerN' culture. Although "IiDbility of any kind, "'Inet.'1er it be 
from class to class or countl:y to count:ry, is associated .... li.t.~ psychologi-
cal stresses and strains. ,,2 'Ihese problems have becoIte magnified ·..,it.~ 
t.~ carplexity of IICdem social organizatien. 'lhe IICdern intnigrc::lt must 
accept ti'.e established social franeYOrk. He no longer has the fl."eedan of 
the colonists to transport his cwn ~Nays. 3 
'!be first problem the inmigrant must deal with is adjusting the 
illusicn he held about his new countIy to what the realities are. 4 Fran 
t.lris point, he must cepe wi t..~ the imrediate practical problems of housing, 
education, errplC7jItB1t and the task of leam.ing the language. i\long with 
t.'1ese practical problems, the .L-rmigrant must be psychologically comfortable 
with the blending of the culture of his hareland and canadian culture. 
"Harm:ny bebveen the personality and the envircrment is attained only if 
lEdith Ferguson, Newccners in Transition (To:a:cnto: Intematianal 
Institute, 1964). 
2Wilfred D. Borrie, '!he Cultural Integration of Inmigrants, A Sur-
vey based Q1 the papers and proceedirigs of the UESCD Conference held in 
Havana (UNESCD, 1959), p. 50. 
3Ibid., p. 52. 
4Nicholas Zay I "Adaptation of 't.'1e InToigrants," canadian ~Velfa:re 
(Fb-b~J, 1963),9. 27. 
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the culture that the imnigrant brings wit..~ him is rrcdified to fit t.~e 
socio-cultural requirenents of canadian life. 1 
l\ccording to Schlesinger, 
Those \vho c:::one to 'l\::)ronto fJ:OIn industrialized, urban areas 
\rii:.L~ high standards of education and Sate kna.'llec1ge of the 
English language experience less "eu! ture ~i.ock" and adapt nore 
readily. Those who c:::one fran rural areas and from rnazkedly dif-
ferent socio-cultural backgrounds, who have little education 
and no facility with the English language, have IiOre difficulty 
in naking the cultural transition and are rrore likely to need 
help fran COI1l'ID.lIl.ity agencies. 2 
'!he study conducted by the International Institute of !;etropoli-
tan Toronto3 showed that services requested by inmigrants were primarily 
related to eIil?loynent and language problems. They nad difficulty in 
finding jobs, in corrmuni.cating 'tli th errployers and in finding t.~ir way 
around the city; and t:."leir inability to conmunicate in English resulted 
in their lack of information about ccmnunity services and t:.~ failure 
to use them. 
Grygier and Spencer's stu:iy4 proved that services whidl have been 
designed and staffed for canadians are inadequate to oaet the needs of 
inmigrants and personnel have lac.tred knc:wledge of the culture of ne'tlconers. 
The 200 families studied had problerrs in errploynent, finances, health, 
housing, education and family life and yet failed to use t.~ COImUJnity 
services ~vhich could have gi veIl help in these a.reas. '!hey tw:ned to rela-
ti ves, friends, the doctor or the priests in tines of need. 
2Benjamin Schlesinger, "Culture and our Ccmnunity," in Insights 
into Cultural Differences, a ~ilatic:n of Study Hat:erial from a SE!minar 
on CUltural Differences held at t:.'1e Uliversitv of Alberta, June 13-15, 
1963. Sponsored by tJl.e Edm:.ntal velfare Council, p. 18. 
3rerguson, i~c:::oners in Transition, p. 53. 
4Gtygier and J. SgeIlcer. The Integration of IIrmigrants in Toralto 
(To:r:mto: Social Plarming Council of Toronto, 1966), p. 22. 
Albert Pose notes that, 
NaV'coners arrive wit"-l a different orientation to t.~e pre-
vailing notions of the respective responsibilities of voluntazy 
and public services. !-.1any do not speak, read or understand the 
language. Each ethnic group is in a diffe:z:ent stage of develop-
nent as far as its own intemal or voluntary assurcption of re-
spcnsibility is concemed. '!he calSequence is that we have 
witnessed the barriers to conmunication • • • we suspect t.~t 
there are real barriers to the use of the social services by 
newcarers, but ',17e do not really mGT what these barriers are 
. ..he ,. I or wrry w y are oarn-ers • • • • 
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IIrmigrants often express sUJ::?rise at the nuaber of voluntary organizations 
that exist i.."l Canada and at the variety of their activities and services. 
Sene inmigrants ask, It,;'ihy al:C-Il't t.l-}e services provided by t.l-}e govermrent 
as in European countries?" \'z'ule I.YDSt Canadians take for granted the 
great variety of organizations in our midst, navoorrers may question their 
? 
value.-
The concept of social services to neM imnigrants presents a dif-
fe:z:ent picture. lm.y social services t.~t exist in the develo;>ing countries 
f:rom which irrmigrants c::one are of a rud:inentary kind. Social work, ','li th 
fev exceptions, is an unknc:wn activity and the notion of a professional 
relationship is alien to their cultures. There is no ~velfare stereotype, 
either good or bad. There is no tradition of asking for or receiving 
nelp T,vit." perscnal or e.'lOtional problem:; from people outside the family 
and especially from public agencies. '!here is T.videsp:read ignorance about 
t.;'e purpose of the social services and of their carrplex organization. 3 
lLUbert Ibse, "The Social Services in the ~m L-Btropolis," 
in Eald and ~yer (eds.) Social n~lfare Institutions C~ew York: John 
wv'iley and Scns, 1965) , p. 304. 
2Cepartrrent of SecretaJ:y of State, Canada, "Voluntary Organiza-
tions and the LLmigrant," in Citizenship in a CenDcracy (Otta'lIa: Queen's 
Printers, 1967), p. 21. 
3.rrlseliotis, "The Irrplicatian of Cultural Factors in Social 
~t'brk wit." L-rmigrants," p. 6 • 
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Elliott I s study I of social agencies in '!bronto mvealed that 80 
per cent of all the persamel interviewed from these agencies at all 
levels believed that imnigrants should leam the English language and the 
Canadian t,v;:r..l of life quickly and efficiently so t.."la.t they could make better 
use of t..~ facilities offered by such agencies. '!he question :in the minds 
of t.~se adndnistrators and staff nerrbers was, "Why can I t iIrrnigrants leam 
to speak English?" ~ma.t stands in their Vva:j, especially when there are 
programces available to teach b'1em? It is assurred that once he has leamed 
to speak English, the inmigrant will be on an equal footing wi t.."1 any other 
Canadian. '!he!rere existence of services to new imnigrants does not assure 
t..~ir use, nor t.~ir relevance, nor their accessibility. The test of rele-
vance of services lies :in the experienced and c.~ging needs of b-.a irrmi-
grants themselves. A study conducted by t.~ Social Planning COmcil of 
n~tropolitan Toronto made the follaNing a::mnents: 
It is difficult, if not inpossible, to assess needs of inmi-
grants wi thaut mference to inmigrant origins, linguistic and 
cultural cxmtext. :.J'ort.l-twest European inmigrants, for exarrple, 
bring high levels of skill, and :in the case of those from the 
British Isles, at least t..1-)em is no language pl:Oblern. South 
European inmigrants, on the other hand, tend to be relatively 
low-skilled and usually bring with tl1eIll a language handicap. It 
is evident t.~t, considered as groups, they will start out in the 
ccmnunity at different levels. In t.'1e latter group also, the 
practice of spa1SOring relatives is very CXJ1111(Ul ~ed to the 
forner, indicating in part, differences in social orientation. 
When race is a factor, as in the case of ~"1est Indians or Chinese 
inmigrants, rat.~r different p:rcblerrs of integration are indicated. 
It is extJ::en'ely likely that when services are so irrpersonal as to 
bear no mlation to suc.~ differences, they contribute little, if 
anytlll."lg, to the integration of inmigrants. 2 
~tly, sanple surveys of iIlmi.grants have been used by t."le 
l:,Bry Elliott, "Cllanges :in Services to ?ecent Ircmigrants," Un-
published !1.S.W. thesis, thiversity of Toronto, 1967, p. 73. 
2Social Planning COmcil of H9tropolitan Toronto, A Study of 
:'Jeeds and !esow:ces of Imnigrants in Toronto (Torcnto, April, 1970), 
p. 14. 
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Canadian and Israeli Irmtigration r.ti.nistries to study various aspects of 
imnigration, including t.~ circumstances and IIDti ves for migration, t. .... e 
experiences of imnigrants in the receiving socie·ty, the factors associ-
ated tllith permanent settlenent '15. return migration, toget.1.er with reinte-
gration into the count.l:y of origin. 
In a longitudinal study of the economic and social adaptatioo of 
imnigrants in Canada,l tlu:ee CXl.1.orts of .intnigrants arriving in 1969, 1970, 
and 1971 were studied. Eao."l irrmigrant selected for the stuc:¥ was requ:!sted 
to answar four mail questionnaires six nonths, one year, avo years, and 
three years after arrival. At Sate thirty ports of ent:z:y, inmigrants were 
selected ever.! eighth day. Eligible respondents "l.vere those destined .for 
the labor force. 
Sore of the fin<lings of this StlrVe'.! are: 
1) Nornil'lated imnigrants appear to have had considerably nnre 
difficulty in integrating t.1.emselves into the society than did independent 
intnigrants • 
2) Inmigrants with professional qualificaticns experienced dif-
ficulties. After one year of their stay in Canada, 44 per cent of the 
professionals indicated that t.l-teir qualifications v;eI."e either not re<x>g-
nized, not accepted, or they were said to lllack canadian ~rience." 
3) It is surprising to find that i.nmi.grants whose IIDther tangue 
is not French or English had tl-te greatest tendency to feel at harce in 
Canada. 
4) vben they asked new iIrmigrants '..met."ler they felt their social 
positicn in the camIl.lnity had changed as a consequence of imni.gration, 
l.r!u:ee Years in Canada, a Ieport of the Iongi tudinal Survey on 
t.;e eoonanic and socl.alO aaaptation of IIrmigrants, Infonnation Canada, 
ottawa, 1974. 
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31 per cent felt their position had risen, 20 per cent felt that it had 
fallen, and the rest felt that it had rerrai.1"led the sane. 'ft!.e respondents 
who were not in their intended occupation (particularly those wit." Uni-
versity training) were rrcst likely to feel that their social positioo had 
fallen. Suc."l experiences were closely related to satisfaction with enploy-
rrent opportunities and with eamings. Dissatisfaction was rrcst acute ancng 
those not in t.'1eir intended occupation or t..mo were unenployed. 
5) T'oore ... ,as considerable variation in t.~e satis faction \'lith 
housing. Greater dissatisfaction with acccamcdatians Vias felt by residents 
of Toronto and those of Hari tine provinces. 
6) After the first sL"{ nonths, an est.il1"ated 22 per cent of t.~ 
sanple had inccm!s belaY' t.~ poverty line, but t.b.e !,roportio.''l fell to 
four per cent by the end of the t.lUrd year. In t.~ first six nonths, un-
enploynent accounted for only 27 !?E!r cent of t.1.ose in poverty, the re.11la.in-
der being aCCO\mted for by low ':,·lages. 
7) In tenrs of residential nDbility, t.."'le survey found t.~ new 
i.nr:d.grants brice as I!Dbile as the average Canadian resident. 'Ihe majority 
of these ncves 'Here local. Q'lly a fell imnigrants (8 per cent) noved from 
cne province to another. ~-bst of them renained in the city or area of 
their intended destL."'lation. About 50 per cent of all imnigrants originally 
intended to settle in a:::ntreal 9 Toralto, or Vancxmver and their nobility 
out of t.~se areas was low. The inter-ci ty and intsr-provincial nobility 
of those ft1ho did not settle in one of these three largest rretrqJOlitan 
areas was sare-mat greater. 
8) FJ:an a !!Oint of view of corrrmlni:bj accepta."lce, only nine per 
cent felt that t.~ey 'Nere treated t..n.th indiffe~J1ce or not accepted at all 
in t.~eir respective neighborhoods. T.his ?roportian did :'lot ~rar.l signifi-
cantly in the various reports mac"..e Q',,'e;r t:l1e ttLI:ee-year period. Chly five 
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per cent of the respondents ~rcei ved t.'1eir aNIl i.rmediate envircnrrent as 
oonsisting of people fran their a-m country of origin. The rema:inder were 
divided between those who perceived their camrunity as conposed mainly of 
Canadians and those \'lho were living in a cosIIopolitan area with people 
fxom many different countries. At the end of two years, 31 per cent of 
the respcndents were active rrercbers of voluntary associations and oro-
tlrirds of these belonged to a group in which canadians constituted a 
najority. Chly seven per cent belonged to an et.J.mic association. 
All imnigrants have acquired pattems of behavior, beliefs, values 
and e:xpectations appropriate to t..~ir native land which may not Qe in 
harrrcny wit..~ a different society. It seems that t..'1e act of inInigraticn 
breaks up t..~ familiar l"lCllle and interrupts family life as well as separat-
ing t..'1e irrmigrants fran hare surroundings. Fl:om the m::mmt of leaving 
t.~ese surroundings, the imni.g:rant becDnes a foreigner, he ceases to belong; 
his custanary behavior is no longer adequ:ite to t..'1e social ci.rcuns tances 
into "ruch he ventures; although he develops net.... relatiOIlS.Lups and is 
forced to realize new rceanings in life, he ~ually has to confonn to t."-le 
T.·Ta:y5 of the neN society. He is surrounded by uncertail"'lty for many m:::nt.i-}s, 
and even years. 'l!le mStxmSes he has to make to challenges are not easy 
or autanatic; he finds it hard to make decisi01S; he IlUlSt al'tV'ays consciously 
weigh altematives, coostantly evaluate and reevaluate goals, realizing 
t.~t every adjustnent is tenporary. 'lhe pressures of these uncertainties 
affect not cnly his acticns at the t.ine of imnigratian, but also his 
acticns and the actions of his descendants for years to care. Tnis is cne 
of the t.~s of Oscar Handlin, ~.men describing t.l-]e experiences of imni-
gr,~'1ts who carre to t~e thi ted States, says: 
They lived in crisis because they were upl:OOted. In 
transportati01, ~..m.ile the old roots ~iJere sundered, before the 
the ":l.&11 were established, t.to..e inmigrants lived in an extrer:e 
si tuatic:n. '!he shock and the effect of the shock persisted 
for many years; and their influence reached c:lavn to genira-
tions tllhich thensel ves never paid the cost of crossing. 
Sane of t.~ foregoing t..'1eories and hypotheses are obviously 
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relevant to this study of new inmigrants' use of social service agencies 
in TOralto. Additional hypotheses are derived from other intrcx1uctOl:Y 
chapters. 
1Q)car Handlin, TIle Uprooted (I.anda1. : ~vatts, 1953), p. 6. 
SOCIAL SERVICES TO ied n·tlIGRANTS 
- PRESENT SITUATION 
In 1966 the Federal CoveIl1.IIEnt's Nhite Paper on canadian inmi.-
gration policy recognized the inportant role that adjustrrent servicas 
perfo:cn in helpi."Plg t.~ :irmti.grant to adapt quic.1(ly to the Canadian life. 
It acknowledged an underlyingprL~ciple: 
If i.mn:i.gration is i."Pl t.~e national interest, then it is t!le 
responsibility of Canadian society to provide services to help 
neN inmigrants over sorre of t.'1.e psyclx>logical, social and econo-
mic barriers to integration. Services to imnigrants not only 
reflect concern for t..~e ~:'ielfare of those r.vho join the Canadian 
comnunity, but are also an essential aspect of policy to enstl..""e 
that the i.mn:i.gration ?recess efficiently serves the nation's 
social and eccnomic interest. l 
Services currently available to new imnigrants nay be classi-
fied into 'f:t.vo 'tyges: 
(a) Services provided to prospective :inmi.grant.3 abroad, and 
(b) Services provided to ne .., i.rmd.grants at t.~e part of ent..ry 
and during the first few years of their stay in Canada. 
Services provided OVerseas 
Visa officers abroad offer prospective irrmigrants oounseling and 
and infoIlIBtion reganling life in Canada and ercp1.oynent opportunities. 
These officers regularly :receive infoznation fran Canada L·1anpat.rer Centers 
about adjustnEnt problems being ~rienced by recent inmigrants. Chtario 
lcanada, 
Vol. II (ottat'la: 
Fe;Jort of t.~ Canadian Intnigration and Population Study, 
Infonnation Canada, 19 74), ? 18. 
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and Quebec naintain offices abroad to encourage .i.nmi.gratian (subject to 
federal goveD'lITEIlt acceptance) and to disseminate infoJ:I1lation on par-~­
cular aspects of living and wetting conditions in their provinces. 
All independent innd.grants intending to enter the labor force are 
required to be oounselled in t.'f!eir local Canadian foreign visa office, 
cnce t.1-J.ey have dem:nstrated t.'eir ability to corrply with the selectial 
criteria. other imnigrants (that is, dependent i.r.mi.grants) may receive 
suc.1-J. oounselling at their reqmst, or at the discretion of t.'e selection 
officer. 
'!he subjects covered. during cx>unselling depend upcn what the .L.,-
dividual needs. 'llleY may include housing, education, errployment, social 
benefits, hospital insurance and rredical care, language training I irrporta-
tim of t."le settler's effects, cx>st of living, credit buying, destination 
in Canada, transportation to Canada, licensing for professions and 
skilled trades, lal:or unions, zooing laws, facilities offered by Canada 
Hanpa'1er Centars, bringing to canada needed personal c1oc1..1I'Ce."'lts, avoidance 
of unscrupulous travel, insurance, and real estate agents, bilingualism, 
driving licenses, business licenses, insurance, adapting electrical appli-
ances, recreatioo and entertai.rurent. 
Group counselling has iJeen used successfully at SCIre visa offices, 
principally those that have fairly large ItDVeI1'eIlts of relatively unsophis-
ticated imnigrants in a corcparatively narrc::w range of occupations. At such 
offices, group counselling has significantly reduced the tine required 
for individual intervie\-.JS and has proved particularly effective when dis-
couragerrent is required. Counselling by neans of audio-visual presenta-
tions has proved useful in providing backgrotmd infoJ:I1lation about Canada, 
and about certain occupations, in advance of the applicant's personal 
intervi&'<I. 
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Canada, like nest countries that encourage imnigration, has for 
a long tine lent ncn.ey to imnigrants wh:> need help to defray their trans-
portation costs. Q'lly independent inmigrants are eligible. 'Ihose who 
qualify far t.lU.s assisted-passage loan schenE are: 
- Applicants who, in the rating by the visa officer, received 
at least 12 units of assessrrent under the occupational de-
mand factor. 
- Irmligrants recruited 00 the basis of clearance orders from 
Canada Manpower Centers, which show that a job is assured 
them or t.~t their skill is needed. 
- Ir.migrants selected for participation in a sdleIre in .men 
a provincial governrrent undertakes to share ~.sportation 
costs if the imnigrants go to, and rerrain in, certain em-
ploynent for a rnini.mum period. (Olly ManitOOa has such an 
agreenent with the federal govel!l'lII'ent at prese.''ltj no imni-
grants have been accepted under it recently _ ) 
- Inmigrants selected following racruii:IIent GJ a provincial 
governrrent depa.rtnent or agenC'] acting al behalf of Canadian 
enployers, ?rovided advance notice of t..~ recruitment pro-
gram has been given to t.~e federal depa.rt:m9nt of Han~Jer 
and Inmi.gratioo. 
- Fefugees. 
Eligibility and need for an assisted-passage loan are determined 
during the selection interview. If the selectioo officer is satisfied 
that t.l-J.e applicant is eligible, cannot pay his passage to canada wi t.'1out 
assistance, and is willing and able to repay the loan after he beCOIIES 
established in Canada, he nay authorize a loan not exceeding $1,500 to 
cover the transportation costs of the applicant, his wife and any chil-
dren under age 18._ 1 
~rvices Provided to Ue..r Irmd.grants t-vi thin canada 
A nunber of services are available to iIrmi.grants upon t.~ 
lL,fontation in this section is found in Feport of t.~ Canadian 
InTniption. and Population Study, Vol. II Cotta-wei: L'1farmation Canada, 
1974 , 73 and 74. 
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arrival at a Canadian 90rt of entry. These include a ''l;~lcorre Kit" pre-
pared by t.l-u3 :cepartnent of r'EnpcMer and Irrmigration, containing information 
about social services, inforrratian. about enployrrent and training, and as-
sistance as to transportation to the fi."lal desti11ations. COunselling a.."'ld 
:i.ntsrpreter services are provided in major arrival centers by federal a.."'ld 
;n:ovi."lcial officials and representatives of voluntary agencies. 
Federal Gov'emrrent 
In addition to t.1.e services provided at t.'1.e :x>rt of entry by t.'1e 
federal <pvemrrent, rrentianed in the previous paragraph, t.'1.e federal gcvem-
rrent provides rredical aid to in1nigrants ~.1ho beconE ill after admissicn and 
;:,efore they reac.'1. t.~eir final destination or are settled in eIT?loyrrent. 
It provides t.'1.ern;vi t."1 hospital, rredical and dental care t.~gh the Cepart-
rrent of Healt.1. and :;elfare, paid for "r:Jy the Dapartn'ent of l"!!anpO->Jer and 
L-mti.gratian. '!his service is available only to i.'1dependent i.rrmigrants. 
!he governrrent offers financial assistance (to independent .L-mrl.-
grants) and eI1!>loyrrent services (to all irrmigrants). 'I!1ese services are 
also provided by t.'i-J.e provincial gcvernnE11ts. (See t:..~e next section.) .As 
soon as any family (ineependent or dsPE!.'1Cent) arrives in canada, th.eir 
cl-J.ildren, under age 18 , receive drlldre."l' 3 alla. ... a'1ces (no:.y $22.50 a rrcnt.'1 
?er c:uld) from t'1e federal governrrent. 
TVhere independent i.rrmigrants cD not have adequate funds to cover 
such necessities as fcod, clob"li.."lg and shelter, these are provided at the 
canada ~'1anpaler Centers by t."le settl.enent division of the ~art::ment of 
~"lanpot'ler and Inmigration. 'Ihe arrount of financial assistance of this sort 
usually corresponds to local ".velfare levels and is allocated according to 
need. 
All ir.tnigrants ~ entitled to the ::ull range of prograrrs and 
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services provided 'by Canada :·~.,er Centers. At centers in rrajor cities, 
such as :'bntreal, Toranto, Vancouver, ~"Vinnipeg, and calgazy, special inmi-
gratian recepticn facilities have been established, either by the federal 
gcveIl'lItEIlt alone or in cooperation ..,vi til provincial and voluntar.l agencies. 
'!bese facilities, staffed by rnul tilingual counsellors, provide iImri.grants 
'Ni.t.~ infonratian of all sorts about el1.tering the Canadian labor force: 
~vorldng and living <x>nditians, \qage rates, qualificatioos for skilled 
jobs, unioo nerci:Jership, local transportatioo, language training, etc. 
'Ihe <x>unsellors also help to find accx:mrcdations and schools and advise 
an the availability of provincial and voluntary services. 
Should an i..""ldependent or dependent inmigrant 'Nho has been in 
canada for a rnininnJm of one year need upgrading or ner.v skills in order to 
canpete i.""l the labor maI:ket, he or she qualifies for oc:cupational trainL'"lg 
and allcMances under the Canada Ma.npo.Ner 'Iraining Program. The 'Ce?artrrent 
of :'lanpaNer and Inmigratian pays one hundred J?er cent of the cost of train-
ing and allOtiances. 
Under the sane program, the depa.rt:rrent nay purchase specialized 
technical or occupational courses for inmigrants who require su.c:.~ help to 
pass qualirjing examinations and/or practice t.'1eir trades or professions. 
Imnigrants whose lack of Englis.~ or French is a barrier to suc-
cessful placenent in enpl.oyrrent are eligible under the Canada r'JanpaNer 
Training Program for full-tire language training and also allCMaIlces, sub-
If an imni.grant can be placed in his a.vn occupaticn (even if 
not at t.~ t,oJOrking level of incorre he received in his a.vn 
countJ:y), he is so placed and can take any desired language 
training on a part-titre basis. 
If an irrmigrant cannot be placed in his 0dl1 occupation be-
cause of IaN' denand for t.~at occupation, but can be placed 
in a related occupation \.vhic.~ is appropriate to his educa-
tion, traini..""lg, cmd ~rience I ae is placed in er.ployrcent 
and can take language training an a part-ti."1"e basis. 
- If an inmigrant cannot be placed in his am related occu-
pation because of a language deficiency and any other 
placerrent ~uld create a hardship or adversely affect his 
social attitude and assL"11ilation, he is referred to full-
t:iIre language training. 
- Prior to referral to training, ~"e l1anpo;".;er Counsellor 
must satisfoj hllTself that a"lguage deficiency is really 
the cause of :L"laDility to obtain eI1l?loynent. In many 
cases, t..lti.s may invel ve cc:ntacting prospective enployers. 
- Inmigrant worlr..ers are tested before language training be-
gins, to ensure instruction at the appropriate level; and 
training ccntin~s cnly mtil ~~y can be satisfactorily 
placed in enploynent. 1 
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Nith ~"l.e introduction of the Local Initiatives Program, t..~ federal 
aepart:rrent of ma..l'"lpOWer and imnigration has beccrre r:ruc..l-t rrcre involved in 
inmi.grant settlenent by providing fm.ds for several experirne..'1tal ?rojec+"...s 
in t~e 'iEtrD90litan '!bronto Area. 'lhese have included effor-~ to estab-
lish conrnuni ty-based infonnation and referral services, to establish a 
pool of interpreters, and to assist in ccmnuni t"J developrcent projects. 
T!1.e ~rtance of t.."ris carmot be overestimated. The goveJ:l1I"Cent also has 
provided cormrunity groups with funds to initiate their a.m services and 
has allCMed agencies to extend their present service pattems to include 
sup;xxti ve services for llmd.grants. 
Provincial CbveJ:l'lIIe&"lt (Cl1tario) 
For many years t.."l.e provinces took little interest in imnigrants 
e."«::ept to recruit p:rospecti ve iImligrants in foreign countries, and to 
provide language classes after arrival. Uuring the past ffIM years, 110.'''-
ever, Chtario and Q'u=bec, which receive t..'1e rrajority of t."l.e newcx::rcers, 
Lnus infoncation, relat:L"lg to language training, is fran: 
canada: Place:rrent, Settlerrent and Mjustrrent of LLmigrants, a Paper pre-
?ared for the Canada Innri.gration and Population Study Corrmittee (Ottawa: 
l:epartrrent of ~"1anpcwer and Irmri.gration, 1974). 
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have de~Jeloped active ci tizens..i1.ip programs. 
O:ltario 's program is cxmducted by a section of t..~ r·1inistrj of 
CUlture and Iecreation knaNn as the Citizenship Branch. 'llie brandl has 
carried out researc..~ and e..~r:i.nental prograrrs in t.'le teac.lti.ng of English 
as a secand language and has prepared te.."rtbooks in this subject that are 
used widely across Canada. Surmer school traini"."'1g rourses are held for 
teachers of English as a secand language. sate of these are nON cxm-
ducted ~.l local boards of education. 
A unique venture is t.'1e branc.:" 's program of rronring classes for 
inmigra,.""lt rcot.~rs of pre-sc.~ool c..lti.ldren, 'Nhich c:arnbines the leaming of 
English wi t.1. general orientation. Child care is provided ,mile nuthers 
are at classes. =·11.lc.~ of t."le ~'lOrk is perforned by volunteers, but t.~ 
provincial goverrnn:::."lt pays t.."le supervisorf persarmel. This program arose 
out of an ~t conducted by a local citizens' camd.ttee interest.;d 
in imnigrants. 
In 1970, Q1tario's Cit,izenship Branch greatly extended its pro-
gram. It nON provides a rmlltilingual reception se....-vice at the '!bronto 
Il1.ternaticnal A:i.J:port. It also arranges to have iIrmigrants destined for 
Q1tario, but arriving at !·bntreal or Vancouver, provided t..~re w'ith rele-
vant l..."1.forrnation about Ontario. General orientation courses to give very 
new arrivals infornaticn about canada are cxmducted in a variety of lan-
guages, nainly Italian, Portugese, Greek, O1.inese, I./".orean and English. 
(be goes to a class ones a ~veek for ten weeks. A TV orientation p:rogram 
cx:nducted :i.'1 Italian, Portugese ar..d Greek '.vas instituted in 1971. A !1.aIld-
book for imnigrants is issued .in nine diffe.tP-Ilt languages, and a guide to 
ronmunity services has been prepared for people \.;ho \'JOrk 'i'li th :i.'11tligrants. 
'!he brandl. has several field officers l..."1. different areas of t.~ 
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province to :b.elp n.ewc:Drrers and people '.vho \vork with t.~em; it supplies 
grants to a n1.II!'ber of COIl1i1llIlity agencies that offer services to intnigrants. 
'!he Oltario goverrment, in 1973, established in Toronto a cen-
tralized newcorrer reo:pticn center knONl'l as '~'7elcorre House." It was es-
tablished as a pilot project and is new a larger, peD':'BIleIlt service. It 
nakes oounselling, referral, information distribution and ints:rpreting 
services available to Toronto inmigrants in a cb.m.toYn location. L"l addi-
tim to its am staff of ten rnultili."lgual oounsellars, it provides space 
for one federal :'Enpo,.ver Counsellor, and for t'.vo voluntaJ:y agencies pro-
viding services to nerllCCl't'Ers. Classes in English as a second language 
Ql?erated by t..'1e Citizenship Branc..l-J. of the Cntario govemrrent are held on 
a fi 9.;e-C.ay basis at this CE..'1.ter; there is free child care to ITOt..~ers 
attending. The Industrial Trai."1ing Branch of t..~ 2·ti.t"'listry of Colleges 
and Uni versi ties (foncerl y in the Chtario i:epa.rt:ne."lt of labor) has {. =~Jised 
a nUIYh:~r of prograrrs to upgrade and retrain skilled imnigrants to Cnta....-j"o. 
'!'hey !,roviae requalification courses for certified skilled ~·.orkers. 
The Cntario ~tbu.stry of Governrrent Services provides free trans-
latien in !TOre t.t-wl fifty languages of education and skilled trade certi-
ficates, and t...'1.e Chtario ~,1:L."'listry of Education provides free evaluation 
of educational c1ocur.ents for conparati ve cntario standii'lg. 
~lunicipal GoveD'lIYe11t ('!bronto) 
Participation by t.l-}e Hunicipal Governrrent either at the Borough 
or r'letropoli tan level has been limited to assistano: to agencies provid-
ing services to irrmigrant3. :,qith the exc::aptiol1 of t...1.e introduction of a 
multilingual infonration center at City Hall, -:..~ ~'1unicipal Governrrent 
has not ~ involved in direct services related to inmigrant settlerrent. 
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Voluntny Sector 
'Ihere are a nurrber of voluntary agencies in Canada ,ruch playa 
useful ~ in t.l-te reception and settlenent sendces of new imnigran.ts. 
'!his netlvoJ:K can be eli vided into the follCMing broad categories: 
(1) A small nurrber of agencies wi t~ a professional staff, estab-
lished specifically to assist iJrmigrants in the settlenent process. These 
il'lclude t.~e Jewish Inmigrant Aid Sendces, catholic Family Irnnigration 
Services, Italian Imnigrant Sendee Center (C.O.S.T.I.), Intematicnal In-
stitute, and n:lbili ty Counselling Sendces. 
(2) Agencies t.1at function at a neighOOrllood level. As imni-
grants have roved. into tl".e area, these agencies ~1ave adapted t..~ir ser-
vices in order to provide services to t.~se recent residents. St.r..f':l. agencies 
include St. Christopher House, Uliversity Settlenent, Conmunity L,fonnatian 
Centers, and various branc.~ of the YHCl\ and t.'l.e YWCA. 
(3) The ~yor.k done by cl'lurches. The Inter-Faith Inmigratian C0m-
mittee, which is supported by all najor eencminations, provides a reception. 
service for all newcarers to rretropoli tan cities by assisting t."lem to make 
contact with their local church and by referral to other sendces as neeC!.ad. 
Individual dum::."les and groups of churches have also been active ,'Ii t.."l:L-,. 
t.'eir neighborlloods regardi."'lg t..'le pl:Oblems of inmigrants in the area. 
(4) Imnigrant organizations that are interested in iml1igrant set-
tienent. ;:'Dst :imn:i.grant associaticns are concemed principally .. ·lith social 
and cultural events ',rlthin their avn cnmruni.ty, rather than '.'lith t."le prob-
lems of :ir.mi.grant settlenent. But sorce of them have been ext~ly active 
in proViding vitally needed assistance to t."leir a..m groups upon arrival; 
t..~v include t.l-)e Ukranian, Polish, Italian, Greek, East Inelian, Portugese 
and other COI!ITILIl'li ties. 
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(5) Labor uniens. Efforts have been rna.de by the Iabor COuncil 
in '!bronto to establish a cornni ttee of etlmic groups to investigate the 
particular needs of imnigrant woJ:kers, su::.h. as adequate day-care facili-
ties for t.'1.e children of inmigrant r:ot.L~ers who are t,vorl-..ing. A conference 
spcnsored by t.~e Labor COUncil L"'l 1970 helped to stimulate the develop-
nen.t of an Inter-Agency COuncil for Inmigrants L1'l '!brontc. 
(6) A nurrber of voluntarl organizations t, .. ri.th a minor or occa-
sional interest in imnigrants (e.g., Canadian Service Clubs, Junior Leagues 
of Canada, National COuncil of ~'bren) are also assisting new inmigrants 
L"'l b~eir settle..TIEl'lt. 
According to HarNkins, the voluntarl sector in irrmigratian in 
Canada is in a very,-veak state due to years of inadequate funding, or no 
funding. '!he smaller inmigrant and ad hoc groups ;.1hich have bee..T"J. attenpt-
ing to provide serre. services to irrmigrants are generally fragile in b'le 
ext.rer.e, ,-lith IJCX)r premises and ,-leak rranagc....Ire11t. Standa...""'ds of perfonnance 
in bus field today are, an the ,-mole, IaN'. I 
~:reda Ha\'lkins, Irmtigrant Services and p~, a Brief submitted 
to the Soecial Joint Ccmni ttee of d'le Senate andtheEOuse of Camn:::ns, on 
Imnigratian Policy (Canadian Federal Parlianent, 1976), p. 15. 
Focus of the Study 
'nle main purpose of this study is to examine the new imnigrant I s 
use of social sel:Vice agencies in 'l'orCnto. 
Specific areas of the study inclu3e: (1) to analyze the charac-
teristics and all:eady identified needs of new imnigrants, in this CC'I1Ilec-
tim, describing the operations of existing public and private social 
service agencies that provide direct services to new inmigrants; (2) to 
identify the newcaters I infor.rnatiat seeking pattems during t."le pre-
imoigratLn phase; and (3) CeteDtlin:ing to what extent the way that new 
iImd.grants I use of social service agencies varies as between groups: 
Independent imni.grants vs. 
Professicn$ vs. 
English speaking vs • 
Imnigrants fran vs. 
industrialized countries 
The Hvootheses 
.. -
~dent inmigrants 
Nm-professianals 
Nat-English speaking 
Inmigrants fran 
deval.c?ing countries 
The hypotheses, which this study tests, have been derived fran a 
J:eview of the J:elevant literature in the field of i.Irmi.gratial, the hister] 
of social services to new :i.mni.grants in canada, the present stxucture of 
social services to imnigrants in Canada, and are backed by the general 
characteristics of new i.rcmigrants. 'Ihese hypotheses are: 
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(1) Imnigrants who a....-e aware of social agencies in their hare 
countries tend to feel canfortable in using social service agencies in 
Tormto also. 
(2) ~ new imnigrants nake use of the netwoI:k of available 
social services, they will use those which axe closest to their CMl'l cul-
tural and language orientaticn. 
(3) '!he new imnigrant who has a professimal background, and/or 
English language skill, uses social services nrxe often than others. 
(4) Ielative to inmigrants fran industrialized countries, inmi-
grants fran develq>ing countries use social services less. 
(5) r:ependent :iJmd.grants nake use of social service agencies ncre 
often than the independent inmigrants. 
'nlese hypotheses have been develq:Jed in relatim to the b~ basic 
subsystems under study. 'l1le dependent variable is the IlE'-/ .irm\igrants I use 
of social agencies, and the antecedent variables axe derived fran charac-
teristics of imnigrants. 
PILOr STUDY 
'!he main interviewing for this study was dale in tt:a surmer of 
1977, but the writer began in April, 1976 to explore and idantify, in an 
:infonnal way, the inp:>rtant aspects of services as seen by new inmigrants 
:in Torcnto. 
The first task was to identify all agencies servmg imnigrants in 
Tora'lto. This researcher's past experience in ~rking with inmigrants as 
a social ~rker in Toralto helped him to iesntify all the agencies working 
primarily with newcc:rrers; the other agencies y,e:re located with the help 
of the Social Service Dil:ectory of Toralto. l 
Lnus Directory is published annually by the Ccxrm.lni.ty Info:onaticn 
Center of L·!!tropolitan Toronto. 
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All of these agencies \Yere approac.~ either by telephcne or in 
persal for their cocperaticn and participaticn in the preliminary explora-
tim. Infonnal cmversations with agency directors and scx::ial workers 
provided an overall view of all the types of service available to IleW'-
c::c:Iters • 
Interviews were held at the agency with sana of the new imnigrants 
who \Ere using the agency's services. Where new~rs could not ccmnuni-
cate in English, the ac;pncy workers acted as interpreters. 
A few intexviews were held ,,,,ith ncn-users of agencies as their 
hones, with the help of volunteers who spoke their language. In a first 
effort to locate ncn-users I a request was rrade to Imnigratim ~t 
officials who keep a list of the oanes and addresses of all new :i.rcmigrants 
in Canada. Due to the govel'l'lI1'el1t's strict privacy law, they refused to 
share the list of newcaners. Another source also refused to help, na:re1y I 
the Inter-Faith Inmigratioo Comnittee, supported by all religious dencmina-
tians in canada, which sends letters to all newcaners telling them that 
if they need any assistance, they can go to the local churches. Finally, 
an approach was made to various irnnigrant associations. 'nley seened to 
like the project and a number of them provided lists of newcarers who 
~ in canada less than two years, who, ~~ believed, had never been to 
any social service agency in canada. 'nley even provided interpreters in 
order to facilitate interviews with ncn-English-speaking imnigrants. 
Ql the basis of this six weeks of exploratory interviews, an in-
terview schedule was prepared, sene open-ended a"1d sene close-ended, with 
about sixty questicns, sate specific and other general. 
During ..1Uly and August of 1976, this questiamaire was pre-tested 
with 18 irmdgrants who were using six agencies, three private and three 
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public, as well as six newccr.ers who were not using agenr:j services, ccn-
tacted through t.~e :i.mnigrant associations. 'l11e six agencies were: 
1) Settlenent Division, Depa:r1::m2nt of Hanpaver and Imnigratian 
(Federal Governnent) 
2) w:!lcare House, Ministry of Culture and Pecreation 
(Provincial Govemrrent) 
3) Infonnaticn Centre, City of Toralto 
(Municipal) 
4) COSti-Im:ti.grant Service Center 
(A private non-sectarian agency) 
5) CcmtUJnity InfoIltlaticn center 
(Private, ncn-sectarian) 
6) Bloor-Bathurst Infonraticn Center 
(Private, nan-sectarian) 
Ccpies of the letters of ag"eenent are attached as Appendi."< A. 
The new imnigrants interviewed were asked to assist in a study to 
~rcrue tr..e services available to them in Tormto, by giving their cpinians 
on va:."'ious questicns. i.'io identifying data were sought and calfidentiality 
,-as pranised. In general, the newcaters appeared. willing to give their 
cpinicns and pleased to be CQ1sidered :halpful in a si tuaticn in wt-ich they 
themselves need help. 
An effort was made to ensw:e t.l-at these interviews ~uld be as in-
foIltlal as possible. They Ylere loosely structw:ed so that spa1taneous 
reactions could be elicited. 
FollCMing this preliminary investigation, which indicated that im-
migrants would voluntarily participate in a study to discover their use of 
social agencies and which suggested sate items to put into the question-
naire, the main l:x:xly of the reseaI'Ch investigation was designed. 
Part of the sumter was spent in public and private archives 001-
lecting data ~ertaining to the historical background of social services 
to new imnigrants in Canada. 
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Pooulatim , 
The populaticn to be studied is :i.rmd.grants (defined as a perscn 
who has entered Canada since JanuaIy Of 1975. The ti.ne of arrival is de-
noted llBinly because the study is ccncemed prirrarily with new :i.nmi.grants I 
use of social services, which are pararrount during the iIrmi.grants I ini tial 
years in Canada). Pefugee populaticns were purposely deleted fran this 
study since they do receive special services fran the social service agen-
des. For the purpose of the study, tr~ pcpulation was divided into t:lu'ee 
categories: 
1) IIrmigrants using (mainly) public social service agencies~ 
2) IIrmigrants using (mainly) private social service agencies; 
3) IIrmigrants using neither type of agency. 
sarrple Selecticn 
Agencies. MJst of the field data for this study were col.J..e...""'ted 
fran four social service agencies in Toralto. 'lbese agencies were estab-
lished to assist exclusively new imnigrants in t..~ir initial adjust::m:mt 
perioo. '1bese agencies~: (1) Settl.enent Division, I:epart:Itent of ~1an-
power and Imnigraticn (Federal Goverrment); (2) velcare House, Minist:rY of 
Culture and Ie:matim (Cbtario GovenlImnt); (3) casTI - Imnigrant Service 
Center, and (4) Bloor-Bathurst In:fol::maticn center, these beiI'lg private, 
ncn-sectarian agencies. 
In1ni.grants. (Category I) (be hundred new imnigrants were inter-
viewed fran t.."1e above nenticned two public social service agencies. All of 
these newc:arers were using the agency for the first tine. ':tWo weeks were 
spent in each of these agencies :interviewing the irmligrants, after they 
were interviewed by the agency counselor. 
(Category II) Here the ale hundred ir:migrants 'Were selected fran the 
two private agencies and all other processing was the sane as that of 
Category I. 
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(Category In) Seventy-five imnigrants who cane to Canada since 
January, 1975 and had never been to a scx::ial service agency were contacted 
at their residences. Ten inmigrant asscx::iatials in Toronto provided the 
narces and addresses of new imnigrants fran their IIE.Ii'bership lists. In rrost 
of the cases, I took a volunteer belonging to the sane naticnality group 
as the irrmigrant for these interviews. '!he intent was to instill a sense 
of trust in the inmigrant and to use the volunteer as an interpreter. 
Sixty-four per cent of the sarrple were nale and 36 per cent were 
fenale. MXe than 50 per cent ~ single: 36 per cent 'ltere married and 
another 10 per cent \I.-ere in tile .ridawed/divorced/separated category. Seventy-
eight per cent of the total sanple were belav the age of 45 years. (Table V-I) • 
'Ihe semple represents new imnigrants fran 34 countries. Table V-2 
sha.'/S the inmigrants who cane fran developing and industrialized countries. 
Data Collection 
Since b~ interest was in studying subjective material and there was 
a limited anount of t:irre to do it, the najor nethod of data collectial cal-
sidered nest appropriate for this purpose was the interview schedule with 
a mmter of open-ended questims, which helped the respmdents to elaborate. 
According to Selltiz: 
Q?en-ended questims are called for when the issue is cCJ\-plex, 
when the relevant di.nensions are not known. Attenpts at structure 
are naae to ensure consistency wi thin the group and to collect data 
of a similar nature which could be <XJded and tabulated without 
najor difficulty. 'lhe purpose of providing the interview with 
structure is to ensure that all people intervi~ respc:nd to the 
questicns the researcher wishes to have answered. 1 
r.£he 0geIl-ended questicnnaire was administered personally in all 
275 interviews with the new imnigrants. In the interview SituatiCXl, the 
1claire Selltiz, et al., Pesecu:c:h Mathods in Social IElations 
(Torc:nto: Holt, Rinehart and ~'linstal, 1966f, p. 51. 
Sex 
l1ale 
Female 
'rurAL 
Marital Status 
Single 
Married 
TABLE V-I 
lE100RAPHIC CHAIW:TERISTICS OF 
J:1MIGRAI.'lI'S :rn THE SM-1PLE 
F 
177 
98 
275 
150 
98 
Widov.ed/Di-llOrced/ 
Separated 27 
'IOI'AL 297 
Age 
Under 20 29 
20 - 24 34 
25 - 34 91 
35 - 44 eJ. 
45 - 54 31 
55 - 64 19 
65 and over 10 
TOrAL 275 
48 
% 
64 
36 
100 
54 
36 
10 
100 
11 
12 
33 
22 
11 
7 
4 
100 
r:evelcping Country 
Argentina 
Barbados 
E1 Salvador 
Fuji Islands 
Guyana 
Halg Kalg 
India 
Jamaica 
Kenya 
I.ebanal 
Halaysia 
Pakistan 
Philippines 
South Korea 
Sri Lanka 
Taiwan 
Tanzania 
Thailand 
Trinidad 
ZaIrbia 
TOl'AL 
TABIE V-2 
COJN'l'RY OF ORIGIN OF ItiJMIGRANrS 
IN THE ~I.E 
F Industrialized Country 
6 Australia 
4 Britain 
11 Finland 
4 France 
10 Greece 
14 Israel 
18 Italy 
U Netherlands 
8 NCJ:WaY 
6 Portugal 
2 SWeden 
8 SWitzerland 
6 Uni ted States 
4 Yugoslavia 
5 
10 
8 
1 
6 
2 
145 
49 
F 
4 
9 
2 
4 
23 
8 
28 
4 
5 
17 
3 
8 
9 
6 
130 
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questicns were folla.ved by probes which provided a nuch better il'1dicaticn of 
whet.~ the respondent had any infonnaticn about the issue, whether he had 
a clearly fornulated opinicn about it, and heM strcngly he felt about it. 
Selltiz et ale have cauticned that the questionnaire is of liIl".ited 
value where the prc:blem of language exists. I It \VclS recognized as fact 
that some of the new .imn:igrants had cnly limited use of the English language. 
However, although they have difficulty in .reading and writing, many of them 
understcx::xi English well enough to answer the interviewer's questialS, which 
wem stated siIrply and repeated, if necessary. 'I11.en, too, as the writer 
was inteJ:ested in rrDIe than just factual infonnaticn fran the respondents, 
it was felt that the interview schedule gave IrOre flexibility in this 
regard. In cases where newconers could not cacmunicate even a little in 
English, the help of the intexpreters was enployed. 
Instrurrent Ccnstructim 
In developing the interview schedule as an instrtment for data col-
lectim, an effort was nade to keep the \~rding and ideas as sinple and cal-
crete as possible. Where this was not possible and a concept needed to .be 
expressed, the wording was often taken from stat:.em=nts clients had made during 
the pilot interviews. "nlus, items used in the interview schedule were based 
at respau;es derived fl:cm the pilot interviews, persalal experience in work-
ing with inmigrants, and general suggesticns fran tr.e literature. 
The coding, tabulaticn and other statistical work was dale manually. 
Extensive notes were made 01 interview schedules soon after each interview. 
Other Sources 
sate naterial for this study was collected by docurrentary analysis 
lIbid., p. 52. 
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of agency recoros (such as minutes of the rreeting, the agency records 
of cases that agency staff consider to be problem cases) and from differ-
ent govemrrent policy staterrents regarding services to na'7 imn:i~ants. 
It "¥'laS necessary to supplerrent the historical review of issues 
leading to :t?Olicy decisi01S by CbcurrentaIy analysis (proceedings of 
public rreetings, newspaper articles, etc.) and intervie"NS 'tvi th other 
carefully selected people who were knoJiledgeable about irrmigrants and 
interested in t.~eir \velfare, such as imnigrant leaders and spokesnen and 
social ".-1OIXers and admL"'listrators of general social service agencies. 
DEFDIITICN OF t1AJOR TER:1S 
Imnigrant 
In his essay, "Theory of ~1i.gration f" Dr. Everett lee observes 
that prospective i.rmd.grants tend to assess the areas in \mch they live 
against t.~ areas to which they might emigrate for positive and negative 
factors. ~mat 'NOuld nek.e them stay ·Nt.·3re they are? \-mat would make them 
c.J.n::>se an area to migrate to? He finds t..'1at ~le I s knowledge of an area 
of possible destination is seldom exact. In fact, it is pret~.! It¥ster-
ious. He also finds that people I S asses:.:m-ent of tl"'.eir am native land is 
ve:r:y sUbjective. Peo1?le nay, in fact, underestimate their ability to im-
prove a situation at hate and overestinBte the benefit of an area of 
Cestinatial. He suggests that the final decision is nade an the basis of 
personal factors and an asseSSI!eIlt of ability to overcone intervening 
obstacles; it is never a carpletely rational decision. 
"Imnigratial is defined broadly as a pennanent or semi-~nnanent 
c..~ange of residence • • • every act of imnigration involves an origin, a 
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destination and an inte~i.ng set of obstacles. III 
If "inmigrant population" here refers to the total '!bronto popula-
tion bam outside Canada, this ~uld include a large proportion of Canadian 
citizens and a large proportion of long-term nan-citizens, but domiciled 
residents. So defined, the inmigrant population of the city of '!bronte, 
at this tine, might conprise half the population. 
For purposes of this study, the teJ:m ".iImrl.grant" and service assess-
rcent is made to relate mainly to persons \..mo cane to Canada since January, 
1975. 'lliis two-year period cormends itself sociologically since :innri.grants 
during t.ills ~ricx:1 will have made a variety of major adjust.nents ~·lhic.~ help 
to eetennine t.~ir econanic and social status in Canada and in '!bronte. 
~'breover, ccnsideratioo of special social services is of special relevance 
to these first and often difficult adjustIrents that imnigrants are called 
an to make. Here the ~~rd Ilnew :inmigrant" and "newco:rcer" is used with. 
t.~ sane purpose. 
Types of Irrmigrants 
1) Indeoendent inmigrant is one who has applied for landed irnni-
grant status entirely an his aNn. 
2) Nominated inmigrant is one \vho has been assisted in !U.s appli-
cation by a relative in Canada • ... mo has agreed to take responsibility for 
care, acconm::xlations, maintenance, and assistance in locating errployI!EIlt, 
if r:eqW.rec., for a period of tP. to five years. 
3) Sponsored :inmigrant is one far ~.oJhom a relative in Canada has 
applied, on his behalf, to bring him to Canada and has agreed to assuma 
full responsibility for his s~. A sponsored irrmigrant nrust be one 
~rett S. Lee, itA 'lbeory of Migration," ~1igratian J. A. Jac..~an 
(ed.) (Ialden: carrbridge University Press, 1969).o 
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of the follcwing relatives of the sponsor: 
- a husband or ".dfe 
- an unmarried son or daughter under 21 years of age 
- a fiance or fiancee 
- a pare.1'lt or grandoarent aged 60 or over. 
4) rependent inmigrant is one who is a nominated and sponsored 
irrmigrant to;ether. 
:-~troooli tan Toronto 
:·i3tropolitan '!brcnto is that politically defined geographical 
area ~<lhich includes the city of '!bronto and five surrounding boroughs. 
Perception 
Perception :-tag been defined as "awareness of objects," and "an 
, 
i.mrediate or intuitive cognition or judgerrent.".1.. COrdon Al~rt po:L""lts 
out that pexception is profoundly infl\EI1ced by t..'1.e personality of t."e 
t:lersan who J:?erceives and by his social and cultural background and 
custorrs. 2 
Integration 
For the purpose of this study, L""ltegrati<n has bec-n defined as an 
individual's degree of involvement wit.." the Canadian society, both econani-
cally and socially, t..;,.e degree of satisfaction \vhich derives fran using 
opportunities, facilities and services in Canada, and contributions which 
he makes both economically and socially to Canada t.~ugh his involverrent. 
~Vebster 's L'lew Collegiate Dictioncu:y ('!bronto: Thonas Allen, Ltd.), 
9. 634. 
2Gordcn Allport, Perscnality and Social Encounter (Bosta1: 
Beacon Press, 1964) , p. 195. 
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Culture 
Culture has been defined, very sinply, as a ''blueprint for liv-
ing" \·ruc.."l a group or society evolves over a period of ti.rrej pattems of 
behavior ... 1hic..o" its rrerrbers use for living. l l'Dre elarorately defined, 
it is: 
.•• what eac.."l individual adult hurran being has aC::iuired 
through learning, fran birt.~ on, and whidl nakes it possible 
for him not ally to satisfy his needs, but to do so in associa-
tion and in relation .. -rith ot."ler hurran. beinc;s Hho share the 
sane ideas, values, attitudes, skills, etc:2 
Culture, therefore, includes all the attitudes, values, the whole style 
of life and even '.qays of bunking \md'l the individual leams from others, 
his family and the people around him. 
Social Welfare 
Social welfare will refer to those, 
.•• fOl.TlBlly organized and socially spar1.<;ered il''lStitu-
tions, agencies, and programs, exclusive of the family and 
9rivate enter?rise, whic.."l fune+..i.on to rraintain or ~rove t.~e 
econanic conditions, heal~~~ or interpersonal corrpete..."1.ce of 
sorce parts of a 9QPulaticn i 
and this, "through the enploynent of ac0'3SS or distribution criteria ot.~r 
than t.'1ose of t.w narket ?lace. ,,4 
Social Services 
Social services is a variety of services not ally for t."le poor and 
1ruuck~ (1944) , quoted in E. B. Brody, "CUltural Exclusion, 
C1aracter and Illness," Arcerican JOlID'lal of Psyc.1llatry, Vol. 122, ~'lo. a 
(1966), 852-858. 
2Andre Penaud, Brief to Royal Carmission on Biling'.l:!lism and Bi-
culturalism (Ottawa: QlEen's Prin,ters, 1965). 
3II • L. Nilenskv and. I.ebeaux, Industrial Societv and Social ~Velfare 
Clew Yo:r::X: The Free Press, 1965}, p. 17. ,-
4AJ.fred J. Kahn, Social Pelic'! and Social Services (:::lew York: 
Pandom r.buse, 1973), ? 24. 
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distressed, but for all rrerrbers of t.."1e comnunib.l. In this study, service 
l,rill refer to social utilities suc.l-]. as citizen's L,fo:rmation bureaus, re-
cr"'--ation services and other social L"'lstitutions li."<e t.~e health, education 
and welfare organization. Service used in the above ser.se also picks up 
serre of the functions that once were carried by tbe extended family and 
neighborhood group. It is t.J.te service that builds en the extended family 
and the neighborhood group and the volunteer and tries to locate its par-
ticular farm and substance to the culture and preferences of the area. 
Kahn furt.J.ter ?Oints out that su:h services will becone increasingly in 
demand .3.S society bec::anes ITOre and ITOre w:banized. 1 
Social agency will refer to a non-profit organization or a depart-
nent of the goverrment whose primazy function is the prevision of one or 
rccre social services and which is financially sl.lp9Orted through voluntary 
ccntributions or public funds. 
Voluntary Social Agency 
The voluntary social agency is one that provides serre fonn of 
social service, i::; under the auspices of a nal-governnental group, continues 
to exist because of the interest of the group, controls its own policy, and 
depends (at least in part) al voluntary sources for its finances. It is 
sonetines referred to as a private social agency. 
Public Social Agency 
'llie ?ublic social agency is one ti'.at operates as a depart:rcent, divi-
sion or bureau of a local, state or national goveJ:l11TeIlt. 
lAlfred J. Ka.lm, "Organizing Services in a ~lex UJ±)an Cc::lrtr.tuni tv, " 
The Kahn Institute: A :?eccrd (Toronto: Social Plarming Council of ~,~tro­
politan Taronto, 1967), T? 3. 
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Access 
Access refers to the arrangercent by which potential users are 
provided infonration and advice about, or are referred to, services that 
they need. 
Case Integration 
Case integration refers to the arrangenent to ensure the rreshing 
of sequential and concurrent services being gi veIl to the sane individual 
or group. 
Orientaticn 
Here, the tenn orientation rreans prirrarily providing t.~ i.orrn.i.grant 
'/li t.~ infonration he 'rill need in con."'1ection 'ili t.l-]. his settlerrent in t.~ 
countzy of destinaticn. I 
LJl1ITATIQ.'lS OF THE STUDY 
Several ncnths ioJere .required to conplete the data collection for 
t.'1is study. 'lliere was no ':)roblem in locating t.l-te nE!\'l imnigrants \.1ho are 
users and ncn-users of social agencies. '!he main problem ~vas to get a 
sufficient nurrber for the sarrt;Jle from the ncn-user category. In order to 
locate them, several hare visits ~vere made with the help of addresses pro-
vided !Jy various ir.mi..grant associaticns. Serre of these n.ewcarers do not 
have a telephone, and they neve freqtB1tly from one place to another. In 
sorce instances, in order to ccntact t.l-J.e newcorrers, rrore tl"la"l three visits 
had to be made. SubseqtEI1tly, out of 140 non-users, conplete intervierN's 
-.. /ere conduc+-..ed rNit.~ only 75. Of t.~ ot.~ers, t.~ \'l.t'iter was unable to ccn-
tact 39, even \'1it."l t."1ree visits; eit.'1.er' b.~ey ~vere not at l~c:rre at the ti.ne 
1;.villiam Bem.ard, "Orientaticn and Cotmselling: Their i:~ature and 
t:ble :L'1 the Adaptation and L."1tegration of Pennanent Imnigrants," Inter-
national ~'!ic;ration, Vol. ;crr, :'-Io. 3 (1974). 
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of the visits or they had noved out. Another twenty refused to cooperate 
in an interview; nest of these cane fran ncn-<lem:x:ratic countries and 
wem worried that this study was to f.ind out IOOre about their background 
and give the infooration to the canadian govemnent. '!he interviews with 
the J:emai.n.ing six had to be dropped due to insufficient .info:cnation. 
It ImlSt be recognized that the sanple utilized in this research, 
275 new imnigrants in Toralto, is a relatively small nt1ltiJer upcn which to 
base any definite ccnclusicns. 
Another feature of this study was the use of interpmters for 90 
of the 275 .interviews. '.n1ese inmigrants have use of little English. In 
an oJ:dinary .interview situaticn, 45 to 60 minutes were spent with the new-
carer. Using an inte.rpmter lengthened the interview sessions to close 
to ene and ene-half to two hours. Al"tl'1ough the interpreters were selected 
very carefully, there still might be sate distorticns in the way in which 
questions 'Were translated to the newCCl'lers. 
In the .interviews with imtdgrants who 'Wem users of public agen-
cies, at the beg:imling there was sone ccnfusicn on the part of the newcaners 
about the role of the interviewer. Eventually it was made very clear to 
them that the researcher was in no Wir:I camected with the agencies. His 
student role helped them to overcare that doubt. 
~spite these limitaticns, the sarrple selected ~uld be sufficient 
to test the hypotheses and generate sate ideas about the inmigrants I use 
of social service agencies. 
EVOIlJTIal OF CANADIAN DmGPATICN POLICY 
'!he stoxy of irmtigraticn into canada is, in effect, the histo%Y 
of Canada. '!he earliest inhabitants of Canada were nomadic hunters who 
crossed the Bering Straits in search of gane and stayed to occupy widel¥ 
scattered mgions en the count%)'. '!heir descendants are our Indian and 
EskiIro countrynen. Abortive atterrpts at colonization ~e nade by the 
Vikings at Vinland and elsewhem in the eleventh century, but i t ~·I3.S not 
until the sixteenth century that a finn and lasting foothold was estab-
lished by European settlers. 'lhese French colonists - fur traders and 
fa.rrrers - wmsted a harsh living from forest and soil, and dotted the 
shores of the St. Lawrence with their villages and forts. With the fall 
of t.~ City of Quebec in 1763, an in:evocable change occurred, for, in 
the Tl:eaty of Paris which follaved, France ceded her Canadian colalies to 
Great Britain. l 
Canada, in the sense in which that nane is nost generally known, 
was divided into prov:i.nces, upper and lONer Canada (Chtario and Q\.EbeC). 
'Ihese two sections were united in 1840, but becarre separate rcen'bel:S of 
ale CO'lfederatien, the D:lninion of canada, in 1867. 
After the English oonquest of New France, the chief factors in 
~ encouraging migraticn to Canada were wars, mligious persecution, 
and the desire en the part of imnigrants for a higher standard of Ii ving -
lcanada, Cc-mada Year Book, Handbook and Librcu:y Divisioo, r:ani.n-
ien Bureau of Statistics (Ottawa: Omen I sPrinter, 1967), p. 161. 
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as seen in the lure of jobs and the land. l In additicn, the old settlers 
were glad to have the new settlers, for canada has always lacked people: 
there have never been enough people to buy Canadian products or to handle 
all the jobs that need to be done. Inndgration has been seen as an 
answer to this problem. 2 A supply of people in search of a better life 
found a denand for just such people to help in the econanic expansion of 
the oountJ::y. 
In the early days of sett1enent in Canada, after the Seven Year 
War, inmigrants arrived mainly from the Uri.ted Kingdon and Ireland. The 
settlers cane with a pioneering spirit; they were prepared to neet a 
sparsely inhabited and uncultivated land and even those who had not been 
farrrers adapted quite readily to the farm ea:>nany. en the part of the re-
cei ving country the prine ccncem was with n1.JlTbers and their potential as 
agricultural producers. Arriving British citizens cbn:i.nated the :irmti.gra-
tim scene in Canada for nany years and their am. vals cx:ntinued to out-
nurrber other groups until the end of the Second World War. After that 
war them was an upsurge in the nurrbers inmigrating fran ncn-English-
speaking countries. l¥bSt of them have settled down in the industrial 
centers, mainly due to nore jdJ opportunities, in contrast to the pre-war 
irmd..grants, who went to Canada I S frontier. 3 
'l11e histoJ::y of inmigraticn into Canada since the beginning of the 
nineteenth century has in nany ways been like that of the Uri. ted States. 
In periods when prosperity rrakes the ti.nss favorable to :imnigration there, 
lCSWald Hall, "Migraticn to canada," in John Kosa (ed.) Imnigrants 
in Canada (M:ntreal: Eagle Publishing Co., 1955), p. 7. 
2Ibid., p. 16. 
3Canada, cepartJrent of Citizenship and Imnigration, canadian Imni.-
gration (Ottawa: QI.x:!en I sPrinter, 1957). 
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they are usually favorable here in Canada as well. 
thtil the end of the nineteenth centmy there was little govern-
ment restriction of entIy into Canada: generally people who cane were 
a.l.lowed to remain in the country. RestrictialS grew up over the years in 
an effort to prevent the entry of those wtx> were likely to be liabilities 
to the countJ:y. 
By 1802, sam nenbers of the Parliarrent in Ialdon had taken notice 
that shipboard calditialS were very bad for emigrants and had been made 
\vorse by the rapid increase in the nurcber of passengers and by the cupid-
ity of the ship c:wners. Accordingly, inf11EIloed by spreading hurranitarian 
views, Parliarrent passed the first of the ''Passenger Acts. " The rules 
laid dcwn by this statw..e, anended from ti.ne to ti.ne, \Yere the C"11y folJU 
of service that g:>vemnent gave to imnigrants, and the sole cx:ntrol of 
irrmigratian until 1832. 1 Fran then al, the British Parliarrent tendedt:.o 
leave legislative cx:ntrol to the colonies theIrselves. 
In 1833, a Parlianent carmi.ttee appoint-.od a Board of carmissior.ers 
with headquarters at !alden. The Board appointed Imnigration Agents 
stationed at the principal points in Canada. 'lbese agents were to act 
under the direction of the Colcnial Office, ~=emors of COlati.es, and the 
Board in Iondal. In Great Britain, these agents were to attend to the 
selectial and eItbarkation of emigrants, see that ·J:egUlations were enforced, 
keep in touch with parish officers and other local authorities and report 
to the Board in Ialden. 
In 1834, the New Poor Law Comnission in Great Britain gave author-
ity to parishes to aid imnigrants in their sett1errent abroad. 
lJohn Duncan 03neron, '!he Developrrent of legislation Pelating to 
IImrl.gration to Canada Before ecnfeaeration, thpUbliShed H.A. thesis, 1935, 
thi versi ty of Toronto, p. 8. 
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After Ccnfederatian in 1867, financing, administering, and legis-
lating with respect to inmigratiO'1 matters l:eCaIte the responsibility of 
the Federal Covemrrent of Canada. At that t:i.ne, Imnigration was placed 
under the Depar1::nent of Agriculture. 
Legislation adopted two years after Ccnfederation provided for 
the follCMing: 
- an agzeed federal-pmvincial division of responsibilities: 
- establishnent of Canada IS 0INIl imnigration agents in Canada, 
Britain, and elsewhere; 
- quarantine stations: 
- the responsibilities of transportation corrpanies canying 
inmigrants : 
- L"lIIIigrants I welfare from their port of arrival to their 
destination ; 
- a head tax an inmigrants to cover indigent inmigrants I 
expenses, and prevent them fl:cm becoming public Q~s.l 
'nUs Act said nothing about who could enter as imnigrants; it did 
not provide for exclusions. In fact, in the case of imnigrants from the 
thited States, it did not e'\'eIl call for custans exami.natian. 
Legislatian providing p:rotecti ve neasures appeared ally in 1869. 
These included transportation I:egulations, nedical restrictions, and 
levying head ~s CD inmigraticn carpanies to finance services. tl'lder 
ale mgulatian of this period, certain categories (e.g., idiots, the in-
sane, and the blind) were required to have a sum of rccney or other assured 
neans of support before admittance was granted. Beginning in 1886, legis-
latian extended this to incluDe all in1nigrants. Assurance of enployrrent 
or the possessian of job skills was oonsidered a guarantee of self-support. 
In this way pauper imnigration was CUl'.:bed. Other restrictions were 
lCanada Imnigration and Population Study, 'lhe Expressian of Policy 
in the Law (Ottawa: Queen I sPrinter, 1974), p. 17. 
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inposed on the basis of the fear that certain groups were unassimilable, 
e.g., Cllinese, Japanese, and NegnJes. 'Illese exclusicn policies resulted 
in a quota system, of which rennants are still found in practice if not 
in policy and regulations. 1 
In 1872, the Governnent introduced a bill to provide for the in-
oozporatioo of existing Inmigrant Aid Societies th1:oughout the country. 
The sane year also saw the enactItent of a provision for assistance to im-
migrants, from port of entry to their final destination. In the 1890' s 
:iIcmigratioo becane the responsibility of the Minister of the Interior. 
At this tine, in order to attract no:re inrnigrants, pI:atotimal efforts 
were made in EuI:cpean countries - lectures, slide shows, attendance by 
agents at fairs, material printed in several languages, an ~anc.~~ net-
work of inmigraticn offices, and "finder's fees" paid to t..~vel agents. 
In addition, free land was offered to fazm. settlers and J:eCeptial services 
in Canada were expanded and iItproved. 1-breover, group- migration was also 
encouraged during ~'1is period. 
In 1906, Parliarrent authorized the deportaticn of undesirables, 
nanely, destitute, diseased or infil:ned perscns who were ptblic dlarges. 
(A public charge was a persO'l who was supported by a charitable or public 
institutiO'l, including any persO'l in receipt of unerrplcynent :relief, or 
any inmate of an unenployrrent shelter.) 
The Imnigration Act of 1910 prohibited the entty into Canada of 
several categories of persons, such as the blind, the duniJ, the IlBltally 
defective, the insane, criminals, prostitutes, beggars, and those CQ'l-
sidered to be a health hazard. 
lcanada, Il:!part:rcent of Citizenship and InmigratiO'l, ~velopnents 
.in Canadian Imnigraticn (Ottawa: Queen's Printer, 1957), p. 17. 
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I3'0vever, prior to 1914 theJ:e was ver:J little screening of inmi-
grants except at the port of entr:J. It was cheaper , administratively, to 
al10'1 peq;>le to care at their own risk, to be accepted or rejected at the 
bomer, than to set up offices overseas for selection. In the sane wa:y, 
shipping oarpanies took the chance that t.~ might have to pay retuJ:n 
transportation, as they were ooligated to do for rejected inmigrants. 
After ~rld War I, applications of inmigrants were nore closely 
scrutinized; visas obtained abroad were required for admissic:n. '!he Imni-
gratioo Act of 1927 was aloog ItDre prohibitive lines, whic.l], prohibited 
entJ:y of all persCXlS exo:!pt those fJ:Om the Uti.ted Kingdom and the thit-cd 
States of Anerica, wives and unmarried children under the age of 18 of 
Canadian residents, and fal:ners. In all cases, the prospective imnigrant 
~.,as mquired to shaV' that he had sufficient neans to maintain hL-nself and 
was not likely to becate a public charge. During the depression years, 
inmigratiO'l was discxrura.ged and persalS becoming indigent were deported 
for being public charges. Many inmigrants requested deportation since it 
was the ally wcry they could afford to go back to their own country. 
During de;lressicn tine, hcMever, beginning in 1930, the GoveD'lIIEIlt 
of canada stopped all overseas prorcctialal walk to attract nore inmigrants 
and gradually dismantled nu::h of the overseas inmigratian organizatian. 
Although British subjects with neans to maintain thensel ves in Canada were 
still admissible in theoJ:y, applicants were advised that since workers 
were not in derrand anywhere in Canada, their IIDVing could not be encouraged 
until CQ'ldi ticns iIrproved. All special progLdllLS to help settle intnigrants 
in Canada were tenninated. 
Sarewhat inproved eccnanic condi tialS in the late 1930' s did not 
lead to any dlange in policy. Even the plight of refugees fJ:Om Fascism 
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i.Imediately before the Seccnd ~rld Nar failed to overoone the mstric-
ti ve attitudes bam of the depmssion. '!he outbreak of the Sec:xlnd ~brld 
War suspended what little imnigratian activity them had been and pronpted 
an alIrost iImediate mgulation barring enenw aliens. 
After the Secald World War, changes in canadian imnigratian policy 
led to an OJ:der-in-COuncil ncdifying the 1927 Act and finally, to the 
writing of a new Inmigratian Act in 1952. 
- -A-cao.inet sub-corrmittee (~t of Mines and Fesources, Labor, 
Extemal Affiars and Health and Welfare) was for:ned early in 1946 to CQ'l-
sider the whole quc!Stion of post-war imnigration to Canada. As per the 
recamendations of this ccrrmi.ttee, the Parlianent approved a new policy 
of post-war imnigraticn to Canada. Sane of the highlights of this were: 
- It widened the categories for the admission of mlati ~ ... :::s, 
since them was an urgent need for this an hunanitari.a."l 
grounds; 
- agreed on energency neasw:es to bring mfugees and dis-
placed persa1S to Canada; 
- decided to repeal the Chinese Imnigratioo Act of 1923, 
to place the Ollnese with other Asians; 
- created the ~t of Citizenship and Inmigration. l 
By an Ol:Cer-in-COunci.l of 1950, mvoking an earlier order prohibit-
ing the entJ:y of eneIt¥ aliens, GelltBllS wem placed an the same basis as 
other Europeans. The Japanese, however, mnained as enenw aliens until 
1952. In 1951, ag:reenents wem concluded with the G:>vemnents of India, 
Pakistan, and Ceylal which allCMed their citizens to be admitted to Canada 
each year. With Sale slight changes, these quotas renained in force 
until 1962. 
IFreda Hawkins, Canada and Imnigration - Public Policy and Public 
Ccncem (M:ntJ::eal: ~i:G:Ul - Queen's thiversity Pmss, 1972) I pp. 90-91. 
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As per another Order-in-COuncil of 1950, the admissible classes 
of EuJ:cpean imrd.grants 'NeIe enlarged to include any imnigrant who satisfies 
the Minister that he is a sui table inmigrant with regard to the climatic, 
the social, educational, labor or other oonditicns or requirerrents of 
Canada: and that he is not undesirable a.dng to his probable inability to 
becare adapted and integrated into the life of the Canadian conmunity and 
to· assurre the duties of Canadian citizenship within a reascnable tiIre after 
his entl:y. 1 
A ns., IImtigration Act was passed in 1952 and beca.Ite effective 
June 1, 1953. This Act. is still in force, but it has been CO'lSiderably 
ncdified by subsequent regulaticns and sane recent legislation and TNill 
p:rd::)ably be replaced by a new Act. in 1978. 
'!he 1952 Act dealt with offenses and penalties in imnigration law, 
and it attenpted to provide sate protection for imnigrants against exploita-
ticn. It provided that gove:r:rment loans could be granted to imnigrants to 
cover the costs of transportation and expenses en route. Finally, cne 
Govemor-in-council was given t.lote all-enbracing power to pmhibit or limit 
the admissicn of perscns because of 1:heir: 
- natialality, citizenship, et.'mic group, occupation, class 
or geographical area of origin: 
- peculiar custars, habits, rrcdes of life, or nethods of 
holding property: 
- unsuitability having regard to the clinatic, ec:onanic, social, 
industrial, educational, labor, r.ealth, or other ccnditicns 
or requiI:P....nents existing tenporarily or othe%Wise in Canada; or 
- probable inability to becone readily assimilated or to asS1..1'Ce 
the duties and responsibilities of Canadian citizenship with-
in a zeascnable tine after admission. 2 
lIbid., p. 99. 
2Ibid• 
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Acco:cdi.ng to Hawkins, this Act had a fundanental defect which has 
had far-reaching consequences in Canadian imnigration - the degree of un-
ccntrolled discmtionary power vested by the Act in the Minister of Citizen-
ship and Inm:i..gratial and his officials. I U1.der the 1952 Act, a r:epart:ment 
of Citizenship and Imnigration was cmated which took over the Inmigration 
Branch, then in the I:epart:nent of Mines and Pesources. The Imnigration 
Branch, under the new depart:ITent, becan'e responsible, ancng other things, 
for screening prospective inrnigrants as to health, skills, and general 
suitability and also security. 'Ihe Citizenship Branch of the r:epart:ment 
becaIre concemed with i.nmi.grants as they approached citizenship status, 
and advised on t.'1eir abso!:ption into Canadian life. 
The 1962 Imnigration regulations renoved racial discrilninatial fran 
Canadian inmigratia'l policy, retaining only one privilege for Europeans 
over ncn-Euro~>~an i.nmi.grants -- the sponsoring of a wide range of relatives. 
These regulations explicitly established skill as the main criterion in 
the selecti.cn of tmSpCn'lSored i.nmi.grants. lhder the new regulatialS, the 
vital secti.cn relating to independent i.mn:i.grants reads as follows: 
Landing in canada is limited to persons \-1ho exxtp1y wit.'1 all 
the mquirenents respecting landing in Canada set out in the Act 
and these Pegulations and who CCIle within ale of t..'1e following 
classes: 
(a) a persal who by reason of his educatial, training, skills 
or other special qualificaticns, is likely to be able to 
establish hin'se1f successfully in Canada and who 
(1) has sufficient rreans of support to maintain hirrself 
in Canada until he has so established hiIrself, 
(2) has c:x::m! to canada, under arrangenents nade or 
approved by the Director, for placercent in errp.loyrrent, 
(3) has cx:me to canada, under arrangenents made or ap-
proved by the Director, for establishnent in a busi-
ness, trade or professial, or in agriculture. 
1rbid., p. 102. 
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Inmigrants could spensor close relatives, although the classes of 
close relatives were sonewhat redu:::ed. Brothers and sisters, for exarrple, 
were excluded. Parents above 65, scns and daughters belCM 18 years of age, 
wives or fiancees were the ally close relatives qualified for sponsorship. 
In the mid-1960's, the level of l.ll1.eItpl.oynent in Canada was high 
and studies found that the largest single CCilpouent of t.~ unenployed CCIll-
sisted of tmSkilled, tmeducated ~l:K.ers, and that the additial of such 
native-bom ''JOrkers to the labor force was not likely to diminish in the 
near futm:e. These findings intensified concem over the large sponsomd 
:inmigrant rroverrents, which annually included thousands of unskilled, under-
educated worY..ers. This exncem ,.,as mainly dealt ,dth :in the 1966 Nhite 
Paper 'and in the 1967 imnigratial regulatiO'ls in Canada. 
By 1964, the problem of visitors-tumed inmigrants had gotten badly 
out of hand. Frustrated by t.1Je criteria for unspa1Sored imnigrants I ~"'1ou­
sands of people (especially Italians, Greeks and Portugese) were entering 
Canada as visitors, naking contact with influential :individuals and bodies, 
and then apply:ing to stay penranently. The rapidly expanding use of air 
transportation contributed to this phenarenO'l, as did the fact that the 
non-inmigrant visa system had been largely dismantled in t.~ :interests of 
:intematiO'lal trade and tourism. 1 
'll1e \4hi.te Paper of 1966 had rea:mnended the future outline of imni.-
gratian policy. It was expansionist in philosophy, stressing the tradi-
tiO'lal reascns to encourage inmigraticn (population gJ:CMth, expansion of 
the darestic market, lCMer per capita costs of govenlI'IB'lt and services, 
cultural enrichment), but it also reflected reservations about Ull-c::elective 
inmigratial, enphasiz:ing the upgrading of the ertployabili ty and productivity 
lcanada, The Imnigration Program - A ~rt of the~ian Ir.r.d-
gratiO'l and Population StU9' (ottawa: Info:r:ma.t.ion Canada, I p. 31. 
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of the labor force, and the vulnerability of the unskilled and semi-skilled 
to rapid technological change. Without disparaging the place in policy of 
family :reunion and assistance to the less privileged, the t-rnite Pa,.,cer was 
preoccupied with the interface between inmigration and m:IIlpower policy. 
].t):reover, the ~Jhite Paper unanbiguously heralded the total end of racial 
discrimination in imrci.gration policy. 
The Imnigration Iegulatic:ns of 1967 established nine criteria against 
which prospective applicants are assessed. This is Jmo.m popularly as the 
"points system" of selecting :i.rrmigrants. Even nOlI this points system exists 
in the Irmd.gratial regulations. 'nle values of these "points" vary accord-
ing to econanic conditions in Canada; this was designed to check or stirmJ.-
late, as the case may be, the size of the itrm:i.gration IrOVeIl'Blt -- to match 
it rro:re closely to labor market conditions in Canada. 
Independent Applicants 
Ialg-Term Factors 
Education and '!raining 
Personal Qualities 
Occupational J:Enand 
Occupation Skill 
Age (the younger, the nore points) 
Short-Tenn Factors 
Arranged ercploynent/designated occupatial 
Knc:Mledge of English and/or French 
R:!lati ve in canada 
Area of cbstination 
Potential ~ 
Fange of units of assessrra"t 
~~ may be awarded 
o - 20 
0-15 
0-15 
1 - 10 
o - 10 
o or 10 
1 - 10 
0-5 
0-5 
100 
Nondnated :relatives 
Long-tenn Factors 
(as for independent applicants) 
Short-tenn settlerrent arrangenents 
provided by relatives in canada 
Potential Maximum 
Sponsored ~pe."ldents 
Close relative in Canada 
willing to take r2sponsibilit¥ 
for care and maintenance 
Notes: 
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Pange of units of assessnent 
that nay be awarded 
1 - 70 
lS, 20, 25, or 30 
100 
Uli ts of assessment not required 
1. Independent Applicants and Naninated :relatives, to qualify 
for selectiQ'l, I!T'..lSt nonnally eam 50 or nore of the potential 100 
units of assessment. In addition, they IlUJSt have :received at least 
cne unit for OCC1Jf2tional demand factor or be destined to arrange; 
~loyrrent or a designated occupation. 
2. In unusual cases, selection officers may accept or reject 
an Independent Applicant or Naninated Ielative notwithstanding 
the actual nl.ll'riJer of units of assessment awarded. 
3. Entrepreneurs are assessed in the sane way as Independent 
Applicants except that they receive an autonatic 25 units of 
assessnent in lieu of any units they might have :.:ar-ved for the 
occupational demand and occupatialal. skill factors. 
As early as February, 1969, the goveJ:IUtent found it necessary to 
consider anendnents to the Inmigration Appeal Board Act. to e1imi.nate delays 
in dealing wit..~ appeals and thus to disoourage visitor applicants. Nuner-
ous legislative solutions 'Were developed, but not proceeded with, for a 
variety of reasons. According to a recent governnent study, two inport-
ant reasons were: 
!canada, Departnent of Imnigraticn and Manpower, '!he Imnigration 
Program (ottawa: Infonratic.n Canada, 1974), p. 59. 
lhcertafuty calceming ~"1e best nethod of attaining the 
abjecti ve; frequent changes in ministerial portfolios; a 
situation changing so fast that approved ~roposals becane 
obsolete before they ooUl.d be acted upal. 
10 
The Imnigration Regulations of 1972 made it inp:>ssible for visi-
tors to qualify for penranent residence during their stay in Canada. '!hey 
nust go back to their country and apply for inmigrant visas fran the 
Canadian Visa Office in that countJ:y. 
Canada is nGl entering a new phase in inmi.gration policy and manage-
nent. 'Ihis is due to a nurrber of factors, Irost of which have affected other 
receiving oountries, including arudety about future population and ecano-
rnic gt:CMt.'1, pollution, energy resources and uman cx:ngestion I as t.-/ell as 
the realization that present imnigration policies and programs have ver:t 
short range abjecti ves. L'1 Septerrber, 1973, the Ministry of Nanpcwer and 
Inmigration announced ti'~ creation of a Canadian Inmigration and Populaticn 
Study in the spring of 1974 for parlianentary and public discussion. This 
study ~"las follcwed by a widespread public debate and a national conference 
on imn:igratia'l leading, it was hoped, to a clearer public view of the 
cptims which lie before Canada in intnigration policy and population gJ:OWth .. 
It 1;'/aS also hoped that, as a further outcorre of this study and debate, a 
ne:1l Imnigratia'l Act would replace the 19 52 Act. A bill is nON in Parlia-
nent and is expected to becate the new Act Sate ti.rre in 1978. 
In addition to the Canadian Imnigration and Population Study., an 
Inter-departnental Conmittee is examining the proposals of a recent Task 
Fbrce a'l Services and Programs for I:rmd.grants, Migrants and 1Efugees and 
is expected to make reoorrnendatialS to the cabinet in the near future. 
Pecently, an authority on Canadian Imnigration Policy cormented 
lIbid., p. 37. 
en the present situation in this WGr:I: 
canadian .iImrl.gration has been nanaged by a handful of 
politicians and bw:eaucrats at the federal level and the 
latter have provided the stable and continuing elenent. 
Neither the infonced public about imnigration (which is very 
snall), nor the ethnic gmups, nor 't.4'1e larger interest groups 
- enployers, trade miens, pmfessienal and national organi-
zaticns - have played any significant mle in the folJItUla-
tion and developn-ent of irrmigratian policy. Analg politicians 
imnigration has been an unpopular policy and an unwelcone 
portfolio since it produced frequent crisis si tuaticns and 
often involves very heavy wol:kloads. Cabinet ministers have, 
therefore, tended to pass t..l-:lmugh it quickly en the way to 
sonething else. Parliarrent has also taken a minimal interest 
in it - much less than the u.s. congress or the British and 
Australian Parlia:rrents - and has so far produced no eloquent 
S!Xlkesrren for imnigrants. l 
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Fl:an this brief review of the evolution of Canadian Imnigratian 
policy, it is clear that: historically, Canada has encouraged inmigratim 
as a neans of acquiring the nanpcwer to run a nation. 
Ccncem has been expressed al;x)ut getting pmducti ve wo:r:kers, not 
the misfits and diseased of other natiens. 
Sore traces of discrimination have been/are present in i..~gra­
tian policy. This has ino:eased in recent years. 
lFreda Hawkins, "canadian II11nigration PoliC'j and Managenent," 
Intemational r-ti.gration Ieview, Vol. 8 (Surmer, 1977), 141-153. 
CHAPTER VII 
OiA.RACrERISTICS OF NEW IMMIGRl-\NI'S 
Canada has a populatial of 22.7 millicn people inhabiting nearly 
four million square miles of territory. Geographically, it is ~~ largest 
COtU'ltty in the \'~=stem Hemisphere and the second largest in the ¥JOr1d. 
~bst of the population of Canada lives along a nan:t:W strip t,..,i thin 650 
miles of the Arrerican border. Cne area of continlDUS settle1Tent, within 
270 miles of the United States border, is only 2.2 per cent of the area 
of Canada, but contains its eight largest cities and 36 per ce.l1t of the 
population. 1 
In Canada, one in six are foreign-bam, but they are not evenly 
distributed tlu:oughout the country. For instance, in Toronto, t..1-)e foreign-
hom represents one in tlu:ee of the population and in the central city 
area, the foreign-bam are approximately ale-half the population in t.."1e 
city aJ:ea. 'Iherefore, the inpact of imnigration on the social structure 
and culture of Canadian society obviously varies a great deal from place 
to place. 
There is an unbalanced distribution of inmigrants arrrng the 
provinces in Canada. For instance, in 1974, cntario received. 55 per ce...",t 
of t.l-te total inmigration rrcvenent, British Co11.lIf..:lia, 16 per cent, Quebec, 
15 ~r cent, Alberta, 7 per cent, HanitcDa, 3 per cent, Saskatc..'1ewan, 
1.03 per cent, and the Atlantic Provinces, 2.81 per cent. For sc:rce tine 
lCanada Year Bcx:>k, 1973, p. 1. 
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nO-l, about 50 per cent of the annual inmigration noverrent has been settl-
ing in three large cities: Toronto, M:mtreal, and Vancouver, with 30 per 
cent choosing Toronto as their final destination. Apparently they choose 
these cities because they think these are the centers with the nest em-
ploynent opportunities, because :relatives already the:re will help them, 
or because nany of their fellov counh'ymen have gone there. 
Canada's imnigration policy has been based, since 1962, on the 
9rinciples of (1) universality, that is, admission without :r:egard to the 
nationality, race, color or creed of imnigrants: (2) family :reunion; (3) 
humanitarian and carpassionate ccnsiderations, particularly relating to 
:refugees: and, (4) an imnigration policy in haJ:rrcny with Canada's rranpcwer 
requizeIlBlts and other ecananic and social policies. 
This did not have ll1LlCh irrpact initially on canada's imnigraticn 
statistics, CMing partly to the p:revailing :recession and to t..~ Diefenbaker 
Govenment' s austerity PJ:Ograrn, whim held up the expansion and inprovenBlt 
of the overseas imnigration service. But, as Canada ncved into a period 
of rapid eoananic ~ion from the mid-sixties OIlt'/aros, as i"UIlds becarre 
available to :r:eorganize and ~d the overseas service, and, perllaps rrost 
:inp::>~"lt of all, a global shift f%an north to south began to take place 
in inte:r::national migration, with many nore migrants rroving out of develop-
ing nations, Canada's imnigration policy and her imnigration statistics 
began to look alike. 
Let us examine the I:epart:m:mt of Manpower and Imnigration' s selec-
tim p:rocess for new irmigran1"..s to canada. '!his selection process usually 
:reflects the cun:ent govemrrental objectives and policies for the admis-
sion of people to Canada, ,Yhich have been, 
(a) to p:rorccte family reunion by expediting the novenent to 
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canada of dependents of Canadian citizens and :residents 
and by facilitating the I'CDvenB1t to canada of other :rela-
tives who, in ccnjunction frith the assistance available 
in Canada, have the qualifications necessary for suc-
cessful establislment. 
(b) to :recruit, or assist Canadian enployers in :recruiting-
qualified ~oJOJ:Kers for whom there is an imrediate specific 
demand in Canada. 
(c) to enoourage the ncvenent to canada of other \oJOJ:Kers 
whose occupations and skills are in ccntinuing demand, 
and of entrepreneurs possessing the capital, knowledge, 
experience and personal qualities necessary for suc-
cessful industrial or c:ortr'II!rcial enterprise. 
(d) to help alleviate human distress by admitting to canada 
:refugees who, alt..'1ough they may not have the usual quali-
fications necessary for admissioo, are likely to becc:me 
successfully established '..r.i..thin a reasO'lable period. 
(e) to facilitate the ncvenent to canada of other ,yorkers or 
:retized persons who, although lacking occupations current-
ly in demand, have the financial and other :resources and 
qualifica.tioos necessary for successful establishrcent. 
(f) to prarote the early adjustrcent and establishnent of imni-
grandi~~ by a;>unCanadaselHngl them fully about living and working 
ccn ~ons J.Il • 
Coveming the pursuit of these goals is the policy of ncn-
discriminatioo and universality first enunciated in the 'iVhite Paper an 
Irmtigraticn of 1966. For all practical pur;x::ses, "non-discrimination" and 
"universality" are syncnyrrcus: they rrean, sirrply, that every persoo seek-
ing to cate to Canada as an irrrnigrant is assessed against exactly the sane 
standards, :regardless of raoe, :religicn, or country of origin. 
The current objectives and policy are expressed in lao[ in the Imni-
gration Pegulaticns (Sections 31, 32, and 33) established in 1967, :revised 
in 1974, and in the Inmigration Bill of 1977, which set the standards 
against which all prospective .iJrm:i.grants are rceasu:red. "Selection" is the 
~-------
lCanada, A ~ of the Canadian Irmti.~tion and PopulatiO'l 
Study (ottawa: Infc)!]'[a:tion canada, 1974), p. ~ 
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application of those standards in respect of individual applicants for 
admissicn to canada. Table 1 illustrates the selection factors in the 
imnigration. 
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'mBI.E VII-1 
Independent Applicants 
I.alg-Tell1\ Factors Range of units of Assessnent that may be awarded 
Educatim and Training 
Perscnal Qualities 
Qxupaticnal I:eIr.and 
O:cupatialal Skill 
Age 
Arranged enploynent/ 
designated occupatim 
KnC1llledge of Fnglish and/or French 
relative in Canada 
Al:ea of destinatioo 
Potential maxim.Jm 
Nc:ninated Pelati ves 
Ialg-tell1\ factors (as for 
inG.-opendent applicants) 
Short-te..?'ln settlement arrangenents 
provided by mlati ve in cane.da 
Potential maximum 
Spalsored ~pendents 
Close :relative in Canada 
willing to take responsibility 
for care and maintenance 
o - 20 
o - 15 
o - 15 
1 - 10 
o - 10 
o :Jr. IJ 
o - 10 
o or 3 or 5 
o - 5 
100 
1 - 70 
15, 20, 25, or 30 
100 
units of assessnent 
not required 
Source: canadian Imnigratfal and ~ulatiOO Study Peport. 
Ottawa: Infcmnation Can , 1975. 
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Independent applicants and naninated relatives, to qualify for 
selection, must nornally eanl 50 or rrore of the potential 100 units of 
assessnent. In addition, they must have :received at least one unit for 
the occupational demand factor or be destined to arranged errployrrent or 
a designated occupation. 
Entmpreneurs are assessed in the sarre \'lay as independent ~li-
cants except that they receive an autanatic 25 units of assessnent in lieu 
of any units t."'ey might have received for the occupational demand and 
occupational skill factors. 
eli veIl that prevailing cixcunstances (higher rate of unenploynent) 
were making it rrore i.rq;ortant than ever to ensure that the errpl.oynent pros-
pects of in'rnigrants were satisfactory, a change in the regulations 'Nas made 
in Cctober, 1974. The regulations na-r stipulate that, from the total 
?Qints awarded either an independent or naninated applicant, ten are 00-
ducted unless t.~ applicant shaHS evidence of bona fide arranged enploy-
rrent, or is going to a job "mere persistent regional shortages are knCM'l 
to exist, i.e., a "designated occupation. " The applicant will :receive 
credit for arranged errp1.oyrn:mt mly ~.men it has been establis..'1ed that no 
Canadian citizen or penrenent resident is available to fill the vacancy. 
Independent applicants are those prospective imnigrants who expect 
to becan:! self-supporting and successfully established in Canada by virtl.2 
of the skills, knGlledge or other qualifications they possess. 
~ted applicantsl are credited with up to a maximum of 30 
units of assessnent, but mu.c;t rreet the other admission requirenents m tIle 
basis similar to inde!;:endent applicants. 
~bninated imnigrants are ?ersons related to citizens or residents 
of Canada, but not rre..lTbers of the inrrediate family unit - for exanple, 
sons or daughters over 21, bmt~rs and sisters, and rrore distant relatives 
suc..1-t as nephews and nieces. 
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Sponsored c3p91icants, 1 apart from the rredical examination, do not 
have to meet any other requirenents, but the sponsor in Canada must be at 
least 18 years of age and be capable of supporting the relatives. 
~lati ves who bring applicants (naninated and spcnsored) to Canada 
give guarantees to provide care and maintenance to these new imnigrants y 
fran their own resources, for a period of five years from t.l-}e date of their 
am val in Canada. 
In practice, these dependent inmigrants will becate eligible (by 
virtue of their own contributions) for unenployrrent insurance and other 
health benefits in Canada before the eJq?iration of the five years. Ibv'-
ever, should they fail to do so, they \vould not be eligible for ot.~er forms 
of \velfare assistance. In essaTlC'e, any inmigrant l1BY be deported from 
Canada for becoming a "9ublic charge. ,,2 
Slightly less than half of the L-mrl.grants who have arrived during 
t.~e last three years have care with the intention of entering the labor 
force. The ot.~rs \'lere wives, children and paro-Ilts. (See Table 2.) 
lspansored inmigrants are: 
- the husband or trife of an inmigrant, or a citizen. 
- the fiance or fiancee of that persOl and any acconpanying 
unmarried son or daughter of that fiance or fiancee under 
21 years of age. 
- any unmarried Sal or daughter under 21 years of age. 
- father, IlOther, grandfather, grandItcther, and any acc:cnpany-
ing i.rmed:i.ate family of that applicant. 
- any brob.~r, sister, nephew, niece, grandscn or grand-
daughter of t..'1at '!?9rsot'l, who is an orphan and u1r;;ar 18 
years of age. 
2Canada Inmigration and Population Studv, Vol. 3 (otta".va: Info:r:ma-
tion Canada, 1975} , pp. 98-101. 
TABIE VII-2 
IMMIGRANTS WHO ARE DESTINED A'ID NO!' DESTINED 
FOR IABOR FOICE 1974-1976 
1974 1975 
79 
1976 
Number % Number % Nmeer % 
Inmigrants who 
are destined for 
Labor Faroe 106,083 49% 
l:mnigrants who axe 
not destined for 
labor FoI:Ce 112,382 51% 
(spouse, childxen, 
stuCents - 18 and 
over - etc.) 
TOrAL 218,465 100% 
89,306 48% 61,461 41% 
98,575 52% 87.968 59:$ 
176,881 100% 149,429 100% 
Sow:ce: Im'niWrnticn Statistics. ottawa: Depart:rcent of ~-1anpower 
ana rn1graticn, 1977. 
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~-e can icEntify four rca.in stl:eams of different types of imnigrants 
in Canada. The first type, which instdtutes about one-third of the total 
inmi.gration fJ.o,r in ~;e post-loTar period, are the EngliSL~-spealdng imnigrants 
fran the U1ited Kingdom and t.;e t.hi.ted States. (See Table 3.) 
~..e secx>nd catego1:y is t.l-te non-English-speaking imnigrants who are 
selected because they had specific occupational skills and qualifications 
that were needed in the Canadian ecx:monw at a given point in tirre. In 
this catego1:y of inmigrants, the long-tenn pn:i>lems of adjustrrent tend to 
be language, social and psychological rather than econami.c. This categor.l 
represents about one in four of the total inmigration flow. 
The third catego1:y, ~.mic~ represents about half the total imnigra-
tion, is t.~ dependent imnigrant who carre to Canada because a close rela-
ti ve was prepared to guarantee t.~t he would not becone a public c.~, 
would provide him \<lith housing and endeavor to find enploynent opportuni-
ties for him. Since 1970, about half the total imnigra."1ts have been de-
pendent inmigrants (see Table 4), with the percentage slc:Mly increasing. 
The fourth catego1:y, which represents probably about one in twelve 
of the total inmigration flew in the post-war period, is called the humani-
tarian :imni.graticn, or the refugee catego1:y - Hungarians, Czechoslovakians, 
Tibetans, Ugandans, Oli.leans, VietnaIrese, etc. (See Table 5.) 
In the post-war years, there have been several significant trends 
in the CXlIr1?OSition of the inmigrant rcoverrent, according to the occupatic:nal 
cate<pries to which \YO:r:Xer imnigrants belonged. Generally, pattems have 
changed less in recent years than earlier in the period. M::)st noteworthy 
are: (a) the ccnti!'luing strong grcwth in the proportion of the managerial 
and ?rofessional category; (b) the sharp declines since the 1950 I s in the 
laboring, service and recreation categories; and (c) the gradual shift from 
blue-collar to white-collar occupaticns (see Table 6). 
1968 
1969 
1970 
1971 
1972 
1973 
Source: 
TABLE VII-3 
PERCENTAGES OF n+lIGl~NTS ABLE TO 
SPEAK ENGLISH OR rnENai 
1968-1973 
English French Both 
51.3 3.6 6.4 
59.5 4.4 3.8 
60.7 4.4 3.6 
61.6 3.4 4.0 
63.2 3.1 4.0 
64.6 3.7 3.4 
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Neither 
38.7 
32.3 
31.3 
31.0 
29.7 
28.3 
'!he Irmligratim Program, A Report of the Canadian Imni~atiCl1 
and Pcpulation Study. Ottawa: Info:cnaticn t:IIla&, 19. 
1970 
1971 
1972 
1973 
1974 
1975 
1976 
TABLE VII-4 
p~ OF IMMIGRANTS BY SETn:TICN CATEGJRY 
1970-l976 
82 
rependent Imnigrants Independent Inmigrants 
45.6 54.4 
51.5 48.5 
52.5 47.5 
47.1 52.9 
51.4 48.6 
54.3 45.7 
58.9 41.1 
Source: IrmliC:rtial Statistics. ottawa: Depart:ltent of Manpaver 
and gratial, 1970-1976. 
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TABIE VII-5 
MHISSICNS UNDER SPECIAL PRCGRAMS 
Period Admissials 
1956-57 38,000 Hungarians 
1968-69 12 ,000 Czechoslovakians 
1970 228 Tibetans 
1972-73 5,600 Ugandan Asians 
1973-74 700 Chilean Pesidents 
1975-76 2,269 Vietnanese 
Sow:oe: 
, 
I 
" 
'l2\BIE VII-6 
~ OF n-t.fi:GRANT IDRKEPS IN VARIOOS 
CXDJPATICNAL CATEOORIES - SELEX:l'ED PERIODS 
1946-50 1951-57 1958-61 1962-67 
Managerial , 
ProfessiO'1al 
and Technical 7.7 12.7 21.7 26.8 
Clerical 
and Sales 11.4 14.8 15.8 16.8 
Services and 
Iecreaticn 10.9 14.9 18.9 13.5 
Manufacturing 
and l-tdlanical 31.6 30.9 23.2 23.3 
Ccnstructicn 4.8 
Primary 
Industries 25.4 9.6 7.0 4.1 
Laborers 9.2 14.0 11.5 8.3 
Others 3.9 3.1 1.9 2.4 
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1968-73 
34.0 
18.5 
12.5 
21.6 
3.3 
3.1 
2.5 
3.9 
Source: canada, Inmi.~ and PopulatiO'1 Study Peport. ottawa:, 
IIlfODnatiO'1 , 1974t1 
I 
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Many inmigrants t.n.th high educational and occupational qualifica-
tions, caning from abroad, have eJ<perienced a status dislocation: they 
have had to accept jobs ve:r:y much bel.cM the level of t.l-]e jobs that they 
were doing in their fomer countJ:y. A longitudinal study of a sarrple of 
the 1969 cohort of imnigrants, which has been followed up for three years, 
indicated that after one year in Canada, 61 per cent of the imnigrants 
tvere enployed in the intended occupatioo. l After two years, this propor-
tion '.'laS 62 per cent, and by the end of the third year, 69 per cent. In 
other words, after three years in Canada, a.l..r.cst a third of the imnigrants 
were not enployed in the intended occupation. '!he study excluded those 
\'lh,o had re-migrated t'li thin the first three years, sone of whan may have 
retumed hcree pmcisely because they were unable to obtain t.l-]e job "t:.1-)ey 
expected. Of t."'1ose who remained and ''/ere not in the intended occupation, 
44 per cent indicated that the reasoo was that their qualifications \vere 
not recognized, not accepted, or i:l~t they lacked "Canadian eJCPerience." 
A further 21 per cent indicated that the intended jcb ''laS not available 
when they arrived in Canada, and 16 per cent indicated that language prob-
lems had prevented them f:tan obtaining the intended occupation. 2 
t.hlik.e rrcst of the imnigrants, scree imnigrants are extrenely 
handicapped by t.~r unfamiliarity t'lit..~ the Westem culture in general and 
in the use of t.~ English language in particular, largeJ.y because they 
have never had any .Anglo-Anerican colonial eJCPerience. 
In many cases there were perfectly obvious and understandable 
reasoos: the need to leam a new language, the need to adapt themselves 
lcanadian Imnipticn and Population Study, Vol. 4 (ottawa: 
fonYaticn Canada, 19 747 p. 32. 
2Thid., p. 34. 
In-
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to the particular requirenents of their profession or their trade, etc, 
but, in nany cases, the t:eriod was prolonged by the enployrrent discrimina-
tion ~rienced by the new imnigrants, t.lre problem of obtaining recx>gni-
ticn of their trade qualifications in partiC'.Jlar provinces, restrictive 
practices by professicnal associations, etc. 'lWo cases would illustrate 
this point. 
An imnigrant dentist in Toronto finds t.'1at in order to take his 
qualifying examination he 1l1l1st go to !-tntl:eal. He must provide his C1Nl'l 
patients and his CMl'l instrtments, \vhic.~ are quite expensive. In additic:n, 
he must pa:y an examinaticn fee of several hundred dollars. And, first he 
must leam English. He has spent his savings c:x:::ming to canada and nON 
WOIXs at ION \'lages. He has been told that the success rate for itmd.grants 
taking the examination is very low. It seem; useless to make the attenpt. 
!><!r. X is an electrician who qualified in his am ocuntry through 
on-the-j d:> training. Because he had \·JOrlced the required length of ti.rre, 
he was permitted to qualify in Q1tario by taking an examination. After 
leaming the language and studying at night for tlu:ee years, while work-
ing in the daytin'e as a ccnstructicn worker, ~-1r. X passed the examination. 
HcMever, he still could not join the union in his city because Grade 12 
was an entrance requirenent. P..e had attended school for only five years. 
His solution was to set up a small business of his am and WOD-; for his 
fellON countrynen. 
Many of the unskilled inmigrants have low educational standards 
and have a language handicap. Because of their lack of confidence in a 
stran<;e new situation, nany of these people have trouble in dealing with 
govemnent officers on su:::h matters as unenp1.oyrrent insurance, WOz:Krren I S 
cor.pensatic:n, housing taxation, etc. It is hard for them to cornnunicate 
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with enployers, landlords, hospitals and schools. Vben they are new in 
the countl:y they are ignorant of wage laws and can be ~loi ted by un-
scrupulous errployers. Because they are unskilled, they are especially 
vulnerable to unenployIrent. l 
The Canadian Qwerrment follONS a policy of rnulticul turalism 
wherein there is no pressure brought to bear on the individual inmigrant 
or inmigrant groups to canfoz:rn to a single linguistic or cultural pattem; 
there is not the forced high pressure assimilation of Canadianization that 
existed in t".~ United States during t.l-)e "AItericanization" dri \Ie in the 
1920' s. Nevertheless, what appears to be happening is the errergence of 
a system of inmigrant stratification, i.e., a cari:>inatian of culture and 
of class differences which separate people both physically and socially 
from each other. 
John Porter, in his l:x:ok The Vertical !bsaic, 2 has drawn attentioo 
to the differential distributicn of incxrre, of occupational status, and 
of political paNer and has dencnstrated that the English-speaking sections 
of the txJPulatioo (Anglo-Saxon) still have a CCItparatively high status and 
a dominant position in Canadian society. Bringing in rrany noo-English-
speaking people \vho are filling the unskilled jabs is creating a system 
of class and cultural differences and reinforcil'lg the vertical elerrent 
1..11 the Canadian rrosaic. 
~th Ferguson, Imnigrants in canada (Toronto: University of 
Toronto Press, 1974), p. 23. . 
2 John Porter, '!he Vertical M::>saic (Torcnto: U1i versi ty of Toroo.to 
Press, 1965). 
CHAPI'ER VIII 
INFOR1ATIa~ SEEKING PATI'ERNS OF NE"~ n'lMIGRANTS 
'!he m:x:lern imni.grant no longer has the freedom of the early settler 
to sinply bring ,,-lith him am \'lays of doing things. Upon arrival in a new 
COtmtry, today's .imnigrant faces a task of integration into a new culture, 
't.mich brings ,Yi. th it psychological stresses and strains, and these have 
becor.e magnified wi t.~ the cCI'C'I.?lexi. ty of ncdem social organization so t.l-]at 
present-day imni.gratian has a de-socializing effect 01 individual life. 
It is one of the mst obvious instances of ~lex disorganization of the 
mdi vidual's role system, and sate disturbance of social identity and 
self-image is to be eJ<Pected. 1 '!he possession of infonnation about the 
social support systens of t..'1e new COtmtJ:y lessens the de-socialization 
effect of imnigratiCll. Ri'lONledge of available social supports in the new 
cotmtry is part of the general knONledge the inmigrant requires and b'1e 
ner..rcc:m:!r rarely realizes hotv- im?Qrtant a part it is. 
Phases of Infornaticn Seeking 
As to the iIrportant inforIration about services available to new 
inmigrants in the countJ:y of destination, there are articles2 about hew 
lsanuel N. Eisenstadt, '!be Absorption of Intn:i~ts (Glencoe, 
Illinois: 'nle Free Press, 19 55) • 
2 See , for instance: William S. Bemard, "Services for For;ign 
Bom," Encvclopedia of Social ~rk (Ttlashingtal, D. C. : National Associa-
ticn of SoCliil ~'1orkers, 1977), pp. 493-499. Also, L. A. cachero, "Inform-
ing the r1igrant," Intemational ~ti.gration, Vol. 70 (1974), 169-179: and, 
Murali Nair, "Socia! Services to the New IImtigrant: A Passport to Success-
ful Adjust::m:mt," a P~ presented at the National COnference on New Imni-
graticn. Nashington D. C. : Smi t.'1scnian Institute, Noverber, 19 76. 
the different govemrrent and private agencies disseminate it and hew 
their dissemination could be ~roved. Here the focus will be on ha-r 
the new inmigrants themselves go about the process of collecting per-
tinent infomation about different services available to them. 
'lhe process of collecting info:rna.tion about the countr.l of des-
tination is quite different Ca) in the pre-intnigration phase, which usual-
ly starts as socn as a person thinks about applying for i.rrmi.gration; and 
(b) il,} the early post-inmi.gration ohase, during the initial settlem:mt 
in the new country. 
Pre-Inmigration Phase 
The prosoecti ve inmigrant gets general infonnation about t.~ nell 
COUntJ:y from sources such as local libraries, ns'lSpapers, docurrentar"l 
fiJ.r:l.9, neolSletters and pronction rraterials put out by the foreign enbassies, 
friends and relatives ,..mo had been there, travel agents, etc. This general 
il"l,fo:rna.ticn usually includes sor.ething al::xmt its history, its economic and 
political structure, its culture, its lifestyle, the different types of 
services available to newconers, etc. 
'!his study shows t.l'}at 55 per cent of all newcorrers in t.~ san;>le f 
before t.l-)eir inmiqratioo., -..Jere aware of the existence of different types 
of services in Canada (Table 1); 45 per cent of them either did not b::>ther 
to seek infonmtion or were not aware of ~mere to look for it. 'll1e source 
of info:rna.tion (Table 2) varies from t.l]at of reading books and panphlets, 
47 per cent; friends and relatives who had been to Canada, 26 per cent: 
social service agencies :in the hare country, 8 per cent; 4 per cent fran 
ot.~r sources; and only 15 per cent received the i."lfo:rna.tion directly 
from the Canadian Visa Offices. A good proportion of prospective iIrmi-
grants 'Here preoccupied \.n.t.'I-J. seeking i..Tlfonnaticn about getting a job in 
TABIE VIII-l 
PROSPOCTIVE IM-1IGRANTS' RNavr.EDGE OF SERVICE AVA.nABILITY 
n~ NEW caNI'RY AND THEIR L~GlWIT STMUS 
Independent D3pendent 
Inmigrants Inmigrants 
Kncwledge of service 
availability 
Yes 75% 35% 
No 25% 65% 
Total 139 136 
X2 = 43.44 df = 1 
P ~ .001 
90 
Total 
55% 
45% 
275 
TAmE VIII-2 
PRCSPECl'IVE lM'1IGRAL'n'S I SomcE OF INroRr1ATICN ABaJI' 
SERVICE AVAIIABILITY IN NEW COONTRY 
SOORCE OF INFOlMl\TICN F 
Books and panphlets 71 
Friends and relatives 
in canada 39 
Service ac;n...ncies 12 
Canadian Visa Office 24 
Other 6 
91 
% 
47 
26 
8 
15 
4 
Canada, while others were seeY"~g in£ornation about accorrm:::ldations, 
language training, financial assistance, and so on (Table 3). 
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Vllen the s~ looked at the accuracy of the infornation these 
newcc:rrers received, of the imnigrants T.me were given infonnatim by the 
Canadian Visa Office, only 33 per cent felt that the infonration was ac-
curate, cxmpared to 51 per cent of those rece","ing infomation from rela-
tives. Overall, 69 per cent of them received accurate infomaticn about 
service availability in Canada before tneir imnigration (Table 4). 
Of those who imnigrated from cities or suburbs, 66 per cent had 
infornation en arrival about services relating to enployrrent, education, 
accom.o:lations, financial assistance and the Like, as cxmpared to only 
28 per cent of the rural residents (Table 5). 
tmen we cxmpared the imnigrants' counay of origin with the knCM1-
edge of service availability (Table 6), 80 per cent of them fl:orn industri-
alized countries knew about the services in Canada, and only 33 per cent 
from developing countries. In the carparison of variables su::h as fanner 
place of residence, countzy of origin and the mat/ledge of service avail-
ability , it seens people from urban areas in general , irrespective of 
whether t.~ '~re i.nmi.grants fran developing countries or fran an industri-
alized country, sought liOre infomation about service agencies t..'1an did 
inmigrants coming from rural areas (Table 7). 
'nUs study also shcMs that ~le who are aware of the existence 
of different types of services in the new countl:y, during the pre-
inmigr;1ticn phase, find it less difficult to settle in the new envirament. 
Q1e of the ways this study neasured the settlerrent process in a new country 
was to look at ha4 long it takes for a newcx::mer to get a job (Table 8). 
It seems our asstml?tian tumed out to be correct. 
TABLE VIII-3 
PROOPECl'IVE IIvMIGRA&.vr5· KNa«.EDGE OF TYPES OF SERVICES 
AVAIIJ\BIE TO THEM IN NEW CaNI'RY 
AND THEIR lMUGRANT STATUS 
Types of Sel:vice 
General orientatim 
E)rp1oynent referral 
English language 
training 
Intel:preter/trans1a-
tim service 
AocalilodatialS 
Financial assistance 
M:>re than me of 
the above 
other 
T01'1\L 
Independent 
limli.grants 
58% 
76% 
30% 
68% 
82% 
60% 
70% 
88% 
104 
Cependent 
Imnigrants 
42% 
24% 
70% 
32% 
18% 
40% 
30% 
12% 
48 
93 
Total 
33 
(22%) 
38 
(25%) 
10 
(8%) 
19 
(12%) 
22 
(14%) 
5 
(3%) 
17 
(ll%) 
8 
(5%) 
152 
TAmE VIII-4 
VIEWS OF n-1MIGRANTS CN ACXl.JlW:Y OF INFORW'ICN ABOUl' 
SERVICE AVAILABILITY IN a:\i.'lAOA BY saJRCE 
canadian 
Books and Friends and Service Visa 
panphlets Ielatives Agencies Offices Other 
Ircmigrants 
who felt that 
the infollIla-
ti01 was: 
Acx:urate 88% 51% 83% 33% 67% 
Inaccurate 12% 49% 17% 67% 33% 
71 39 12 24 6 
X2 = 31.96 df = 4 
P < .001 
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Total 
69% 
31% 
152 
95 
TAmE VIII-5 
AWARENESS OF SERVICE AVAILABILITY IN CANADA AND 
PIACE OF RESIDENCE OF NElCCMERS IN 
Place of :residence 
in hale countJ:y 
CityorSUbuxb 
Rural 
x2 = 32.45 
P < .001 
THEIR H(]£ a:xJNTRY 
df = 1 
Awal:eness of service availability 
in canada 
Yes No Total 
66% 34% 199 
28% 72% 76 
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TABLE VIII-6 
PRQSPECl'IVE D1MIGRANTS' KNCMIEDGE: OF SERVICE AVAILABILITY 
IN NE.W ccnrI'RY AND THEIR CCllNTR{ OF ORIGIN 
Knowledge of service 
availability 
Yes 
No 
'lUl'AL 
x2 = 60.97 
P < .001 
COUntry of Origin 
Develcpmg 
Country 
33% 
67% 
145 
df = 1 
Industrial 
COUntry 
80% 
20% 
130 
\. 
1 
TABLE VIII-7 
PROSPECl'IVE IMMIGRANTS I I<NCWLEtGE OF SERVICE AV2\IIABILI'IY 
IN NEW CClJNTRY, THEIR CXlllI'RY OF ORIGIN 
Aa.'ID roR1ER PLACE OF RESIDENCE 
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r:evel92,ing Countl:y Industrial Count:y 
Knadedge of service 
availability 
City or 
SUburb Rural 
City or 
Suburb Rural 
Yes 34% 28% 89% 67% 
No 64% 72% 11% 33% 
120 25 79 51 
Y?- = .35 df = 1 x2 = 9.32 df = 1 
P < .01 
Not Significant 
The technique of nultivariate analysis cross classificatj,c:n 
has not been \\ell worked out. It has been decided to look at the ~ of a 
sub-table in three or nora variable tables in omer to detemine the 
effects of the introductim to the third variable. It is recognized 
that them are disadvantages to this approach, primarily the i'aduction 
of sanple sizes to t.~ point where it is difficult for the subtable to 
dJtain statistical significance. 
TABLE VIII-8 
AWARENESS OF E:aSTENCE OF DIFFERENT TYPES OF SERVIc::ES 
IN NEW COONTRY BEroRE IMMIGRATICN .AND TIME 
IT TAKES TO GET JOB AFTER ARRIVAL 
98 
Tine to Get Job 
(he's AwaJ:eness of Service Availability 
Before InmigratiOl 
Yes No 
less than a m::nth 8% 2% 
1 m::nth - less than 3 mcnths 14% 3% 
3 m::nths - less than 6 m::nths 25% 8% 
6 m::nths - less than 9 m::nths 19% 18% 
9 m::nths - less than 1 year 17% 24% 
More than a year 
and/or not ercp10yed 17% 45% 
'!UrAL 152 123 
yf. = 44.09 df = 5 
P <::: .001 
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Sare prospecti w imnigrants are in touch wi t.'1 l:elati ves or friends 
in t.~ new country and get infonnaticn from t.~. '!hey are hel:e l:eferred 
to as lldependent imnigrants, II the tenn used by the Canadian i.m:nigratian 
authori ties for i.m:nigrants 'I.'/ho have been assisted in their application for 
inmigration by a close :relatiw in t.'1e countl:y of destination, who has 
agreed to take full respcnsibili ty for his/her care, accomrodations and 
maintenance and to giw assistance in locating exrploynent, if required, 
for a period of five years. L"1 contrast, independent imnigrants are per-
sons who haw applied for inmigrant status entirely on their own. 
This Toronto study ShCMS that kncMledge of the nEM country varies, 
depending ~on whet.~r ale is gci.."1g to ircrr.igrate as an independent or as 
a dependent imnigrant. 
Independent Inrrd.grants 
People ~'lho haw no close l:elati ves in Canada must, nCMadays, go 
through. a rigorous selection pJ:Ocess. Education and a skill or orofession 
count in their favor. In addition, there is a personal L"lterview wi th 
the visa officer in the holm country. '!be officer eJCPeCts the prospective 
ir.mi.grant to have general infornation about her or his new country. 
Usually t.~ applicant has ooilected infonnation on the geography, :irrportant 
ci ties, climate, type of governnent, political parties, population, indus-
tries, educaticn system and other basic ~. t-Dst of the tine it has 
been collected through :reading books or pa11l>hlets, watching docurcental::y 
ncvies, talking to friends who haw been to these countries, or listening 
to lectures. 
By virtue of t.>ti.s selecticn process, cnly t.~ educated, skilled 
or ;>rofessialal type of people in this Torcnto study had cxxre as indepen-
Cent inmigrants; nest of the tine they kncw rrcre about the new count..."'Y 
r 
, 
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than do other types of iImti.grants. The study found t.."'uit 75 per cent of 
the independent imnigrants had acquired serre type of information about 
the new countr{ before they arrived (Table 1) i t.'ley knew InlJCh nore about 
the nature of services available to them than did the dependent imni-
grant3. A geed proportion of them (60%) obtained it from reading books 
and panphlets (Table 9). ~breover, mce t~e visa officer ccnfiDTed 
their acceptance, sate of t.'1ese imnigrants checked with the visa officer 
the accuracy of the information they had collected about the services 
from the secondary sources. 
Another interesting finding was that people 't~ irrmig:rate fran 
industrializad countries (England, France, Holland, Scandinavian countries, 
~·;est Genrany, etc.) have a clear idea of \mat types of servi03S they can 
expect from the new countz:y regarding t.rua presence of social service agen-
cies in Canada than p909le caning fran devel~ing countries (East African 
countries, India, Pakistan, the Philippines, West Indies, South Anerican 
countries, etc.). (See Table 6.) However, independent imnigrants fran 
developing countries who lived in big cities knew rrcre than those from 
rural areas of industrialized countries (Table 10). Of those who carre 
as independent iImti.grants, 78 per cent of the city residents f:ran indus-
trialized countries and 70 per cent of the city residents fran devel~ing 
oountries had infornatim on arrival about services relative to enploynent, 
education, housing and the like. 
Am:Ilg the newcarers who sought infoz:nation about agencies that could 
assist them in locating a job, 76 per cent of them were independent imni-
grants, while 70 per cent of those who sought infoz:nation alx)Ut language 
training programs were dependent imnigrants (Table 3). 
Accordingly, independent imnigra'1.ts in general are nore kna-dedgeable 
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TABLE VIII-9 
PImPECl'IVE IMMIGP.ANrS I samcE OF INFOmATI<N ABOOT 
SERVICE AVAILABILITY IN NEW caJNTRY AND 
THEIR n.tUGRANT S';ATUS 
Sourc:E of Infcmnatial 
Books and panphlets 
Friends and Ie1atives 
in Canada 
Service Agencies 
Canadian Visa Officers 
Other 
x?- = 75.16 df = 4 
P <:: .001 
Independent 
IImdgrants 
60% 
5% 
10% 
20% 
5% 
104 
Dependent 
Jitmigrants 
18% 
71% 
3% 
6% 
2' 
48 
TABLE VIII-10 
INDEPElIDENl' IMMIGRANTS I AWARENESS OF SERVICE AVAIIABILITY 
IN CANADA AND PLACE THEY LIVED BEFORE DMIGRATICN 
102 
Place of Pesieence 
Befo:.t'e IImIigraticn Service Availability N = 139 
City or Suburb 
Industrialized Country 
Rural 
x2 = 16.30 
P < .001 
Ci ty or SUburb 
Developing CountJ:y 
Rural 
'lUl'AL 
elf = 1 
x2 = 8.33 df = 1 
P < .005 
YES NO 
78% 18% 
22% 82% 
80 11 
70% 30% 
30% 70% 
24 24 
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about t.~ nev oountry's service availability relating to enpl.oynent, and 
it seems t.l-tey find it less difficult to integrate themselves into t.~ 
new society than do t.1-te dependent imnigrants. '!his finding is su!?ported 
by the data in an official report, "Three Years in Canada. ,,1 
~dent Imnigrants 
Pmspecti ve imnigrants who have close relatives at the oountry of 
destination - dependent imnigrants - are admitted by criteria for selec-
tim t~t are very liberal ~axed to those applied to the independent 
inmigrant category. '!hey Co not need ImJCh education or occupational skill 
to imnigrate. 
People in this grouo deoend heavily upon their relatives in seek-
ing inforrratian and t'ris source is often not trusbvorthy. (Tables 6 and 9.) 
~·b3t of t...'1e tirre the telati ves do not tell their families back hone about 
the difficulties or bad experiences they had in the new oountry; they are 
likely to give a distorted picture of the various services available in 
tl-te new country. Sonetines the families back hare Cb not even have a clear 
ic"!a about t...'1e kind of work they are doing in the new countJ:y. lihen they 
write hate, they are Ifr.ely to OOUi!ent on the new country's 'NOnders and 
to urge the others to inmigrate. According to them, the new country is a 
paradise itself. ene new inmigrant who carre fran a develO!?ing country 
told this writer the follcMing. 
Pelati ves who live in foreign oountries who cone hare for a visit 
exaggerate a great deal. They \vould scry I "In the ne.-1 oountI:y there are 
nore cars than people; it's so easy to buy a car, even the servants can 
have one," and tell similar dazzling stories. 
lcana.da, "Three Years in Canada," Report of the Longitudinal 
Survey en the Economic and Social .a.daptatial of ~grants (Ottawa: Infor-
!ration Canada, 19 74) • 
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Ccntrary to general belief, this study sh.ooIs that, in nest cases 
(65%), potential dependent ircmigrants have vert little or no factual in-
fonnatioo about the new countrj (especially about the services available 
in the areas of education, enploynent, housing, etc.), before they nove 
to the new oountry (Tables 1 and 3). 
Although 10 per cent of the dependent irmd.grants have already 
visited the new oountry at least once before, conpared to the 2 per cent 
of the independent imn:i.grants, the dependent imnigrants, in general, never 
bother to oollect accurate infonnation about services available in the new 
oountrj. It see.'l'S they expect their re1ati ves to take care of them in 
all respects. 
language and level of education are two ~rtant factors oorre-
lated with t~ seeking of info:I:Itaticn back in the hare country. <:illy 26 
per cent of the dependent intnigrants cormrunicated in English, c::x::!'I1?ared to 
95 per cent of tl1e independent imnigrants; and only 32 per cent of t.'1P..m 
had any tvge of college educatioo, as cacpared to 91 per cent of the in-
dependent inmigrants (Table 11). 
l\t:)St. of the t:ine (71%), dependent :imnigrants receive general in-
fonnation about the nell country from letters written by their relatives 
as well as their persoo.al visits to t."le old country (Table 9). 
The study shc:Ms that, in general, independent inmigrants seek ncre 
accurate infonnatioo. than 00 ~dent ircmigrants. During the pre-
imnigratioo. phase, the visa officers give out less service-related infonna-
tion to the dependent imnigrants. This categoJ:y of people does not bother 
to ~rove their English-language skill before inmigration. Qlee they 
arrive in tl1e new countzy I t.'1e dependent inmiqrants I first thought is 
family unioo., cacpared to independent imnigrants who stress looking for jabs. 
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TABLE VIII-11 
PRCSPECI'IVE IMv1IGRANTS I ENGLISH LAI.'lG.JAGE SKILL, LEVEL 
OF EDUCATICN AND THEIR J»D:GPJ\lfl' ~S 
English Language Skill 
Fluent 
Manageable 
No MasteJ:y 
X2 = 98.05 
p -< .001 
revel of Educaticn 
College Level 
Be1CM College revel 
TOrAL 
X2 = 98.97 
P< .001 
df = 2 
df = 1 
Independent 
Inmigrants 
65% 
20% 
15% 
139 
91% 
9% 
139 
Dependent 
IImdgrants 
18% 
8% 
74% 
136 
32% 
68% 
136 
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Post-Imnigration Phase 
After the inmigrant arrives, one of the pressing problems he must 
deal TNith is adjust:rrent of his illusions to what the :realities are. He 
must cope 't'lith the :iJmedi.ate practical problem; of housing, education, em-
ployrrent, and in scm! cases, the task of learning the language. Along with 
these practical problems, the inmigrant must try to be psychologically c0m-
fortable with the culture of the new cx:)Untl:y and to adjust to it. He is 
.in danger of culture shock~ there are conflicts with the culture of his 
hoIre land. Weinberg has observed a renarkable similarity between the needs 
of the na'l .inmigrant. and those of the newbom hl.1l'ta1'l being: the need for 
belmging·, the need to be loved and understood and supported, but not to 
be dominated, ~:red or spoiled. 'These needs are similar to t!1.oc.,e en-
abling the child to develop into a somd, nature person, satisfactorily 
.integrated ,'lith his family, ccmnunity and society.l 
'nle next chapter examines briefly t..~ types of service-related 
infonnatim new inrnigrants seek during t.~ first two years of t.~ir stay 
.in Tol:Ol'lto, as well as the general c:hara.cteristics of users and nan-users 
of social agencies .in Tol:Ol'lto. 
lA. A. Weinberg, Migration and Belonging: A Study of M:mtal 
Health and Personal Adjust:rrent in Israel ('!he Hague: ~artins NigFioff, 1961). 
CHAPI'ER IX 
In the previous chapter we discussed ha...r new imnigrants seek. in-
fo.t"m3.tion before t.."leir arrival, about different types of services available 
to them in Canada. This dlapter tells how users and non-users of service 
agencies in Toronto differ in t."eir characteristics. 
Past studies of Canadian imnigrant integration are primarily 
theoretical, or examine "mat ot'1ers feel about imnigrants, or report hOwlT 
service agEmcies look at newconers. 1 None have been focused on &..e naY' 
inmigrant • s use and nan-use of social service age."1cies. 
In order to redu::e t.'le strro-ss and uncertainties faced by the new 
inmigrants, as ~a1ell as to eXPedite t."le adaptation orocess in the nell coun-
~ - - .. 
trj', Bar-Yosef suggests tlla.t the :receiving oountries should provide to 
neNcorrers different types of social services than they nON do. 2 Canada, 
l~eda Hawkins, Canada and Imni tion: Public Policv and Public 
Cancem (a::ntreal: ?tGill~....n's U1ivers~ty Press, 1973); ~'1~ san Head, 
Study of t.'1e Needs and Fesources of L'l'migrants (Toronto: Social Planning 
Cotmci1 of ~'Etropolitan '!bronto, 1970; 11urill Nair I Asian Comnunity in 
Toronto: ~·:reeds and Fesources (Toronto: Intemational Institute of ~t.ro­
politan Toronto, 1972); J. Spencer and others, Integration of Imr.igrants 
i .. ,'l Taranto (Toronto: Social Planning Council of ~Etropo1itan '!bronto, 1966); 
l>-. ?iChriiiid, Asoects of t.~ Abso:mtion and Adaotation of L'lIniqrants (ott.a\ola: 
Infonnation canada, 1974). . 
23 • w. Bar-Yosef, "D3socialization and Fesocialization: The Ad-
just:rcent Process of Imnigrants," L'ltemational Nigration review, Vol. 2, 
,Jo. 1 (1968), 27-45. 
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where one-third of the 9QPulatim is intnigrants, does tJ:y to provide 
several types of services to newcorrers, as Cllapter IV has shavn. 
~.is chapter presents infonnatian an what types of irnnigrants 
use social agencies and what types do not. 
Inmi.grants cannot sinply stretch out their hands and take t."1.e ser-
vices available to them in the agencies. Fose says: 
New-corrers ani ve with a different orientation to the pre-
vailing notions of the respective respansihili ties of voluntary 
and public services. Hany do not speak, read or mderstand the 
language. Each ethnic group is in a different stage of develop-
rcent as far as its avn intemal or voluntary assurcption of re-
spcnsiliility is concerned. The cc:n5eqlEIlce is that \-Je have 
\ritnessed the creation of barriers to carmunication ••• we 
SUSPeCt t.~t there are real barriers to 1:..'1e use of the social 
serVices by newcaters, but 'tole do not really ftcw what these 
barriers are or why they are barriers. • • • 
Outside the field of imnigration t."1.ere are studies of use and non-
use of available services. 'Ihese offer parallels to the field of services 
to imnigrants, in sc:rre respects.. Professional helpers have contacts with 
pecJ!?le 't'lho have prd:>lems that mar their lives, but ~vho do not use the help 
available to them. Sczre of these studies tell of differences between 
these persons who becate users and those who do not. 2 Serre of t.l-).e hypo-
theses for this research has been developed out of these studies and out 
of other literatum, reviewed in an earlier chapter. 
lAlbert lbse, "'!he Social Services in the rbCem .M3tropolis," in 
t-ayer Zald (ed.), Social VElfare Institutions (New York: John ~'liley, 
1965), p. 304. 
2 See : Abraham Alcabes, A Stua: of a Carmruni IS Pe tion and 
Use of Nei5J1;OOrl100d Centers, Ulpub she D.S.~i. DJ.Ssertation New YOrK: 
ColuniJia t.ni.versity School of Social Nark, 1967); ~vilsan Head, Partners 
in Infomaticn: A Studv' of USe of Con7'.UIli to! Infonration Centers in Qltario 
(Taranto: GovemI1l3llt of cntario, 1971); Judith JhJ.rad-Feich, Pattems of 
Problem Sol vi.n Act! vi ties of the Users and I-Jon-Vsers of Socia"!:, ncies, 
Un1?ub . shed Ph.D. Dissertation (Bryn Nawr College, 1969 ; Ralph KraIrer, An 
lmalvsis and Polic" ISSl:eS in Pelatianshios Between U;~;ers of Govez:nrrentar 
and ~'oluntary !"Elf~ Agencies, thpublished D.S.~v. Dissertation, thiversity 
of Califomia (EeJ:keley), 1964; George !evinger, "Continuance in Case Wo.:dc 
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Awamness of Social Agencies in the Hare Country 
Ole of the hypotheses tested states that, "Inmigrants who are 
aware of social agencies in their hate countries tend to feel uncanfort-
able in using social agencies in Toral to also. l In this study, 22 per 
cent of the :ir:migrants ~re not aware of any type of social agencies in 
their hare countries. O1ly 27 per cent had ever used a social agency in 
the hare country (see Ta1be 1). 
In respect to use of agencies in 'Ibralto, there is a shal:p cx:ntrast 
bet'.veen iImd.grants who have bee.1'1 a"NaIe of the existence of social agencies 
in the haIe country and those who have not. Table 2 shows that 84 per 
cent of those who had been aware of agencies in t.'1e home country, whether 
or not they had actually used them, used a Canadian agency, while ally 
31 per cent of those who had been unaware used Canadian agencies. 
When ~ take account of ,..mether the inmigrant cane fran a develop-
ing or an industrialized countr.l (Table 3), we find that a higher prcpor-
tim of newcc::mers fran industrialized countries were aware of agencies in 
the hare country (89% fran industrialized countries and 69% fran develop-
ing countries) • 
W1en awareness is controlled by country of origin, Table 4 sr.&.CMS 
t.~t 79 per cent of t.~ ircmigrants from develqJing countries who were 
aware of agencies in the hc::ue country used Canadian agencies cc:mpared to 
35 per cent of the imnigrants fran developing countries who were not aware. 
and other Helping Felatialships, II Social Work, Vol. 5 (July, 1960), 40-51; 
J. :-1.. Rosenfeld, "Strangeness Be~ Helper and Client: A Possible Ex-
planatial of Nal-Use of Available Professional Help," Social Service Ie-
yiew, Vol. 38, No.1 (1963),17-25. 
lAwareneSS is here defined as having knowledge of the exist.ena?l 
of social agencies and the purpose it serves in the ccmnuni ty • 
TABIE :C<-l 
NEW ~~n'S' AWARENESS AND USE OF SOCIAL 
SERVICE AGENCIES IN HCME CCXJNTRIES 
F 
Aware of agencies, 
but did not use 141 
Aware of agencies 
and did U3e 75 
Not aware of agencies 59 
275 
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% 
51% 
27% 
22% 
100% 
Users 
'mBLE IX-2 
USE OF CANADIAN AGENCIES AND AWARENESS 
OF ~IES IN HCIv!E CCXlNTRY 
J\wcu:e of 
Agencies in 
Hale COUntry 
182 
(84%) 
34 
(16%) 
216 
~ = 64.82 df = 1 
P < 0.001 
111 
Not Aware of 
Agencies :in 
Hare Countl:y 
18 
(31%) 
41 
(69%) 
59 
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TABLE IX-3 
NEW IMMIGRANTS' AWARENESS OF SOCIAL AGENCIES m THEIR 
HCME CClJNl'RY AND THEIR COt:N'I'Rl OF ORIGIN 
Aware of~s 
in Hare Country 
Not Aware of Agencies 
in Hare Country 
TOl'AL 
X2 = 16.70 df = 1 
p <. 0.001 
Q!velcping 
Country 
100 (69%) 
45 (31%) 
145 
Industrialized 
COuntJ:y 
116 (89%) 
14 (11%) 
130 
I , 
TABIB IX-4 
USE AND Nrn-usE OF AGENCIES IN CANADA BASED rn 
~CY AWARENESS IN OEVEUPING 
AND INDUSTRIALIZED caJNTRm5 
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Developing Country Industrialized Country 
Aware Not Aware Aware Not Aware 
Users 79 (79%) 16 (35%) 103 (89%) 2 (14%) 
NO'l-Use:rs 21 (21%) 29 (64%) 13 (l1%) 12 (86%) 
'lUrAL 100 45 116 14 
x2 = 25.92 df = 1 x,2 = 44.64 df = 1 
P < .01 P<' .01 
I 
r 
I 
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.Ancng the nm-users of Canadian agencies, 64 per cent of the imnigrants 
fran developing countries W'ere not aware of agencies in the hare countI:y, 
carpared to 86 per cent of those from industrialized countries. 
W1en country of origin is controlled by awareness, Table 5 shows 
that the country of origin makes a difference only for :i.nmi.grants who are 
awam of agencies in their hare a:>unt~, with those from industrialized 
countries using IteJ:e than those fran develc:ping countries. 
It was asstmed that there might be a relatiooship between aware-
ness of agencies in the hare countJ:y and the persml s educatimal level. 
~'e found that, of inmigrants who had a:>llege-level educatim, 88 per csnt 
\olere aware, ccnpared to only 64 per cent of the imnigrants belOfi college-
level (Table 6). 
As to t.'1e use of agancies in canada, it seeIIB that it has a 
direct relatimship to t.'1e level of education of the imnigrants. Table 7 
shows that 79 per cent of the college-level educated inmigrants used agen-
cies, while 62 per cent of those be1.cw college level used them. Q1e of 
the interesting findings of this data is seen in Table 8 which shOflS that 
the awareness variable makes a difference in the use of agencies cnly 
for those below college-level educaticn. 
Table 9 shaNs a slight relatial between inmigrants I enployrcent 
status and their awareness of agencies in the hare countl:Y \'lel:e slightly 
related. Eighty-seven per cent of the people who were in the work force 
\olere aware of agencies in their hate country, while 63 per cent of the 
imni.gra:lts who t,-ie:t'e not in the work forO':! ~ere aware of the agencies. 
Users 
Ncn-Users 
TOrAL 
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'mBLE IX-5 
USE AND N<N-usE OF AGENCIES IN CANADA lmSED CN 
AWARENESS OF AGENCIES IN HeM: COONTRY 
AND CCXJNTRY OF ORIGIN 
~ss N = 216 Not Aware = 59 
Developing Industrialized J:eve1oping Industrialized 
Countzy Country Countzy Country 
79 103 16 2 
(79%) (89%) (36%) (14%) 
21 13 29 12 
(21%) (11%) (64%) (86%) 
100 116 45 14 
X2 = 3.88 df = 1 ~ = 2.27 df = 1 
p < .05 
Not Significant 
'lhe te<:hn.iqus- of multivariate analysis cross classificaticn has 
not been well worl<ed out. It has been decided to look at the X2 of a 
subtable in three or rrore variable tables in order to detennine the 
effects of the introducticn to the third variable. It is recognized 
that there am disadvantages to this approach, primarily the reducticn 
of sanple sizes to the point where it is difficult for t.~ subtab1e 
to obtain statistical significance. 
AWARENESS OF AGENCIES IN HQ1E COON'l'RY 
AND EDOCATICNAL LEVEL 
Aware of 1\gencies 
in Hc&te COUntry 
Not Aware of Agencies 
in Bane COUntry 
XJ. = 21.88 
College !eve1 
df = 1 
P .<: .001 
149 
(88%) 
21 
(12%) 
170 
116 
Belew College revel 
67 
(64%) 
38 
(36%) 
105 
Users 
Ncn-Users 
'lUI'AL 
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TABLE IX-7 
LEVEL OF EOOCATIrn AND ITS REIATICNSHIP 
TO USE OF AGENCIES IN CANAm 
College !eve1 
EducatiO'1 
135 
(79%) 
35 
(21%) 
170 
Be1CM College revel 
Educatial 
65 
(62%) 
40 
(38%) 
105 
x2 = 9.17 df = 1 
P < .001 
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TAmE IX-a 
AWARENESS OF AGENCIES m HCME ~, LEVEL OF EDtX:ATICN 
AND RELATICNSHIP 'ro USE OF AGENcms m CANADA 
Users 
Nal-Users 
x2 = .69 
Awal:eness of Agencies 
in Hare Country 
52 
(78%) 
15 
(22%) 
67 
df = 1 
College 
!eve1 
118 
(79%) 
31 
(21%) 
149 
Not Significant 
Not AwaI:e of Agencies 
in Hate Comltry 
Below 
College 
13 
(34%) 
25 
(66%) 
38 
College 
!eve 1 
17 
(81%) 
4 
(19%) 
21 
Xl = 11.82 df = 1 
P < .01 
'Ihe technique of I1Ull.tivariate analysis cross classificaticn has 
not been well ~rked out. It has been decided to look at the X2 of a 
subtable in three or ItDl:e variable- tables in order to deteJ:mine t.~ 
effects of the introduction to the third variable. It is recognized 
that there are disadvantages to this approach, primarily the reduction 
of saIt!>le sizes to the point where it is difficult for the subtable to 
cbtain statistical significance. 
TABLE IX-9 
~I.OYMENT srATUS IN HCME COON'I'RY AND 
~..wARENESS OF AGENCIES IN HCME caJNTRY 
Not in Work Force 
In ~ Force 
TOl'AL 
x?- = 21.82 df = 1 
P <: .001 
37 
(37%) 
22 
(13%) 
59 
64 
(63%) 
152 
(87%) 
216 
119 
120 
It seems that awazeness of agencies in the hate OOUIltry makes ~ diffexence 
in the use of agencies in Canada ally for those who cue in the woxk fon:e 
(Table lQ). 
QJr data shows that of the iImdgrants who were net by a social 
\<JOzXer at the port of entl:y, 89 per cent subsequently used an ageIlC'1 facil-
ity, catpared to ally 58 per cent of those who were net by a relative or 
friend, and 75 per cent of those who were mat by no ale (Table ll). 
Table 12 shaNs that initial cmtact at the port of entry and awareness of 
agencies in the hare COUIltJ:y have an independent effect upon the use of 
agencies in Toralto. 
Sate of the highlights of this secticn cue these: Irrespective 
of the background of irmti.grants such as CXJUntry, level of educatial, and 
enploynent status, in general, those were aware of agencies in their hate 
CO\l11tl:y tend to use agencies in Toralto also. HaNever, the awareness of 
agencies in the hate OOUIltry nakes a slight difference in the use of agen-
cies in Toronto for those who cue in the work force, and for those belG17 
oollege-level educatial. Finally, the initial CX1l1tact at the port of 
entJ:y and awareness of agencies in the hare country have an independent 
effect upcn the use of agencies in Toronto. 
CUlture and Ianguage Orientatial 
Another hypothesis of this study was that: When new imnigrants 
make use of the network of available social services, they will use those 
which are closest to their own cultural and language orientatial. 
Table 13 shows that 34 per cent of the users of agency services 
selected a particular agency becaJ1Se of the social 'WOl:Xers I understanding 
of the language and culture of the imnigrants, 24 per cent because they 
are not aware of others, 9 per cent of them beca11Se sateale recalltended 
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TABIE DC-I0 
n1PI.DYMENI' srATUS AND AWARENESS OF AGENCIES m 
Ham CaJNTRY A"ID USE CF AGENCIES m CANADA 
Not Aware 
In Not In In Not In 
Vilrk Force i\ork Force Work Farce Work Force 
Users 143 34 2 21 
(94%) (53%) ( 9%) (57%) 
NQ'l-Users 9 30 20 16 
( 6%) (47%) (91%) (43%) 
'IUl'AL 152 64 22 37 
X2 = 51.05 df = 1 x2 = 13.17 df = 1 
p< .01 p< .01 
'n1e technique of multivariate analysis cross classificatiQ'l has 
not been well worked out. It has been decided to look at the x2 of a 
subtable in three or ncre variable tables in cmle.r to detenn:i.ne the 
effects of the introductial to the third variable. It is recognized 
that there are disadvantages to this approach, primarily the r.educ-
tiQ'l of sarrple sizes to the point where it is difficult for the sub-
table to obtain statistical significance. 
TABLE IX-ll 
CCNT~ AT PORT OF ENTRY AND ITS PEIATICNSHIP 
TO USE OF .AGENCIES IN CANADA 
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Initial Ccntact at Port of Entry 
Social i~l:ker 
Users 64 
(89%) 
Nal-Users 8 
(11%) 
'lUI'AL 72 
x2 = 20.29 df = 2 
P < .001 
Friends or 
:Relatives 
57 
(58%) 
41 
(42%) 
98 
79 
(75%) 
26 
(25%) 
105 
Users 
Nal-Users 
Tm'AL 
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TABIE IX-12 
AWARENESS OF AGENCIES IN HCME CCllNTRY AND 
INITIAL C<NT1Cl' AT PORr OF ENTRY AS IT 
REIA'lED TO USE OF AGENCIES IN Ch'U\CA 
Awal:e. of Agencies 
in Hate COUntry 
Not Awal:e of Agencies 
in Hate CountI:y 
Initial Co'ltact at Port of Entry 
Social ~latives/ NQ'le 
W:>rker Friends 
58 49 75 
(94%) (71%) (88%) 
4 20 10 
(6%) (29%) (12%) 
62 69 85 
Social ~latives/ None 
~ Friends 
6 8 4 
(69%) (28%) (20%) 
4 21 16 
(40%) (72%) (80%) 
10 29 20 
x2 = 14.17 df = 2 x2 = 5.26 df = 2 
P< .01 
(Not Significant) 
-, The technique of rm.ll.tivariate analysis CJ:OSS classifica5al has 
not been ~11 wo%Xed out. It has been decided to lcx:lk at tile X of a 
subtable in thl:ee or IIDre variable tables in order to deteDnine the 
effects of 't:l~ introduction to the third variable. It is recognized 
that there are disadvantages to this approach , primarily the r.eductioo 
of sanple sizes to the point where it is difficult for the subtable 
to d:>tain statistical significance. 
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TABlE DC-13 
STAlED REASCNS roR SEUX:TING AN AGENCY m 'roRCNro 
N % 
Wox::ker understands the language 
and culture of the iDnigrant 68 34% 
Not awam of Other Agencies 49 24% 
Nearer to Place of Pesidence 36 18% 
Olly lqmcy that provides the 
services looking for 23 U% 
Sarecne mcctlilended this 
agency as a good ale 18 9% 
Other 6 3% 
'1'Ol'AL 200 100% 
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the agency. 'Ihese reasons for selecting an agency were oollected from the 
respcndents through prdJing and if they gave nore than one, the one which 
'Has ~ified strongly was selected. 
A large nur.ber of newc:acers (76%) who chose an agency for language 
and cultural understanding approached a private agency, ccrtpared to ally 
24 per cent who went to a public agency (Table 14). cne of the reasons 
oould be that t.1-]ere are fewer social workers in public agencies who speak 
the language of the ner.....::arers. Ancng the non-users, the main reason 91 veIl 
for not using agency services (32%) was that no interpreter was available. 
(Table 15.) 
Ferguscn I S study of rural imnigrants to Tol:OI'lto tells of the trust 
and confidence that her project I s social workers were able to develcp in 
the imnigrants whom they assisted when these heard their om language 
spoken. The newcx:mers she studied. had transplanted their village life to 
the heart of Tol:OI'lto and wen! continuing to live, as much as possible, as 
they had before. She states: 
Workers dealing with them are nost successful when they are 
able to speak their language and when they are familiar TNi th 
their cultural bac.1{ground • • • • For many imnigrants fran rural 
areas, lac.1dng both educatim and social status, the very office, 
desk and business suit of the counsellor often reflect the 
frightening authority of old world officialdom, rather than the 
helpful counsel of a caring carmunity agency. 1 
As t.ns suggests, a crucial part of the social YJOrker I s problem 
of ccmnuni~tion with the new inmigrant is the degree of the cultural and 
language differences. The present research shews that cnly 16 per cent 
of the users of service agencies cam! from rural areas, the rena.inder were 
fran cities. Alicng the non-users, 57 per cent were from rural areas (Table 
16) • Prall Table 17, it can be seen that anong the rural imnigrants the 
main :reason for selecting a particular aga...ncy ~'la5 the language and cultural 
lEdith Ferguson, ~1ewcaTers in Transition (Tol:OI'lto: International 
Institute, 1964), p. 109. 
TAmE IX-14 
STATED ~S FOR SEIECTING PUBLIC OR 
PRIVATE AGENCY IN 'lORNI'O 
Public Private 
W:Jrkers I understanding 
of language and culture 16 (24%) 52 (76%) 
Nearer to Place 
of Iesidence 11 (31%) 25 (69%) 
Not Aware of any 
other J\gencies 39 (80%) 10 (20%) 
Sarecna ~ this 
agency as a good ale 9 (50%) 9 (50%) 
Chly Agency that provides 
services locking for 20 (87%) 3 (13%) 
(majn1y financial 
assistance) 
other 5 (83%) 1 (17%) 
'l'Ol'AL 100 100 
X2 = 56.89 df = 5 
P .e::::.. .001 
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68 
36 
49 
49 
23 
6 
200 
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TABIE IX-15 
srATED REASCNS FOR NO!' SEEKING ~SISTJ\Na: 
FRCM m AGENcr IN TOR!N1'O 
F 
No interpreters available to 
go with them to agencies 24 32% 
Not aware of agencies I 
existence 14 19% 
Far away fran place 
of residence 4 5% 
Friend!; and relatives 
discouraged fran 
going to an agency 10 13% 
No assistance required 12 16% 
other 11 15% 
TOrAL 75 100% 
TABLE IX-16 
USE OF TORNrO AGENCIES ACX::ORDING TO OIARACl'ERISTICS 
OF IMMIGRANTS I RESIDENCE IN HCME COUNTRY 
City 
Users 167 (84%) 33 (16%) 
Nal-users 32 (43%) 43 (57%) 
'!'OrAL 199 76 
x2 = 45.47 df = 1 
P -<: .001 
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Total 
200 
75 
275 
TABLE IX-17 
STATED RE1\SCnS FOR SEIECl'ING AGENCY 1IND 
OIARACrERISTICS OF FOR-ER RESIDENCE 
City Rural 
lv;Jenc:j WOJ:Ker understands 
the language and culture 
of the :irmd.grants 50 (30%) 18 (55%) 
Nearer to Place of Iesidence 33 (20%) 3 ( 9%) 
Not Aware of other Agencies 45 (27%) 4 (12%) 
5crrea1e J:eCatIlEmded 
as a geed agency 15 ( 9%) 3 ( 9%) 
011y agency provides the 
services looking for 21 (21%) 2 ( 6%) 
other 3 ( 2%) 3 ( 9%) 
'lUrAL 167 33 
X2 = 15.02 df = 5 
P < 0.02 
129 
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understanding of the social 'VJOrY~rs (SS%), while this was the reason of 
mly 30 per cent of the city respondents. 
In sene views, newcaters' invol venent \-ri. th their a.m inmigrant 
groups and churches denotes an interest on the part of the newconers to 
affiliate rore with their own language and cultural gJ:Oups in the new 
COln'ltry. Berton calls this process "institutional cacpleteness," which, 
he says, "is deteJ:m:ined by the ?resence of ethnic chun::..1-les, irmd.grant 
associations, et.1mi.c newspapers, radio stations, etc. '!he degree of in-
stitutional COl11'?leteness is a major factor in dete:tmining the direction 
of social integration of the inmigrant. ,,1 
As can be seen in Table 18, 73 per cent of all resoondents were 
involved L"l sene fonn of activity \-ri.th b.~eir intnigrant associations or 
dlurc.~S. An'ong the users of agencies, this ?~rtion is only 64 per cent, 
\mle alrcost all non-users \-rent to their ccmnunity groUt? to satisfy their 
needs (Table 19). The :reader should keep in mind t.~t, in this '!bronto 
study, all the res?Qndents were in the country less b.~an ~..ro years. 
Parton ,.'. in his study, found that the inmigrant is rore et"mically segre-
gated \'lithin his host country in the first year; later he begins to form 
ties outside his et.'mic camruni tv . 
(he inmigrant agency ·...orker in TOralto made t..~e following corment, 
which seen5 accurate: 
As a oerson oroceeds fran t.~ oosition of new arrival to 
:rece..'1.t ircIrigrant·· to older inmigrant to Canadian of foreign 
origil'l to s:im?ly Canadian wit..'1 j?er.h.aps a bit of an accent, his 
attitudes, needs, desires and i.."lterests tmdergo a very large 
reformation. ~mle he is a net-lC'OI'Cer seeking his first Canadian 
jd:>, he sees h:iIrself as virtually t.~e brot~er of anyone else 
from the sane COtmtry of origin; after he has found enploynent 
lRayncnd Bertal, "Institutional Carpleteness of ~tmic Ccrr:nuni.-
ties a."ld t.1-].e Personal Felations of Inmigrants," Anerican Journal of 
Sociology lSeptember, 1964), p. 193.=-
TABU! IX-18 
PARI'ICIPATICN IN IMMIGRANT ASSOCIATICNS, E'IENIC 
aruRClIES AND VOWNTARY ASSOCIATIa~S 
F 
Inmigrant Associaticns 107 
Ethnic Churches 71 
Both of the Above 23 
Other Voluntary Associat:i.als 15 
carbination of Above 4 
Nate 55 
% 
39% 
26% 
8% 
5% 
1% 
21% 
TOl'AL 275 100% 
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TABIE IX-19 
USE OF AGENCIES AND PARl'ICIPATICN IN IMMIGRANT 
ASSCX!IATICNS, ETHNIC CHt.JR:HES AND 
omER VOWN'I'ARY A$OCIATICNS 
Users Ncn-Users 
Inmigrant Associaticns 59 (29%) 48 (64%) 
(55%) (45%) 
Ethnic Churchas 54 (27%) 17 (23%) 
(76%) (24%) 
Both of the Above 17 (8%) 6 (8%) 
(74%) (26%) 
other Voluntary Assaciaticns U (6%) 3 (4%) 
(80%) (20%) 
Ccrrbinaticn of Above 3 (2%) 1 (1%) 
Ncne 55 (28%) a 
(100%) (0%) 
200 75 
X2 = 38.13 df = 5 
P < .001 
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Total 
107 
71 
23 
15 
4 
55 
275 
to his liking and thus achieved sarre sense of security in 
the new country, he tends to be rccre particular in his 
choice of associates. 
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From the above data, there appears to have ~..n a strong ten-
dency anong the new imnigrants to use social agencies which ~e closest 
to their own cultural and language orientation. 
Occupational Background and English language Skill 
'!he hypothesis states that: '!he new :imnigrant who has an occupa-
tion, English language skill, and a:>llege-level education uses social 
services rccre ofben than others. 
The cxmsensus of scholarly opinion is that the better educated 
inmigrant is rccre likely to use agency resources.1. 'lhe present study 
s:imilar1y finds that seeking assistance is related to level of education 
and canmand of English. 
Alrrost 80 per cent of the imnigrants with college-level education 
used agency facilities a::ntJ?ared to 62 per cent with education below the 
college level (Table 2Q). Nearly 90 per cent of people with a good ccmnand 
of English use the agencies, but only 28 per cent of the inmigrants with 
merely manageable English. However, many of these with very little English 
used the seJ:Vices - 71 per cent (see Table 21). 
It is interesting to note that rccst of the imnigrants whose camand 
of English is manageable, cane fran developing countries, while the ma.jority 
of those in the very little English categozy inmigrated from European coun-
tries. 
The cross tabulation of language, level of education and use of 
IF. E. Jones a"'1d W. E. Lambert, "Attitude towards Imnigrants in a 
Canadian Ccmmlnity," Canadian Society, Be:mard Blishen et ale (ed.) 
(Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1964); also see, F. E. Jones, 
"Sociological Perspectives on Ir.tni.grant AdjUS'bnent," Social Forces, Vol. 
35 (October, 1965), 39-49. . 
TABU: IX-20 
IEVEL OF EIXJCATICN AND USE OF AGENCIES 
Educaticn 
COllege !evel 
BelOW' COllege Level 
Xl = 10.0301 
Users 
df = 1 
79% 
62% 
0.001 <. p ~ 0.01 
Ncn-Users 
21% 
38% 
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Total 
170 
105 
TABLE DC-21 
IEVEL OF ENGLISH LANGUAGE SKILL 
RID USE OF AGENCIES 
English Language Skill Users NQl~sers 
Fluent 102 (89%) 12 (11%) 
11 (28%) 28 (72%) 
No Mastery 87 (71%) 35 (29%) 
x2 = 55.21 elf = 2 
P< .001 
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Total 
114 
39 
122 
136 
agencies in '!bronte (Table 22) shows that education does not affect the 
use of agencies by those ~'1ho are fluent L."l ~lish., but increases the use of 
agencies by those whose English is manageable. Also interesting te note 
is the fact that use of agencies goes way up for the oollege-educated who 
had no mastery of English. Atrong the college-educated inmigrants who had 
no rrastery of English, 94 per cent used agencies; while anong the less 
educated imnigrants with no mastery of English, only 57 per cent used agen-
cies. OUr data shows that I in Il'Ost of the cases I level of education has 
a direct effect on the use of agencies and not necessarily the lack of 
English language skill or lack of it. 
It seems that there is scm; correlation between an jmn:igrant I s 
employnent status in the hate country and the use of agencies in Canada. 
'lhis study shows that 83 per cent of those who had a job in the horne COlm-
try (presumably, they were planning to enter the labor force in canada 
also) used social agency seJ:Vices, carrpared to only 54 per cent of the 
non-...orkers (Table 23). Also, Table 24 shows that the higher a ~'S 
occupational status, the Il'Ore he uses agency facilities. 
The f:Uxlings show that imnigrants with oollege level education 
who had an occupation in the hare oountry used agencies IICre often than 
others. 
Imnigrants from Industrialized Countries 
vs. Developing Countries 
OUr fourth hypothesis states that: Relative to inmigrants frem 
industrialized countries I imnigrants fran developing countries use social 
agencies less. 
A significant difference exists between inmigJ:ants fran :L."ldustri-
alized oountries and .imnigrants fran developing oountries in agency 
IEVEL OF ENGLISH LANGUN:iE SKILL, EDJCATICN AND 
USE AND NCN-oSE OF SOCIAL SERVICE AGENCIES 
COllege level BelCM College revel 
Fluent Manage- No Fluent Manage- No 
able Mastel:y able Mastery 
Users 89% 31% 94%- 91% 14% 57% 
Ncn-Users 11% 69% 6% 9% 86% -4"3% 
TOl'AL 91 32 47 23 7 75 
x2 = 56.32 df = 2 i2 = 15.82 df = 2 
P <: .01 P ..c .01 
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'nie technique of nultivariate analysis cross classificati~ has 
not been well woJ:ked out. It has been decided to look at the X of a 
subtab1e in three or ItDn! variable tables -in order to detel:mine the 
effects of the introducticn to the third variable. It is recognized 
that theze are disadvantages to this approach, primarily the reducticn 
of semple sizes to the point where it is difficult for the subtable to 
obtain statistical significance. 
TAmE IX-23 
l:"l-1PIDYMENT STATUS IN HeME COONTRIES ~ 
USE OF AGENCIES IN Cl\NADA 
Users 
Ncn-Users 
x2 = 25.59 
In 
~'loXK Force 
144 
(83%) 
30 
(17%) 
174 
df = 1 
P < .001 
Not In 
~ FoJ:ce 
55 
(54%) 
46 
(46%) 
101 
138 
TABLE IX-24 
CXDJPATICNAL STATUS IN Ha1E ca..NI'RY 
AND USE OF AGENCIES IN CA'lADA 
Q::cupatiooal Status Users Nal-Users 
Managerial, Professicnal., 
and Technical 8a (61%) 7 (23%) 
(93%) (7%) 
Clerical and sales 23 (16%) 7 (23%) 
(77%) (23%) 
Service and ~atia'l 14 (10%) 9 (30%) 
(61%) (39%) 
All others 19 (13%) 7 (23%) 
(73%) (27%) 
144 30 
X2 = 16.70 df = 3 
P -< .001 
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Total 
95 
30 
23 
26 
, 
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utilization. As Table 25 shows, 81 per cent of the newcarers fram :indus-
trialized countries used agencies, while only 65 per cent of the newcomers 
fran developing cotmtries did so. VE found (Table 4) that, anxmg "t.!.;e users 
of agencies, 79 per cent of those fram developing countries were aware of 
service agencies in the hate country, canpared to 89 per cent of those 
from industrialized COtmtries. AnDng the non-users of agencies in Canada, 
64 per cent of the imnigrants fran developing countries were not aware of 
the existence of social agencies in their hare countries, and this was true 
in 86 per cent of the cases regarding imnigrants from industrialized coun-
tries. 
While a majority of the imnigrants from industrialized countries 
\\'ere not only aware of but had actually used social agencies in their 
hare countries, only a snall percentage of newcaners from developing coun-
tries had used any (Table 3). 
One of the reasons has been suggested in a study by T.riseliotis: 
Any social services that exist in the developing countries 
fran which imnigrants cane are of a ruClillenta:ry kind. SOcial 
v.ork, with few exceptions, is an unknown activity, and notion of 
a professional relationship is alien to their cultures. There 
is no welfare stereotype, either good or bad. '!here is no tradi-
tion of asking for or receiving help with personal or enotional 
problems fran people outside the family and especially fram 
public agencies. There is widespread ignorance about the purpose 
of social services and of their c:x::IIplex organization.1 
Table 26 shows that, of imnigrants who were using agencies and 
who respozXled that they would go to a social worker with a personal or 
family problem, 87 per cent were fram industrialized oountries, whereas 1 
of those who said they would go to a personal friend or a family rrember, 
25 per cent were from industrial countries and 75 per cent from developing 
oountries. 
lJ. P. Triseliotis, SOcial W:>rk with Colored Imnigrants and Their 
Families (I.ondon: Oxford thiversity Press, 1972). 
Users 
Nm-Users 
Xl = 7.29 
TABLE IX-25 
ca.JNl'RY OF ORIGIN AND USE 
OF AGENCIES IN Cl\NADA 
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Industrial j zed Countl:y Developing Countl:y 
105 (81%) 95 (65%) 
25 (19%) 50 (35%) 
130 (lOOt) 145 (100%) 
df = 1 
P < .001 
TABlE IX-26 
PRIMARY SOOKE REPORlED AS USED IDR PE~ 
OR FAMILY PlOlLFMS BY <DJN'fRY OF ORIGlN 
Social \'l)rl<er 
Dev. * Ind. ** Total 
Users 13% 87% 
Ncn-Users 0% 100% 
X2 = .30 df = 1 
Not Significant 
* - Develcping Counb:y 
** - Industrialized Cotmtry 
68 
2 
Family/friend 
Dev. Ind. 'lbtal 
75% 25% 76 
78% 22% 55 
Other Professicnal 
(Clergyman, Family 
Doctor) Ncne 
Dev. Ind. Total Dev. Ind. 'lbtal 
40% 60% 40 81% 19% 16 
31% 69% 16 100% 0% 2 
X2 = 17 • df = 1 X2 = .37 df = 1 X2 = 45 . df = 1 
Not significant Not significant Not significant 
-
--------------------------------------------.--------------------------------------------~ 
'lbe technique of multivariate analysis cross classification has not been well womed out. It has 
been decided to look at the X2 of a subtable in tlu:ee or nme variable tables in on:1er to detemrlne 
the effects of the introductim to the thinl variable. It is recognized that there are disadvan-
ta~s to this approach, primarily the ·reducticn of sanple sizes to the point where .it is difficult 
for the subtable to obtain statistical significance. 
£" 
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Atrcng the non-users, of the people who said they w:mld go to family 
or friends, only 22 per cent were fram industrialized. cC)'lmtries and 78 per 
cent were fram developing countries. Apparently, anong the .imnigrants 
from developing oountries, the dependency rate an seeking assistance anong 
the support systems is much higher than those fram industrialized countries. 
'llle existence of extended family n~rks may have sarrething to do with 
people from developing countries being less likely to turn to social agen-
cies in seeking assistance for personal problems. (Tables 27, and 28.) 
It seems that there is a marked difference between .imnigrants who 
use private agencies vs. public agencies. Out of the sample of 100 imni-
grants who used public agencies, 67 per cent are from industrialized coun-
tries, while out of 100 users of private agencies, 62 per cent are from 
developing countries (Table 29). Sc:me imnigrants from industrialized coun-
tries expressed. surprise at the number of voluntary agencies that exist in 
'!bronto and the variety of their activities and services. However, few 
went so far as to ask, "Why aren't the services provided by the government, 
as in European countries?" 
'l1le higher rate of private· agency use by fumigrants from develop-
ing countries could be due to the fact that, back hone, In:)st of the public 
agencies are there to provide services to the very poor and :in the new 
oountry what the inmigrants need is not that type of services, but the 
type of services Kahn calls the "social utility type." Or it may be their 
bitter experience with bureaucratic people .in their countries, because of 
oorruption, red tape, etc., which keeps the newcomers away fran public 
agencies. IIc::Mever, Table 29 shows that a higher proportion of imnigrants 
fram develop.ing countries (59%) who use public agencies seek assistance 
regarding ~loynent .in contrast to the imnigrants fran industrialized 
TABLE IX-27 , 
PRIMARY ~ BEPORIED AS USED roR PERSCNAL OR 
FMm,Y PROOLEMS BY IMMIGRANTS FOCM 
DEVEUPING <XllNTRIES 
144 
Inmigrants fran Develcping COUntries 
Users NQ'l-Users 
Social Worker 9% 0% 
Family Merr.ber 29% 72% 
Persalal Friend 31% 14% 
Other Professional 17% 10% 
Nate 14% 4% 
'lUI'AL 95 50 
x2 = 25.93 df = 5 
P< .001 
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'mBIE IX-28 
'l'Yl?E OF SERVICES SOOGm' E'R(M SCCIAL AGENCIES BY ~GRANTS 
FRCM DEVEUPmG AND INDUSTRIALIZED CXXJNTRIES 
Type of Assistance 
Enploynent 
A::calilcdaticn 
Language Tra:ini.ng 
Financial Assistance 
carbinaticn of Above 
General OrientatiOl 
Other 
TOl'AL 
Developing 
COunt%y 
29 
(30%) 
8 
( 8%) 
21 
(22%) 
5 
( 5%) 
12 
(13%) 
20 
(21%) 
1 
( 1%) 
95 
i2 = 32.39 df = 6 
P <: .001 
Industrialized 
Count%y 
22 
(21%) 
4 
( 4%) 
14 
(13%) 
23 
(22%) 
29 
(27%) 
3 
( 3%) 
9 
( 9%) 
105 
l 
I 
t 
t 
t 
~ 
~ 
l 
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TABIE IX-29 
PSSISTANCE SOOGHT FR01 PUBLIC AND PRIVA'm SOCIAL 
AGENCIES AND THEIR roRME..~ COONTRY OF RESIDENCE 
(DEVEUPING AND INDUsrRIALIZED cctlNTRIES) 
Public Aqency Private Agency 
Types of Assistance rev. * Ind.** rev. Ind. 
En;lloyrrent 58% 28% 16% 8% 
AccallliCXlaticn 6% 2% 10% 8% 
Language Training )% 10% 29% 18% 
Financial Assistance U% 33% 2% 3% 
Catbinaticn of Above 3% 22% 17% 37% 
General Orientatic.'1. 12% 3% 24% 5% 
other 0% 2% 2% 21% 
N 33 67 62 38 
x2 = 18.94 df = 6 x2 = 20.79 df = 6 
* - reve1cping 
P <.01 P < .01 
** - Industrialized 
'llle technique of multivariate analysis cross classificatim has 
not been w-ell worked out. It has been decided to look at the x2 of 
a subtable in three or 1OO:t'e variable tables in order to determine the 
effects of the introduction to the thiJ:d variable. It is recognized 
that there am disadV'c.ontages to tillS approach, pr:iIrarily the ~ucticn 
of s~le sizes to the point wr.ere it is difficult for the subtable to 
obtain statistical significance. 
t 
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countries who use public agencies these are nest likely to seek financial 
assistance (33%) there. 
Of those who had been to private agencies, 29 per cent of the 
imnigrants fJ:Q't1 developing countries sought assistance in language train-
ing, 24 per cent sought general orientatial, and 16 per cent sought em-
pl.oynent, while 18 per cent of those fran industrialized countries sought 
cnly language trainil"lg and 37 per cent sought assistance 01 a canbination 
of things (ercployment, housing, and/or language training). 
When we carpare the VAgeks it took to find a jab for iI:migrants 
fran industrialized countries and inmigrants fran develcping countries who 
were users of scx::ial agencies, we find that the industrialized group took 
less tiIre to lcx::ate a job (3 VAgeks) than the developing group (4.5 weeks) 
(Table 30). Am:ng the nal-users of agencies, it was slightly higher for 
both (3.5 weeks and 5.0 weeks). Irrmigrants fran develcping countries am 
under a serious handicap in catpeting in the job market since t.."ley gener-
ally have little English (Table 21). III the case of professiCDals who 
have sate kna-lledge of English, their accent is a hindrance or their laY' 
educatialal rating by the canadian professialal asscx::iatioos. 'nle fact 
that they just look different in tenns of color, or act differently in 
tenns of culture, may \Yell be a factor. 
~~t~~tsw.m~tIrrmi~ts 
'!he final hypot:l'esis states that: ~pendent imnigrants make use 
of scx::ial service agencies IIDre often tP.an the independent imnigrants. 
This hypothesis is not borne out by the figums; however, ti'.e 
difference l::etween the two gn>l1ps is not great. As Table 31 shCMS, 78 
per cent of the 'independent ir£IIIigrants used agencies, CaIpaJ:ed to 67 per 
cent of the dependent .imnigrants. The fact is that the difference is 
~ 
f 
I 
TABLE IX-30 
AVERAGE: PERICD BE'lWEEN ARRIVAL IN CANADA AND STARrING 
~RK FOR 195 n·1MIGRANTS WHO SClJGn' WORK* BY USE 
OF AGENCIES AND CaNl'RY OF ORIGIN 
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Users Ncn-Users 
Waiting \mting 
Total Period Total Period 
Industrialized 88 3.0 weeks 16 3.5~ 
IRvelq>ing 57 4.5 weeks 34 5.0 weeks 
* OUt of the total sarr:ple of 275, 32 had been in canada less than 
two weeks - none of them working - and these wexe excluded fran 
this table, as well as 23 others who am tmE!!I1'Ployed over \·teeks, 
looking for jobs (all were users of social agency services). fif-
teen of the ncn-users clai.ned they were not plarming to WOlX in 
Canada for the time being and ten of them unercployed, looking for 
a job for rrore than CNO weeks. 
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statistically significant. 
It is interesting to relate the ns-JCaters I caltacts at the port 
of entry with their i.Imd.grant status (independent vs. dependent) and 
their subsequent use and nOl-use of agencies. Table 32 shows that of 
the dependent inndgrants, very few were met by agency worl<ers. 'lhe major-
ity were met by friends and relatives, and 60 per cent of these later 
used agencies, while, of those whan no Ole met, 80 per cent later used 
agencies. Of the independent imnigrants, in. ccntrast, very few were met 
by friends or relatives. About half were met by agency worl<ers, and of 
these, 89 per cent later used agencies. Of those whan no Ole met, 73 
per cent later did so. The key point regarding Table 32 is that iImli-
grant status and use of agencies is related cnly for these who were met 
by friends or relatives; and here the relatiOlship gees in t.l-J.e directicn 
predicted by hypothesis. It appears that being met by a social worker 
(usually independent imnigrants) "prevents" the original hypothesis fJ:orn 
being true. 
OUr data notes that independent inmigrants (who were planning to 
enter the labor force) who went to agencies took less time to locate a 
jab than did dependent iIIlnigrants who sought assistance. Table 33 shows 
that independents who used scree agency managed to get a job in 2.9 weeks 
after arrival, en the average, catpared to those who did not; their average 
was 3. 7 ~s. en the other hand, dependent iImd.grants who had been to 
agencies toc:K IIDre tine to get a job (4.5 weeks) than dependent imoigrants 
who had not (4.0 weeks). It is the respalSibility of the public agencies 
to locate a jab for the independent imnigrants. If the independent fails 
to get a jab, the gove.mnB1t has to pay him t.i-]e subsistence alJ.c:NaIlce. 
It does not have to do so for t.~ dependent :i.nmi.grant. Cn the basis of 
t.~ researcher I s personal ohservatiOl and his talking to several agency 
Inmigrant Status 
Independent 
Dependent 
TAmE IX-31 
srATUS OF lMUGRANTS M'ID THEIR 
USE OF SOCIAL AGENCIES 
Total Users 
139 78% 
136 67% 
Y?- = 4.03 df = 1 
.05 < P -< .02 
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Ncn-Users 
22% 
33% 
\ 
Users 
NOl-Users 
TOl'AL 
TABLE IX-32 
CCNl'.ACl' AT PORI' OF ENTRY, n«IGRAt-n' 
srATUS A"ID USE OF AGENCIES 
~cy ~rkers FriendsjIelatives 
Inde- De- Inde- De-
pendent pendent pendent pendent 
89% 89% 33% 60% 
11% 11% 67% 40% 
63 9 6 92 
x2 = 0 df = 1 x2 = 1.619 df = 1 
Not Significant Not Significant 
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NOle 
Inde- 09-
pendent pendent 
73% 80% 
27% 20% 
70 35 
x2 = .63 df = 1 
Not Significant 
'!be technique of multivariate analysis cross classificatial has not 
been well \\Orked out. It has been decici::Ki to look at the X2 of a sub-
table in thl:ee or nnre variable tables in order to detezmine the effects 
of the intJ:cductial to the thil:d variable. It is recognized t.lJ.at there 
are disadvantages to this approach, primarily the mductian of sample 
sizes to the point where it is difficult for the subtotal to cbtain 
statistical significance. 
TAmE IX-33 
AVERAGE PERIOD BE'lWEEN ARRIVAL m CANADA MID S'mRl'mG 
\-'ORK FOR 195 IMMIGRANTS WHO SOUGiT OORK* BY USE 
OF AGNCIES ACCORDING 'ID IMMIGRANT S'rA'ruS 
Users Ncn-Users 
~'laiting Waiting 
Inmigrant Status Total Period Total Pericx:1 
Independents 79 2.9 ~ 28 3.7 ~ 
O;pen.dents 66 4.5 ~ 22 4.0 weeks 
.. Q.lt of the total sanple of 275, 32 had been in canada less than ~ 
weeks - Il.al.e of them \~rking - these were excluded fI:all this table, 
as well as 23 others who am uneIIployed over weeks, looking for jobs. 
(All were users of social agency services.) Fifteen of the noo-users 
c1a.imad t.1'1.ey \..en! not planning to WCl1:k in Canada for the tirre l::-eing 
and ten of them unenployed, looking for a jd:> ncre than two weeks. 
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WODters, it is reascnable to asstme that, under pmss'.Jre, the social 
workers in public agencies WOxK hal:der to locate a job for the independent 
iIrmigrants, knowing that, as to the dependent inmigrant, it is the legal 
mspcnsibili ty of the relative who spcnsored him to take care of him. Of 
course, there could be many other causes for this trend. 
During the pm-:imnigratien phase, as this study Sh.CMS (in Chapter 
VIII), in caltrast to general belief, dependent inmigrants have very little 
or no factual infonnatial about the social services in the new country1 
and alce they arrive in canada, it appears that their first thought is 
family reunien, while the independent imnigrants' first thought is to look 
for a job. 
Surmary and Calclusicn 
Five hypotl"Eses have been tested with the data collected. Four of 
these hypotheses tumed out to be correct. As to the ale that predicted 
that dependent imnigrants make use of social agencies nom often than the 
independent inmigrants, the data indicates that it is the other way around. 
QJr data shows that awareness of ago...Ilcies in the hate country has 
a direct relationship to the use of agencies in the new country. other 
characteristics of imnigrants, such as country of origin, level of educa-
tim has enly a slight influence en the awareness and later use of agencies. 
Another interesting fi.T'lding was that there appears to have been a 
stralg tendency am:ng the new imnigrants to use social agencies which \Ere 
closest to their awn cultural and language orientaticn. 
IImdgrants with college-level educatim, who had an occupaticn in 
the hare country, used agencies rrore often than others in 'lbrcnto. 
QJr research shows that people fran develqling countries had a 
higher rate of seeking out assistance fran the social support systens. 
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'lhey tend to make less use of agency facilities, less, cmpared to imni-
grants fran industrialized countries. 
AIrcng the dependent ircmigrants, heavy reliance en infol:ll1al network 
systems for assistance prevents them fran using agency facill ties. en the 
other hand, for independent ircmigrants, there are no friends or relatives 
available fran whom to seek assistance, therefore, they use agencies. 
'Ihese points are referred to in the next chapter, which provides 
further suggestions and mcamendatiens. 
, 
CXlNCLUSION 
'!his study has tested several hypotheses relating to services to 
newcomers, derived fran the writer I s previous experience and his observa-
tions in the field, talks with agency executives, and a review of the rele-
vant literature in the field of :imn:i.gration - backed up by readings in 
the historical background. The following hypotheses were tested and have 
been discussed in the previous chapters. 
(1) Dependent imnigrants make use of social services nore often 
than the independent imnigrants, mainly because they have their relatives 
in Canada. 
The study found, on the contrary, that independent :imnigrants use 
agencies nore than dependent imnigrants do. 
(2) Relative to inmigrants from industrialized countries, i.TItni.-
grants fram developing countries use social services less. 
Supported by the data. 
(3) The new jmnigrant who has a professional background, or 
English language skill, uses social services ItDre often than others. 
Supported by the data. 
(4) limligrants who lNe.re aware of social agencies in their hare 
countries tend to feel cc:.mfortable in usi."lg social services in Toronto 
also. 
Supported by the data. 
(5) When new inmigrants make use of the ne~rk of available 
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social services, they will use those which are closest to their CMCl 
cultural and language orientaticn. 
Supported by the data. 
Alcng with testing these hypotheses, this study has analyzed 
several char-cteristics of new inmigrants and identified the operations 
of existing public and private social service agencies that provide 
direct services to new inrnigrants in Toralto. 
let us highlight scm.::! of the in1:X>rtant variables of this study. 
P:re-Imnigraticn Phase 
In the chapter "Info:r:maticn Seeking Pattems of New IImdgrants," 
we discussed the process of ooll.ectL"'1g infonnaticn about the countzy of 
destinaticn during the pre-imnigraticn phase, which usually starts as 
seen as a perscn thinks about applying for imnigraticn. The study shows 
that pecple who are awaxe of the existence of different types of services 
in the new country before their irrmigraticn find it less difficult to 
adjust to the new envirament. 
In their l'late countries, the prospective inrnigrants, in nost cases, 
gather their infoDtBticn about the availability of services in the new 
country fran sources such as libraries and newspapers. Another group of 
peq;>le get info:r:matim fran their friends and relatives in Canada. 
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VE found that 75 per cent of the independent :imnigrants had ac-
quirerl quite rorrect infonnatian about social services in the new country 
before they arrived, while only 35 per cent of the dependent :imnigrants 
knew the facts about service availability. This, in turn, affects their 
utilization of social agencies, once they arrive in canada. 
At present there is no systerratic way of providing orientation as 
to services to prospective inmigrants in the Canadian visa offices abroad. 
Though IlDre than 50 per cent of all inmigrants are dependent inmigrants, 
the canadian visa office has no provisions for providIDg written or oral 
infonnation to dependent ;imnigrants. Dependent inmigrants get their visa 
on condition that their relatives in canada \\Ould take care of their needs. 
M;)st of the dependent imnigrants do not need a personal interview 
with the visa officer to obtain the jmnigration papers, for the ircmigra-
tion law stipulates that the relatives, who naninated the new inmigrant, 
must take care of his or her needs during the first five years of the stay 
in Canada. Our research concludes that this official attitude is unrealis-
tic. In order to prepare any newcomer, even if he has relatives in canada, 
some fo:on of orientation about Canadian facilities is neederl in his hare 
country so that he will utilize agency resources much ncre than now. 
New rmnigrant at the Port of Entry 
The post-inmigration phase begins as soon as the n~ arrives 
at the port of entry, which in our case means the '!bronte International 
Airport. The presence of service agencies is very Im.lch neerled at this 
place. Though in Toronto a few public and private agencies provide infonna-
tion or referral services there, only 26 per cent of the study population 
received assistance fran agency \\Orkers at the airport. The rest of them 
managed to find their way around with the help of porters, shopkeepers, 
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taxi drivers, policemen, relatives, friends I etc. 
This study shows that those who were assisted by an agency ~rker 
at the port of entry also used the services of an agency for their initial 
settlement needs such as getting acCXJIIOdatians, enployrcent, and language 
trcrining. This is very inpJrtant for new irmdgrants, especially the ;in-
dependent imnigrants, who have no friends or relatives ;in the new COmltry 
and thus lack the aid of a social support system. 
In a new environment, if w-ithout friends or relatives, the :inmi-
grant has to depend on an agency for all types of infonnation. With rrost 
of these, in his own country, a friend or relative assisted him if neces-
sary to look for a jab, where to get financial assistance, etc. Our study 
proves that new imnigrants are in need of access services rrore than any 
other section of the ccmnunity. lbwever, there are sane reasons why the 
present system of providing services to this population seems to be not 
very effective. Let us examine a few of the variables which have a direct 
inpact on the use of social service agencies in '!bronto. 
In theory, imnigrants have the same right to services as do native-
born Canadians. In practice, however, they do not receive the same ser-
vices for reasons such as these: 
(1) lvlany services, whether goVeJ:l11YeIltal or volmltaJ:y in nature, 
are unknown to them. Often the same service does not exist in their native 
country or it is de1ivera:1 in a different way. 
(2) When imnigrants are aware of available services, they are 
unable to use them because (a) there is a language barrier, (b) the service 
delivery systems are geared to serve native-born canadians whose needs and 
cultural patterns differ from those of rrost imnigrants; and (c) the social 
\\Orkers delivering service, since they are unaware of the cultural pattern 
of the newcomer, offer the service in a way which is incomprehensive or 
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unacceptable. 
canada has changa:l radically in the past feN years. It is' no 
longer a prec1aIrUnantly Anglo-Saxon, English-speaking oountry. M:>re than 
70 etlmic cultures make up the canadian nosaic. For scree social w:>rkers I 
according to a newcame.r, "the difference is threatening. They should 
learn that not all Fast Indians speak. the same language." Another iImd-
grant, fran a European country, caanented: ''Nurses in canadian hospitals 
should know that quiet hospitals, free of visitors, are depressing to 
patients from European countries accustomed to the lively bustle of a 
hospital thronging with visiting papas, mamas, and aunts carrying nursing 
babies." 
We Il'Dlst give recognition to the Il'Dllticultural reality of the city. 
SUch recognition nrust be given both in the training of w:>rkers and in the 
developnent of services to neet special needs of inmigration. 
In a presentation to the armual neeting of the Ontario Association 
of Professional Social W:::>rkers, Anthony Richrrcnd pointa:l out: 
Professional social YoOrkers, traina:l in conventional tech-
niques of case w:>rk or group work within a nonolingual setting, 
may not be well equipped to serve the inmigrant families and 
their children. An innovative approach to the developrent of 
social seJ:Vices is needed in which the rnul. ticul tural, Il'Dll ti-
lmgual nature of this problem is fully reoognized.1 
Failure to recognize the cultural variations am::mg potential clients 
can render services inaccessible and not viable for large sections of the 
newcaners in '!bronto. 
Many access services are not available to llmri.grants in their 
native language. M:>reover, even if the :inmigrant speaks manageable English, 
lAo Richnond, !-1ul ticul turalism m Ontario, Address to the Arh"lual 
.Meeting of the Ontario Association of Professional SOcial w:::>rkers 1 Toronto 
(April, 1972). 
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it is difficult for the social ~rker to understand his personal or 
family problems because of the differences in their respective cultural 
patterns. Here, pr:ilnarily, we are talking about inmigrants fran develop-
ing countries. Good interpreters are scarce and volunteers fran ethnic 
groups are al.nDst .i.rrpossible to find, either because so many are ~rking 
full t;irce or because vollmteer service is not traditional with them. 
language difficulties are reported as an :inportant factor in the 
problems .imnigrants face in their attempts to make use of camun.i.ty ser-
vices. It is .i.rrportant that ccmnunity agencies develop the necessazy 
skills required to reach the inmigrant in his own language. 
Elliott IS 1967 study of social agencies in Toronto revealed that 
80 per cent of all the persormel interviewed fran these agencies at all 
levels believed that .imnigrants should leaxn the English language and the 
canadian way of life quickly and efficiently so that the newcaner could 
make better use of the facilities offered by such agencies, as well as 
for other purp:::lses. The question in the minds of these administrators 
and staff members was, "Why can I t imnigrants leam to speak English?" 
"What stanis in their way, especially when there are programoos available 
to teach them?" It is assurced that once he has learned to speak English, 
the .inmigrant will be an an equal footing with any other canadian. l 
Our feeling is that the responsibility for successful settlem::mt 
of new .imnigrants to SCJIIe extent rests with the service agencies. The 
recent developnents in Canadian thinking also reflects this p:.:>int: 
(1) The emerging sociological view of Canadian society as being 
lMary Elliott, Changes in Services to Recent Inmigrants by Selected 
!¥lencies in Metropolitan Toronto with Reference to Agency Interaction with 
~presentatives of Etlmic Ccmnuni.ty, Unpublished Master I s thesis, Univer-
sity of Toronto, School of Social 'V«:>rk, 1967, p. 73. 
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caI1?Osed of a number of ethnic groups rather than of one majority group 
and SOIle minority groups - the philosophy of mllticulturalism. 
(2) The cxmcept of :inmigrant settlenent as a continuous process 
with reCXJgni.zable stages and corresp::mding needs. 
(3) The view of social services as a right not a charity.l 
Multiculturalism m Toronto is not a theoxy but a livmg reality. 
About half the residents are inmigrants who have a nether tongue other 
than English. 2 
In this context, recognition of mllticulturalism is not to be in-
terpreted as nerely recognition of various mndgrants I oostumes, fc:x:xl, 
dances, etc. It should be seen as a true multiplicity of cultural values 
which relate to such basic issues as family structure, child raising pat-
terns, care of the elderly, attitude to social agencies, and culturally 
acceptable means of asking for assistance which maintain the dignity of 
SOIte newcaners. It is these cultural values, not food and dance, to which 
service agencies are required to relate. 
One of the social w:>rkers familiar with immigrants and their pr0b-
lems of ccmmmication in English told !Ie: 
To a new inmigrant, unhappmess is when the social w:Jrker talks 
to you and you don I t understand lllm. M:>re unhappiness is when you 
talk to the social \\Orkers and he or she doesn I t understand you. 
Because the language differences are .iImediately recognizable they 
generate an :imnediate :iJqlact on the new inmigrant which affects his 
attitude towards the agencies, as a recipient of services and so-
cially as a netber of the local ccmnunity. As a result, his per-
spective on his own future bec:cnes that of a "disadvantaged person." 
Even under ideal carxlitions, ~s in any area take sane time 
before they feel em::>tionally ready to seek relationships outside their own 
group and to participate in the life of the local cxmnunity. l'Io doubt 
lSee, for instance, A. J. Kahn, .Social Policy and Social Services 
(New York: Randan House, 1973). 
2rrhose People (Toronto: Social Planning COUncil of Toronto, 1975), 
p. 93. 
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this process can be accelerated if appropriate programs are set up in an 
atIrosphere of acceptance and toleration at local agencies 1 staffed by 
~rkers who understand and appreciate new inmigrants' language and culture. 
~ should keep in mind that original cultural traditions and values bec:x:me 
nest inp:)rtant to those people, like :imnigrants I who do not feel secure 
and are frequently rejected by those in the wider carmunity. 
New Imnigrants' Access to Service 
At present, the prime responsibility for gaining access for needed 
services is left to the new .imn.igrants. Although, to a l.united extent, 
the agencies try to provide this service at the fOrt of entry 1 our research 
shows that only a small proportion of imnigrants receive this service at 
the fOrt of entry. Some of these essential services are perfOJ:ned by ethnic 
travel agencies and real estate offices and they charge a fee for this 
access service, which is available free for n~s fran agencies. 
The consequences of the present pattern of access anong the .irrmi-
grant serving agencies are clear. Clients do not gain access to sorce 
needed services when left to their own resources. Because of a lack of 
infoJ:Jta.tion anong the agency \<.Qrkers 1 the :inmigrant does not learn about 
the full range of available services. loDreover, \<.Qrkers tend to focus 
nere on what they can do for clients rather than on what clients need. 
~cessibility of Services 
The major problem is to find a method by which the .ircmigrant can 
be brought to the appropriate service in the shortest, nest direct route 
without a frustrating waste of time, energy and skills. 
It \<.Quld be difficult to identify anyone essential service that 
is totally missing from the ne~rk of services in '!bronto. The gap is 
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rather in tenns of volume. As Kahn pointed out at a \\Orkshop in '!bronto 
in 1967: 
~ one talks about canada or the u. S .A. 7 if one looks 
at the local level in alnDst any canmunity one finds first that 
there is not enough sezvice. There are few fields in which it 
can be said that there are no ~ caseloads, no waiting 
lists, etc. But the rcost serious gap in rcore effectively ser-
Vicing the imnigrants (and people in need in general) is in the 
realm of c:x:mmmication. l 
Again, Kahn cc::rrmanted that family agencies have disengaged them-
selves from the poor. 
They set up a pattern of individual psychotherapy which makes 
great sense to verbal people and for people who are at a point 
in their lives when they can cope with intrapsychic problems. 
This is not true for the djsadvantaged and the poorly educated. 2 
The majority of the newcaters with whan the camn.mity is nost con-
cerned fall into this categmy, and their difficulty is compounded by the 
language and cultural barrier. The whole social service system in Toronto 
has grown up within the cxmtext of a single language and a tXlld:tDn culture. 
Toronto perhaps nrust accept the fact that it has becane a plural society. 
An alternative is needed to the present loose structure of agen-
cies to cope with the problem of service access. What Kahn said in Toronto 
in 1967 seems to be very true even now: 
Access to service is very difficult for recent arrivals, 
ethnic minorities I p:x:>rly educated and so forth • . • they 
siIrply cannot get to the service .•• the luxury of develop-
ing insight and talking through and reconstructing developtent 
is after all, based on certain educational and cultural back-
gro'llIXi and not available to eveJ:ybody. 3 
England has apparently succeeded to a remarkable extent in closing 
lAo Kahn, Organizing Services in a Canf?lex Urban Camnunity: the 
Kahn Institute, Reoord (Toronto: Social Planrung Council of '!bronto, 1967), 
p. 15. 
2Ibid., p. 19. 
3Ibid., p. 21. 
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the "information gap" through a ne~rk of "citizens' advice bureaus." 
'!he British citizens' advice bureaus are backed up by a 
national staff that does nothing but constantly study n,e.,iI 
administrative rules, new statutes, prepare bulletins to be 
sent to the four or five hundred outposts and nm traiIrlng 
programs. If the local citizens I advice bureaus does not 
know the answer, the national staff will tell them the an-
swer, and if the national staff does not know the answer, it 
will call the m:inistries. l 
Since these bureaus are located. in the neighborhoods, people walk by them 
everyday. The majority of these "Outposts" in England are marmed by 
trained. volunteers. 
Toronto may be ready for a system like this, especially to serve 
the inmigrant groups. 
Toronto is, and in all probability will remain, the major reception 
point for :imuigratian in canada. As successive :imni.grant groups settle 
in the city, reflecting the changing patterns of :imni.gration, constant 
adaptation and change in service delivez:y nethcds will have to be intro-
duced to meet the changing needs and cultural diversity of recipient groups. 
Even though Toronto has developed a viable system of social ser-
vices for the Canadian-rom, the recipient groups now include such a high 
percentage of imnigrants that it is necessary for the agencies to develop 
equally viable supportive services for this particular public in order to 
be useful to them • 
. Suggestions and Recc:lnm3ndations 
To make the operational aspects of info:rmation nore effective, 
the visa offices in foreign countries should organize pre-departure courses 
in which prospective i"'mri.grants receive suitable infozmation on the country 
of destination and its social service and other social characteristics. 
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M:lreover, they should provide, :in the bane cx>untJ:y, short-teDn 
English language classes to inmigrants who cannot cc:mnunicate :in English. 
For exanple, the facilities of the IntergoverIl[IBltal Comnittee for Eur0-
pean Migration (I.C.E.M.) :in some of the European cities provide a tw:)-
IlDIl'th full-time cx>urse :in English and Hc:lroo Econam.i.cs for prospective :im-
migrants going to various cx>untries. Australia also has s:imilar programs 
for inmigrants :in their bene cx>untJ:y. 
It is recamended that a cc::Ill1?rehensive program be established to 
provide imnigrants with detailed and accurate :info:oration, :in a language 
and fOIJn they can understand, concerning Canadian social services. This 
program should begin in the cx>untJ:y fram which the :immigrant is emigrating 
and be contmued upon his or her arrival in canada. 
The inability of non-English-speaking imnigrants to carm.micate 
effectively is undoubtedly one of the major problans encx>untered in obtam-
mg enployment, housmg ani social and other essential services. 
A relatively easy solution ~uld be for all agencies, voluntary 
and goverrmental, to hire ~rkers who not only speak the various languages, 
but are also familiar with the culture an:i background of their clients. 
The difficulty is the budgetary l:imitation, as well as scarcity of quali-
fied personnel. The trammg and use of auxiliary personnel should be 
studied. 
If there were no f:inancial support to private agencies fram govern-
ment, these agencies ~uld close and their inmigrant clients would go back 
to the service brokers, real estate agents, travel agents, insurance 
brokers, small inmigrant businessmen who have a profitable sideline :in 
providmg services to newcomers. The quality of these services is ques-
tionable, the cost too high. 
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It is reccmnended that neigh1x>rhood infonnation centers be granted 
sufficient resources to serve the new :inmigrant along \dth others. 
It is recamended that high-quality interpreter services be made 
accessible in or available to all private and public service agencies 
used frequently by inmigrants. 
It is recamended that the cx>st incurred in :i.mplenenting the above 
rec::::camendations be undertaken through shared cx>st arrangerrents anong the 
fe:leral, provincial and Im.lIlicipal goverments. It is recognized that many 
of the services involved in the rec::::camendations fall into areas under pro-
vincial jurisdiction, but as the federal government takes major responsi-
bility for admission of imni.grants, it is believed that shared financial 
restXJIlsibility in this area w::mld be appropriate. This is especially tnle 
in regaxd to those services required. during the :lmni.grant I s first few 
years of life in Canada. 
It is essential that social agencies make available :infOl'.'ItBtion 
regaxding their services. Service agencies nust not asS1.llte that their 
presence is known to all potential users of the service. Consideration 
should be given to providing infoJ:Inatian both in written fODn and t.~ugh 
out-reach programs. Information regarding services should be translated 
into major inmigrant languages and presented in a fOllIl which will be 
understandable to the new :inmigrant. Agencies that have efforts to trans-
late material frequently have made the mistake of assuming too nuch prior 
knowledge on the part of the new imnigrants. Recognition should be given 
to the fact that many imnigrant groups are not accustaIed to receiv:ing 
infODl'lation :in written fOllIl. Service agencies should consider the estab-
lishment of outreach programs, utiliz:ing volunteers where possible, to 
infonn potential cl;i.ents of the existence of their services. Where social 
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agencies have limited staff and resources 1 they might consider utilizing 
the commmity-based infozmation, referral and intezpreter services to 
assist them in their outreach process. 
InfOJ:matian to neM imnigrants should be objective, inq;)artial, 
unifoJ::In and realistic, conplete and direct. 
To produce infoz:mation as up-to-date as possible and to avoid 
duplication of efforts and possible delays 1 there should be a constant ex-
change of infonnation arrong all the agencies conce.:med • 
. Significance for SOcial i'Ork 
A better understanding of the new :inmigrant's use of social agen-
cies seems particularly significant for the social VJOrk profession at this 
tine for a number of reasons. SOcial WJrk knowledge in recent years has 
been greatly expanded by contributions fran the social sciences knowledge 
of the iItpact of soci~tural factors on human behavior and has given us 
a much fuller understanding of our clients and has led to m::xtificatians 
of traditional treatment methods. The recent literature an the poor and 
culturally deprived indicates that social agencies are adapting their ser-
vices in the light of this new 1..llld.erstanding, making them nore relevant to 
the needs of these groups in society. 
There seems, however, to be a lag on the part of agencies in apply-
ing this understanding of sociocultural factors in the provision of services 
for recent immigrants. The studies and reports reviewed in the preceding 
pages indicate general agreement aroUIXl the inadequacy of the existing 
social services for recent inmigrants. It seems I therefore, that social 
VJOrkers could and shculd assume a leadership role in pranoting the adapta-
tion of present services to the needs of recent imnigrants based on their 
understanding of the interplay of sociocultural as well as psychological 
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forces on human behavior. 
The social ~k profession, because of its humanitarian concern 
and familiarity with a wide range of problems and neais I can play an jm-
portant role in the planrUng and provision of services designed to rreet 
both material needs and needs in the area of social functioning~ and, if 
we are concerned aOOut the provision and equitable distribution of these 
services, then research into the area of iImdgrants' use of social service 
agencies becarces relevant, with many ~lications for how and to wham such 
services are provided. There is a grow:ing concern about the training of 
professionals who w:>rk with inmigrants. This is becam:ing a specializa-
tion in social w::>rk. Especially the ~lication of cultural factors in 
social work with :imnigrants being given nore and IlDre consideration.1 
The need for training is not restricted to social w::>rkers in the :imnigrant 
serving agencies, but is necessaz:y as well for social w::>rkers w::>rking in 
agencies open to the host population, to which mmigrants are referred. 
Some of us may think that to discuss the problems of :imni.grants' 
needs may define and crystallize it beyond hope of solution. On the other 
hand, there are those who, relying on laissez-faire principles, believe 
that it is wisest not to interfere with problems which in the course of 
time will sort themselves out. 'I'hEiu:'e is the fear that an examination of 
these problems could lead to an acknowledgerent that existing services 
may be inadequate to cope with them. These beliefs lay behind the reluc-
tance of government depart:Itents, until very recently, to CClI't'q?ile separate 
lSee the writings of: B. Kent, "The Social W:>rkers' CUltural Pat-
terns as it Affects case W:>rk with !nmi.grants," in Triseliotis, Social 
W:>rk with Colored InmiSfants (London: Oxford University Press, 1972); 
Cheetham, Social W:>rk Wl.th IIImigrants (IDndon: Foutledge and Kegan Paul, 
1972); and, Triseliotis, Social w::>rk with COlored IrmIigrants (Landon: 
OXfom University Press, 1972). 
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statistics relating to :inmigrants' use of their services. These attitl:des, 
however well meaning, have not been in the interests of either lmnigrants 
or the rest of the IX'pulation. The absence of infonnatian has meant that 
sane of the real problems of :imn:igrants have either been ignored or exag-
gerated ani ignorance about numbers of .in:m.i.grants has led to wild specula-
tion and fear that the social services will be flooded with requests for 
help. Social workers, as well as many other people who are concerned 
with imnigrants, are IDII recognizing that here, ignorance is not bliss. 
I -'N v· ~S dlHSN3Z1l';J 
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APPENDIX A 
DATED: December 13th, 1976 
BET WEE N: 
HER MAJESTY THE QUEEN IN 
RIGHT OF ONTARIO as 
represented by the Minister 
of Culture and Recreation 
for the Province of Ontario. 
and 
MURALI NAIR 
AGREEMENT 
Ministry of Culture and 
Recreation, 
Parliament Buildings, 
Queen's Park, 
Toronto, Ontario. 
M7A 2R9. 
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THIS AGREEMENT made this 13th day of December, 1976. 
BET WEE N: 
HER MAJESTY THE QUEEN IN RIGHT 
OF ONTARIO as represented by the 
Minister of Culture and Recreation 
for the Province of Ontario, 
hereinafter called the "Ministry" 
OF THE FIRST PART: 
- and -
MURALI NAIR, 
hereinafter called "~lr. Nair", 
OF THE SECOND PART. 
WHEREAS Mr. Nair is desirous of obtaining 
the co-operation of the Ministry in the preparation 
of a thesis entitled "Immigrants' Perception of Social 
.... 
Service Agencies" (hereinafter called the "Thesis") 
which shall enable Mr. Nair to receive his degree of 
Doctor of Social Welfare; 
AND WHEREAS such co-operation involves 
enabling Mr. Nair to interview new immigrants to 
Toronto who have recently passed through Ontario Welcome 
House and thereby study the use of, and attitude toward, 
public and private agencies by new immigrants. 
, 
, 
r 
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NOW THEREFORE THIS AGREEMENT WITNESSETH 
that in consideration of the mutual covenants and~ 
agreements herein contained, and subject to the 
terms and conditions hereinafter set out, the parties 
hereto agree as follows: 
1. The Ministry shall take the necessary 
steps to enable Mr. Nair to take a representative 
sampling of new immigrants to Ontario based upon 
nationality and language spoken and shall assist 
Mr. Nair in selecting 50 such individuals who have 
passed through Ontario ~'lelcome House since January 
1st, 1975 (hereinafter called the "New Immigrants") • 
2. Mr. Nair shall only conduct his 
interviews with those individuals who consent to 
be interviewed. 
3. Mr. Nair shall neither ask the New 
Immigrants their names or addresses nor shall he 
make a notation of same in any of his notes which 
he may make as a result of such interviews. 
4. To assist Mr. Nair with his interviews 
of the New Immigrants, the Ministry shall provide 
to Mr. Nair, for a period of one week and at no 
cost to Mr. Nair, a room at Ontario Welcome House 
• •• 3 
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which will be sufficient to enable Mr. Nair to 
conduct his interviews. In addition, the Ministry 
shall also provide to Mr. Nair, for a period of one 
week and at no cost to Mr. Nair, the services of 
one or more interpreters. 
5. Mr. Nair, his officers, employee"s and 
agents shall treat as confidential during as well 
as after the completion of the interviews of the 
New Immigrants and the preparation and submission 
of his Thesis, any information of a character 
confidential to the affairs of the Ministry, the 
New Immigrants, or the Province of Ontario to which 
he becomes privy as a result of his acting under 
this Agreement. 
6. Any information of a personal nature which 
is contained in the Thesis shall be disguised in 
such a way as to avoid any embarrassment to the 
Ministry, the New Immigrants or the Province of 
Ontario. 
7. The Ministry shall have the right to 
examine the Thesis prior to its being submitted 
by Mr. Nair for his degree or prior to the information 
contained therein being made public in any manner 
whatsoever, to ensure that this Agreement has not 
been violated and to ensure that any material which 
• •• 4 
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has been provided to Mr. Nair by the Ministry, 
has been used by Mr. Nair in a responsible manner. 
In the event that the Ministry objects to any 
parts of the Thesis which are based on material 
which has been provided to Mr. Nair by the 
Ministry, such objectionable parts shall not be 
submitted by Mr. Nair for his degree nor made 
public in any manner whatsoever until such 
objections have been discussed and negotiated 
between the parties and until mutually acceptable 
alternatives to such objectionable parts have 
been agreed to by both parties and inserted in 
the Thesis. 
8. Mr. Nair shall provide to the Ministry 
at no cost to the Ministry, one completed copy 
of the Thesis as submitted by Mr. Nair for his 
degree. 
9. It is agreed that this written instrument 
embodies the entire agreement of the parties hereto 
with regard to the matters dealt with herein and 
that no understandings, representations or agree-
ments, collateral, verbal or otherwise, exist between 
the parties except as herein expressly set out. 
• •• 5 
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10. This agreement shall enure to the. 
benefit of and be binding upon the parties 
hereto and their respective he.irs , executors, 
administrators, successors and assigns. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF the parties hereto 
have hereunto set their hands and seals. 
SIGNED, SEALED and DELIVERED } 
in the presence of: 
~.( ( . ./ t' C-1A.i.. .'-.. ' 
Witness 
\,. 
Witness 
) 
} 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
~! 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
HER MAJESTY THE QUEEN 
IN RIGHT OF ONTARIO as 
represented by: 
f fki~ 
\ • .... I··~ 
I ',~ 
Minister of Culture and 
Recreation for the 
Province of Ontario. 
.-") '7 I / /.:"---1- l /1 " , ;:-... ... I , Ii. I . t, '. ,~ 
rI .-' .---.. J. ,.- ," 
__ ~-~~ ______ ~___ ~~ ______ ~L~
MURALI NAIR 
Approved for signing by 
the Minister of Culture anc 
Recreation 
Charles Beer, Director, 
Citizenship Branch. 
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.• t-hJ.lltw-1MSrnvts· Pen::.eptiO'l d &ctbJ ~ncl es.: 
This is 10 c.crfiYYV1 our, ~~~ ~,tiA Mr. ~hi( fa 
~~ ~tJiew6 witY\" V\ew 'V\IlVVU~vtl~k who a:.Ye 
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\.tr ' llii r St\ClU CV\l.4 c.cV\du.ct W S l'Vyt e (' t.; Ieus \J)~ 
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1tA~f VUW'eS cr o..cidY'esses V\CY' SUll he. ~1I\a.k.~ 
CL nda.tiO'l ct sa.JA.\e, tV' CUAt.( cf kis Y\Ot"g ww'c.L, 
h~ Mat{ ~ ~ 0.. fe5LLLt a ~<::..lA ,11It"l-ev1)l~. 
~r. Na,(f s~u prcuide to -tilLs ,ol- no CD~ 10 ~ 
~.V(1.t I o~\e., CDV\.\p le..te:I cOr! d i£1e, res.ea.vcJ,. r-ep. 
bloor-b(lthllrst infonnation centre 
896 bathll}~st street, toronto 4 531-4613 
· 1+ Manpower Main-d'ceuvre and Immigration et Immigration 
55 St. Clair Avenue East 
Suite 811 
Toronto, Ontario 
M4T 2M9 
Apri 1 7, 1977 
Mr. M. Nai r 
Assistant Professor 
Maywood College 
School of Social Work 
2300 Adams Avenue 
Scranton, Pennsylvania 18509 
Dear Mr. Nair: 
Ourlile 
241-1 
This is to confirm that arrangements for you to conduct interviews 
with new immigrants in the Canada Manpower Centres have been 
fi na 1 i zed. 
The attached schedule reflects the agreement between you and 
Mr. Fox to visit 4 CMC's rather than one as originally planned. 
I trust this schedule meets with your approval. Would you be kind 
enough to telephone Frank de Gruyter (966-7502) in my office, on 
your return to Toronto, to confirm the schedule and to further 
facilitate your visits to our offices. 
Wishing you every success in your endeavour, I remain, 
Yours very truly, 
uom- J .. ~ ~·r;~er ~
~/D;rector of Manpower 
Metro Toronto 
Attached: 
JJM:nl 
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centr .. OHlce: 138 Beverley Street I Toronto. Ont. MST 1Y5 I 368·7991 
Aehabllnallon Centra: 78 Orfus Road I Toronto. Onto MeA 1L9 I 789-7125 
North York Centra: 75 Stanley Road I Oownavlew. Ont. M3N 1CZ I 745-6313 
I •••• r •• '.. ,hr •• ,11 .d.ce" •• 
I...., ...... ~ 1'lstrnioH 
Mr. Murali Nair 
MarjWood College 
School of Social Wo~k 
2300 Adams Ave. 
Scranton, Pennsylvania 
u. S .A. 
Dear Mr. Nair, 
15 December 1976 
Ref. i 136 
I am very pleased to provide you with the oppor-
tunity to conduct the interviews at Costi of immigrants 
with less than 2 years of residence in Canada. 
As agreed during our previous conversations on 
the subject, you will not use the names of the individuals 
you interviewed in any of your reports. I also understand 
that you agreed to share with us the findings of your re-
search. 
Iam 
JC:lf 
A panicipant in the United Way 
With my best wishes for the success of your work, 
Since~el yours r I I: !"!o." _ 
I , ' '> ~ 1.>,' I~~, ~ ~,vtv ..... \.I" 
Josep Carrara 
Executive Director 
APPENDIX B 
IN'I'ERVIEW SCHEDULE: IMMIGRANTS' USE OF 
SOCIAL SERVICE AGENCIES 
A Study of the Use of, and Attitude toward, publio and 
private agencies by new immigrants in Toronto 
(Questions with * this mark only for new immigrants using social servioe 
agencies -- all other questions are for users as well as for non-users.) 
Note to the New Immigrants 
I am a student at the Columbia University School of Social Work; trying 
to help improve services to new immigrants. Will you please help me? 
I am not going to write down your name or address; and. everything you 
tell me is oonfidential. 
Mura11 Nair 
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1. How long have you been in Toronto? 
Less than one week 
One week One month 
Two months - Three months 
Three months Six months 
Six months One year 
One year - Two years 
2. In which oountry did you live before you immigrated to Canada? 
3. Are you an independent or a dependent (nominated/sponsored) immigrant? 
4. How old are you? 
Independent 
Nominated 
Sponsored 
Under 20 
20 - 24 
25 - 34 
35 - 44 
45 - 54 
55 - 64 
65 or over 
s. (a) Are you married? 
(b) If 2(a) is No 
Have you ever been married? 
(c) What is your present status? 
(Interviewer's check) 
6. T,Vbat is your religion? 
Yes 
No 
Yes 
No 
Married 
Widowed 
Divorced 
Separated 
Single, never married 
7. (a) Are any of your family members in Canada? 
Yes 
No 
(b) If 7(a) is Yes: 
Who? 
8. If 7(a) is Yes: 
How long ago did the first one come? 
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9. If 7(a) is Yes: 
Are you staying with them? 
Yes 
No 
10. If 9 is No: 
Are you staying with someone else? 
Yes 
No 
11. If 10 is No: 
Then, are you staying alone? 
Yes 
No 
12. In either case, what kind of building are you living? 
(Probe to complete) 
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Highrise apartment 
Rooming house 
Town house 
Flat 
Full house 
13. Do you plan to stay there? 
Yes 
No 
14. If 13 is No: 
(a) When are you planning to move? 
14. (b) Where do you intend to move? 
(Probe to complete) 
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To another residence in 
the same city 
To another place in Canada 
Other ( Specify) 
15. 'N.here did you live just before you moved to Toronto? 
(If answer is some other place in Canada, probe for what 
part of Canada, or if outside Canada, what ci ty, C01.mt~?) 
16. Tell me all the places you have lived in Canada. 
(Interviewer list in order.) 
17. You have been living in this C01.mtry' now since _~~:--_~~ ______ • 
Honth and Year 
Rave you ever visited this country' before that? 
Yes 
No 
18. If 17 is Yes 
Altogether, how long did you visit this country before you 
came to stay? 
19. In your home oountry, what kind of plaoe did you live? 
(Interviewer, probe to seleot) 
Rural/fann 
Suburb 
City 
20. What sohool did you attend? (Years of eduoation) 
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21. What was your main 'Nork or ocoupation before immigrating to Canada? 
(Give a detailed description) 
(Probe to verify) 
22. Are you working now? 
Yes 
No 
23. If answer to question 22 is Yes 
What sort of work do you do now? 
Ocoupation 
Industry 
24. If guestion 22 is answered Yes 
How much do you eam at your present job (weekly)? 
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25. If answer to question 22 is No 
Rave you worked sinoe your arrival? 
Yes 
No 
26. If 2$ is Yes: 
How many months after immigration did you begin work in Canada? 
27. If question 22 or 2$ is Yes 
How did you get your job? 
(through government employment agencies, friends, 
voluntary agencies, etc.) 
28. Only to married nersons: 
What does your husband/wife do? 
(Probe to complete) 
29. If question 22 or 25 is No 
How are you supporting? 
Work full-time 
Work part-time 
Keep house 
Go to school 
Something else (Specify) 
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30. Did you have any information about services for immigrants before 
you came to Canada? 
Yes 
No 
31. (a) If question 30 is Yes 
How did you get it? 
(b) If question 30 is Yes 
What information did you get? 
32. Were you given any booklet at the Toronto Airport which explains 
where to go for invormation/service/help in Canada? 
Yes 
No 
33. If question 32 is Yes 
Do you know what was in the booklet? 
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34. When you first came to Canada, did anyone meet you at the Airport, 
after customs and immigration? 
35. If 34 is Yes 
(a) Who? 
(b) What did he/she/they do? 
Yes 
No 
36. Did you look for assistance as soon as you arrived? 
Yes 
No 
37. If 36 is Yes 
Where did you look for assistance/service/information? 
38. What type of assistance were you looking for at that time? 
*39. How did you happen to come to this agency? 
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*40. Have you sought services/information/help from any other agencies, 
other than this, since you came to Canada? 
Yes 
No 
*41. If answer to auestion 36 is Yes 
Types of agencies and the nature of service/help/infor.mation 
sought. When? 
*42. Approximately how far do you live from this place? 
*43. How long does it take you to travel between home and this agency? 
*44. now did you get to this place: by cart by bus, by subway, or 
by walking? 
By car 
By bus 
By subway 
By walkir.g 
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*45. What did you want from this agency'? 
*46. Did the agency understand what you wanted? 
Yes 
No 
*47. If 46 is No 
TNhy couldn't they understand? 
*48. Do you think you will come back to this agency for further service/ 
help/infor.mation after to~y? 
*49. TNhat could this agency do to help new immigrants like you even more? 
50. When you have a difficult personal or family problem, whom are you 
most likely to talk it over with? (If the respondent gives a 
person's name, then who is he?) 
51. Have you ever talked to anyone (at agency) about a family or 
personal problem? 
52. If $1 is Yes 
With whom did you talk? 
(Get name and/or position) 
53. If $1 is No 
Yes 
No 
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Do you feel you would ever discuss such problems '111 th son30ne 
(at agency)? 
Yes 
No 
Don't know 
54. If $3 is No 
Why wouldn't you discuss such problems with someone at the agency? 
\ 
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55. Where did you go for service/information/help in your home oountrJ, 
when you had: 
(a) Finanoial diffioulties 
(b) Housing needs 
(0) Employment 
(d) Health related problems 
(e) Education 
(f) Information servioes 
(g) Family problems 
(h) Other personal problems (speoify). 
56. 
57. 
58. 
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If answer to question 55 indicates that he had been to an agency, 
then ask about the agencies he had been to: 
If answer to question 55 indicates that he never had been to an agency, 
then ask: 
Do you know of agencies in home country that provide assistance 
to people with the above mentioned needs? 
Do you belong to any of your immigrant associations in Toronto? 
(If yes, list names and your positions) 
59. Do you belong to any church groups in Toronto? 
(If yes, list names and your positions) 
60. Are you a member of ~ voluntary social agencies in Toronto? 
(If yes, list names and your positions) 
61. Do you go to the meetings of these associations? 
(Probe to complete) 
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Most of the meetings of ________________________ __ 
Some meetings of 
Only a few meetings of __________________________ _ 
None of the meetings of ________________________ __ 
The next two questions only to immigrants with more than six months' 
residence in Canada. 
62. Do immigrants have anything to say about the way agencies serving 
new immigrants are run? 
(Probe to complete) 
Much to say 
Something to say 
Very little to say 
Nothing to say 
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63. Do you feel that you should have more to say about how the immigrant 
serving agencies are run? 
(Probe to complete) 
110re say 
Less say 
No say 
64. I would like to ask you about services for new immigrants. I have a 
list of services offered to new immigrants; please think back and as 
I read each thing, tell me what you think about it. 
( 1) Are you aware of the following services to new in.'11igrants in 
Toronto? 
(See the next page for interviewer's check list) 
(2) If 6h(1) is Yes 
Did you ever use it? 
(See the next page for interviewer's check list) 
(3) If 64(2) is Yes 
Is it fr~e? 
(See the check list) 
(4, 5, and 6) If 6h(3) is lio 
What is the cost like? 
(See the check list) 
(7 and 8) If 6h(2) is Yes 
What do you think of the services? 
(See the check list) 
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Interpreter Services 
Translation Services 
Housing Referral 
Household Items 
Clothing 
Subsistance allowance 
Mobility Grant 
Employment Referral 
English la.ngua.ge cl.:~sses 
On the job training 
Retraining Program 
Legal aid service 
Day care service 
Medical and 
Hospital insurance 
Child allowance 
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65. Imagine a friend of yours from your country is cOming to Canada as 
an immigrant, what advice would you give him about how to get help/ 
service/information? 
66. Social service agencies in Toronto would like you to give some advice 
to them about: 
(a) Whether: are there more services needed to new immigrants? 
(b) Is there a better way of giving services to new immigrants? 
67. Interviewer's Comments 
(a) English language skill: 
(b) Sex 
(c) Race 
(d) Use of Interpreter 
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Fluent 
With accent 
Manageable, with certain 
handicap 
No Mastery 
Male 
Female 
Black 
Brown (Indian, Pakistani, 
Dey-1onese) 
Oriental 
White 
Yes 
No 
(e) Other non-verbal communications of the interviewee: 
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